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Abstract
Decades of research has established that individuals and groups have reliable 
preferences for some colours over others. The aim of this thesis is to understand the 
biological and cognitive mechanisms o f these colour preferences. Two recent theories of 
colour preference are tested, the biological components theory (Hurlbert & Ling, 2007) and 
the ecological valence theory (EVT; Palmer & Schloss, 2010). The foimer argues that colour 
preference is explained by weights on the two cone-opponent channels underlying human 
colour vision, whereas the latter argues that colour preference is explained by colour-object 
associations. A series of experiments test these theories by testing different cultures, sexes 
and ages, and by sampling stimuli throughout colour space. The findings identify serious 
constraints for both theories. The biological component theory only works well when 
summarising hue preference, not when colours vary in lightness and saturation. EVT is 
effective at explaining the colour preference of males, but not females. For both theories, 
previous claims of ‘universal’ patterns of preference across cultures are not supported. The 
thesis also investigates whether ‘mere exposure’ (brief, repeated exposure to stimuli) 
influences colour preference, as it does for other basic stimuli. A series of experiments 
indicate that mere exposure influences colour preference for males but not females. This 
suggests that, at least for some groups, there could be basic cognitive processes that affect 
colour preference that are domain general. Overall, it is concluded there are multiple routes to 
colour preference, and that further research should consider how the various underlying 
mechanisms of colour preference combine and interact for different types of observers.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction
1.1, Overview
Although individuals vary in their colour preferences, decades of research has 
established that some colours are more commonly liked or disliked than others. There also 
appear to be reliable differences in colour preference between groups, such as between 
different cultures, genders, or ages. Several theories have recently been proposed to explain 
both the commonality and variation in colour preference. For example, theories have related 
colour preference to the biological components of colour vision (Hurlbert & Ling, 2007), or 
the associations that are made between objects and colour (Palmer & Schloss, 2010). The first 
aim of this thesis is to test these theories, by investigating whether these theories are 
supported when groups of different ages, cultures or genders ai e tested, or when colour space 
is sampled more extensively. In addition to theories of preference that specifically relate to 
colour, there are also generic theories of preference that claim to identify cognitive processes 
(e.g. familiarity) that influence preference for a wide range of stimuli. The second aim of the 
thesis is to establish whether such cognitive processes could also influence preference for 
colour. Overall, the thesis aims to emich our understanding of the extent to which colour 
preference is biologically constrained, the extent to which it is modulated by experience such 
as our interaction with objects, and the extent to which it is influenced by basic cognitive 
processes such as familiarity. Colour preference can be located within the wider field of 
aesthetics, so I begin with a brief history of that field of resear ch.
1,2. A Brief History of Aesthetics
The theory of aesthetics dates back to Ancient Greece, when Socrates (469 BC -  399 
BC) was the first philosopher to talk of the relativity of beauty. Before this, Plato (424 BC — 
348 BC) had spoken of the existence of beauty as an absolute, a value that could exist outside 
of human perception. Socrates challenged this notion and stated that judgements of beauty 
were reliant on how people perceived the object in question. Aristotle (348 BC — 322 BC) 
then continued this line of reasoning and wrote that beauty could be separate from goodness; 
a distinction that had not been previously made. This led to the further separation of 
judgements of beauty from both emotional aspects such as desire and lust and also practical 
aspects, such as the possible usefulness of the object in question. In this way, the beauty of an 
object was seen as a separate, distinct quality, one that could only exist in the eyes of the 
person viewing it.
It was this distinction that led philosophers to question which, if  any, aspects of an 
object make it appear beautiful to a person. This question divided philosophers as to whether 
aesthetic judgements existed purely between the object and the specific person or whether 
certain aspects of objects could be said to be universally beautiful (i.e. judged to be beautiful 
by all people). Kant (1790) argued for the former, stating that a universal aesthetic judgement 
of form would be logical not aesthetic, that it would involve rational consideration which is 
not part of aesthetic judgements. However, other philosophers such as Herbart (1808) 
disagreed with Kant. Herbart argued that beauty was a result of the relationship between 
properties, such as the relationship between two musical tones, and that this relationship 
stayed true regardless of the person perceiving it.
As a result of the latter argument, scientists started testing the relationship between 
sensory stimuli and aesthetic pleasure. Before this, philosophers such as Kant had argued that 
psychology could never be a science as the mind could not be subject to quantified
measurements. However, by conducting experiments that objectively measured the reaction 
of people to certain stimuli, scientists such as Fechner (1801 — 1887) showed that psychology 
could be a scientific discipline. Indeed, Fechner also found that certain abstract forms were 
generally pleasing to the human senses, indicating for the first time that aesthetic judgements 
had the potential to be universal. This discovery helped lead to the introduction of 
psychophysics as a psychological discipline (Fancher, 1996) and the scientific testing of 
human preferences began. One type of preference that has been investigated is colour 
preference, the history of which is outlined below.
1,3. A History of Colour Preference
Experimental research into colour preference dates back to the late 19^ century with 
Cohn (1894; cited in Ball, 1965) considered to be the first psychologist to conduct a 
laboratory-based study of colour preference. Cohn found that people’s colour preferences 
varied most with hue (the descriptive name of the colour, i.e. ‘blue’ or ‘green’). This result 
led to a general focus on hue preference, as opposed to lightness (a measure of how much 
white is in the colour) and/or saturation (how far from gray a colour is relative to its 
lightness) preference, in the majority o f subsequent studies. It wasn’t until the early 20^  ^
century that systematic reviews of the colour preference of human participants started 
regularly appearing in psychological journals. In the 1920s and 30s, a number of studies were 
conducted that assessed the colour preferences of different cultures (Garth, 1922; 1924;
1929), different ages (Michaels, 1924) and even of the ‘insane’ (Katz, 1931). These studies 
found differing colour preferences across groups, but comparisons across studies were made 
difficult due to the variations in method. For example, some studies used colour wheels to 
present their stimuli whereas others used individual colour patches. There were also stark
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differences in the colours used, with no accurate measurements of the colours reported and no 
conformity in stimuli or stimulus background across studies.
In 1941, Eysenck conducted his own colour preference experiment and also collated 
the results from numerous other colour preference experiments in an attempt to gain an over­
arching view of the order of colour preference. Eysenck took into account the differences in 
stimuli across the experiments, and only used the preference ratings for the most saturated 
versions of blue, red, green, violet, orange and yellow from each study. He also took into 
account possible ‘racial’ differences and looked at the colour preferences of ‘white’ 
participants and ‘coloured’ participants separately. By combining the results of 25 separate 
studies, Eysenck was able to assess the colour preferences of over 12,500 adult participants. 
The results of this meta-analysis showed that not only was there a high con elation between 
the colour preferences of ‘white’ and ‘coloured’ participants (0.96), but that a definite order 
of colour preference was apparent. Blue was the most liked colour, followed by red, green 
then violet, with orange and yellow as the equally least liked hues. Sex differences were also 
investigated, and Eysenck found a high con elation between the colour preferences of males 
and females (0.95). Indeed, the only difference between males and females with regards to 
the order of colour preference was for orange and yellow; males preferred orange to yellow 
and the females preferred yellow to orange. These findings led Eysenck to propose a 
hierarchical universal order of colour preference for fully saturated colours, with blue as the 
most preferred colour and yellow as the least preferred.
However, as Eysenck’s (1941) study did not endeavour to quantify the specific 
colours used in either his own study or the studies used in the meta-analysis, it is impossible 
to replicate his research. The meta-analysis was based on six hues, but it is not known if the 
colours were similar across studies, i.e. a blue hue from one study could have been of a 
completely different lightness and/or saturation to the blue from another study. In an attempt
to produce an order of colour preference that was easily replicable, Guilford and Smith 
(1959) conducted a colour preference study using a large number of colours based on the 
Munsell Book of Color (see Appendix A).
The coloured stimuli were pieces of coloured paper presented on a uniform 
background gray. They were matched to the closest stimulus in the Munsell color system 
using the judgements of 20 participants. The average judgements of the participants for each 
stimulus were taken as that stimulus’s Munsell dimensions. The colours were then presented 
individually to each participant in a set position on the same background gray under uniform 
incandescent lighting. Each colour was presented for five seconds, during which time the 
participant was asked to rate the colour on a preference scale of 0 to 10. This set-up helped 
control external variables such as background-foreground contrast, lighting, positioning of 
the stimulus, duration of stimulus presentation and rating measure, and subsequently became 
the blueprint for the majority of colour preference studies.
Each participant judged the same colour twice on different days. This allowed ' 
Guilford and Smith (1959) to explore the correlation between colour preference judgements 
made at different times. They found the coiTelations to be high for both men (0.94) and 
women (0.93), indicating that colour preferences are likely to be stable over time. The results 
of the preference ratings again showed a distinct order of colour preference, with preference 
highest in the blue-green area and lowest in the yellow, yellow-gieen area, results that are in 
line with Eysenck’s universal order. This preference order was found when saturation and 
lightness were held constant. Guilford and Smith also looked at preference for brightness (the 
perceived luminance of a colour) and saturation levels when the hue was held constant. They 
found that preference was positively associated with both brightness and saturation; the 
brighter or more saturated the colour, the more it was preferred. Their results also suggested 
that hue preference did not change with different levels of these colour dimensions.
However, a subsequent study conducted by Hogg (1969), following Guilford and 
Smith’s (1959) basic method and procedure, suggested that colour preference did change 
with saturation. British participants rated 30 Munsell colour chips according to 12 bipolar 
colour emotion ratings scales such as sharp-dull and vibrant-still. One of the ratings scales 
was pleasant-unpleasant, allowing for a direct measurement of colour preference. The results 
supported Eysenck’s universal order of colour preference with preference highest for blue 
and lowest for yellow. They also indicated that hue preference interacted with saturation and 
was not based on hue alone.
As Guilford and Smith’s (1959) and Hogg’s (1969) studies involved only Caucasian 
North American and British students, this lead to the exploration of the colour preferences of 
other cultures. Choungourian (1968) investigated the colour preference of four different 
cultures; American, Lebanese, Iranian and Kuwaiti. Participants were tested using pairs of 
coloured cards. The cards were eight hues taken from Ostwald color notations (see Appendix 
A); red, orange, yellow, yellow-green, green, turquoise, blue and purple. Each hue was paired 
once with each of the other seven hues, and participants were asked to select which card they 
preferred. The results indicated strong similarities across cultures. Green was significantly 
liked by all four cultures, whilst yellow was significantly disliked by all four cultures. 
Similarly, purple was significantly disliked by all cultures except Kuwaiti. The cultures also 
showed strong differences in colour preference, with blue-green significantly liked by Iranian 
and Kuwaiti participants, but significantly disliked by American participants. The American 
participants were also the only ones to show a strong preference for red, with the Kuwaiti 
participants showing a significant dislike for the same hue.
Choungourian’s (1968) results partially support Eysenck’s theory of a universal order 
of colour preference, with all four cultures showing a significant preference for either blue or 
green and a significant dislike of either yellow or yellow-green. However, the results also
indicate that the universal order o f colour preference is not maintained in its entirety across 
cultures. Blue was not the most liked colour for any of the four cultures, nor was yellow the 
least liked for any of them. Eysenck’s order also states that red should be a universally 
preferred colour, but this was actually the second least liked colour for Kuwaitis. The results 
also established that whilst there are similarities in colour preference across cultures, there is 
also a great deal of variation.
Subsequent research looking at the colour preferences of Japanese, Chinese and 
Indonesian participants has also found major cultural differences (Saito, 1996). These three 
cultures were tested using an array o f 77 Munsell colour chips presented together as a colour 
chart on a grey background. Participants were asked to select their three most and least 
prefened colours from the an*ay. The main similarity between the tliree cultures was their 
preference for blue, with this colour consistently chosen as a prefened colour. There was also 
a similarity in which colours were disliked, with gold consistently chosen as a least preferred 
hue. These preferences once again show support for Eysenck’s universal order, with blue 
preferred and gold, essentially yellow in hue, disliked. However, all three cultures also 
showed a strong preference for white, a colour not even included in Eysenck’s order. 
Additionally, the differences between cultures also went against Eysenck’s order, with China 
and Indonesia consistently choosing dark blue as a least preferred colour whilst Japan did not. 
Similarly, Japan and China consistently chose yellow as a preferred colour whilst Indonesia 
did not. This again suggests that colour preference varies greatly between cultures and does 
not always follow the supposed ‘universal’ order.
However, similar to the colour preference experiments conducted in the early 20**^  
century, there are methodological issues to consider regarding these studies. For example, 
Choungourian (1968) used eight Ostwald colour notations whereas Saito (1996) used 77 
Munsell colour chips. It is hard to compare preference results across studies when such
different stimuli are employed. Similarly, Choungourian presented the colours in pairs under 
uniform lighting, whereas Saito presented all 77 at once in a colour chart under varying light 
conditions. It is unknown what effect these differences in procedure may have on colour 
preference results.
Gelineau (1981) attempted to address these issues using more stringent measures in 
the testing of colour preference. Gelineau investigated the relationship between colour 
preference and hue and lightness, and argued that the potential effect of lightness on colour 
preference had been generally overlooked. It was identified that as most previous colour 
preference studies focused on hue, experimenters tended not to specify the lightness and 
saturation levels of the tested colours, and therefore, lightness could be influencing their 
results. Therefore, Gelineau investigated hue preference at different lightness levels. The 
stability of within-person colour preference over time, and whether there was a possible link 
between colour preference and personality, was also investigated. One hundred participants 
sorted 77 Munsell colour chips into an order of preference on two separate occasions five 
weeks apart. The colours were 10 hues at seven levels of lightness and one level of saturation, 
presented on a gray background under uniform lighting. All the stimuli had a matte finish 
except for one chip which had been given a glossy finish by mistake.
The results indicated a tentative relationship between lightness and colour preference, 
with lightness explaining part of the variance in colour preference (percentage and direction 
of relationship was not specified), suggesting that the lightness of colour stimuli should be 
taken into consideration in future studies. There was also a surprisingly strong influence of 
surface gloss on colour preference, with preference for the glossy chip reversing when 
replaced with a matte chip for the second testing occasion, i.e. participants who showed a 
strong preference for the glossy chip showed a dislike for a matte chip of the same colour. 
This indicates that the surface gloss of the colour stimuli, something rarely mentioned in
previous colour preference studies can have a strong effect on colour preference results. The 
stability of colour preference over time also varied, with very strong correlations between 
testing occasions for some participants, but relatively low correlations for others. There was 
no relationship between colour preference and personality traits.
Gelineau’s (1981) results highlighted the importance of taking other aspects of colour 
other than hue into consideration when investigating colour preference. If  colour preference 
varies with other colormetric measures such as lightness and surface gloss, it is hard to 
compare results of colour preference studies that have not recorded such details when testing 
colour preference. However, the argument that aspects of colour other than hue affect colour 
preference also provides support for the idea of universal colour preferences. Previous studies 
have used a variety o f colours as stimuli; colours that have been similar in hue, but varied in 
lightness and saturation levels. If lightness and saturation can influence hue preferences then 
it would be expected that hue preference would differ across different studies. Yet across 
studies preference for blue has been found to remain high, whilst preference for yellow 
remains low, regardless of changes in lightness and saturation. This indicates that preference 
for these hues is remarkably consistent across colour space. It is this constancy in colour 
preference that has led recent studies to move away from simply measuring colour 
preference, and to instead try to explain what causes it.
1.4. The New Era of Colour Preference Research
Subsequent to the finding that aspects of colour preferences can be consistent both 
within cultures and even across cultures, a new era of colour preference research has 
emerged. Rather than simply documenting colour preferences, this new approach to 
investigating colour preference aims to establish why we have these colour preferences and 
what the underlying mechanisms of colour preference might be. To paraphrase Zajonc (1980,
p. 159), “what is it about colour that ‘holds’ affect?”. This new era of colour preference 
research has provided several theories and models that attempt to explain preference in terms 
of colour emotions (Ou, Luo, Woodcock & Wright, 2004a), the biological components of 
colour vision (Hurlbert & Ling, 2007), or colour-object associations (Palmer & Schloss, 
2010). These theories are each outlined and reviewed in detail below.
1.4.1. Colour and Emotion
One line of research has investigated the link between colour preference and emotion. 
It is well established that colours elicit emotions in both children and adults, with numerous 
studies showing distinct emotional reactions to certain colours (Boyatzis & Varghese 1994; 
Hemphill, 1996; Valdez & Mehrabian, 1994; Zentner, 2001, Simmons, 2011). For example, 
one study systematically investigated adults’ emotional response to colour, and found that 
hue, brightness and saturation were related to certain emotions (Valdez & Mehiabian, 1994). 
Bright colours elicited feelings of pleasure, whilst dark colours elicited feelings of 
dominance. Saturation was positively related to feelings of arousal, and different hues were 
linked to different emotions. Other studies have investigated the colour-emotion associations 
of children, and again found systematic patterns of colour-emotion association (Boyatzis & 
Varghese, 1994; Zentner, 2001). For example, bright colours were consistently associated 
with positive emotions such as ‘happy’ and ‘excited’, whilst dark colours were more 
associated with negative emotions such as ‘sad’ and ‘boring’.
The results of these studies show that colours can elicit sti'ong emotional reactions in 
both adults and children. This has led to an investigation into whether these emotional 
reactions could account for people’s preference for colours. One study has provided only 
weak evidence for a link between colour-emotion and colour preference in children and 
adults (Terwogt & Hoeksma, 1995). In that study, three age gioups (seven years, 11 years
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and adults) rated six colours (blue, green, red, yellow, white and black) according to 
preference and also matched emotions (e.g. happiness and fear), with one of six colours. 
Whether preference for a colour could predict the type of emotions associated with that 
colour was looked at, i.e. if  a colour is liked, do participants associate positive emotions with 
it? This was found to be true of the seven and eleven year olds, but the effect was weak in 
both groups. For adults, there was no association between colour preference and colour- 
emotion associations. This was particularly highlighted by adult responses to blue and 
yellow. The adult participants preferred blue, but did not associate it with positive emotions 
such as happiness. Conversely, the adults disliked the colour yellow, but did not associate it 
with negative emotions such as fear; instead they associated yellow with the positive emotion 
of happiness.
However, a more recent series of studies investigated the link between colour 
preference and colour-emotion associations, and the findings suggest that there is a 
relationship between these two concepts (Ou et al., 2004a, 2004b). The first study aimed to 
identify the underlying dimensions of colour emotions (Ou et al., 2004a). British and Chinese 
participants rated 20 colours according to 10 colour-emotion scales with a factor analysis 
revealing three main colour-emotion factors. These factors were named colour activity, 
colour weight and colour heat and accounted for 79% and 90% of the British and Chinese 
variance in ratings respectively. Ou et al. (2004b) then investigated possible ways of 
predicting colour preference using their colour emotion model. They used the three colour 
emotion factors extracted in the original study to try and predict like-dislike ratings. These 
factors explained 67% of the variance for the overall group. However, they did not attempt to 
predict the colour preference of the different sub-groups and the low congélations between the 
sub-group ratings on the like-dislike scale and the three individual factors suggests that their 
model may not work as well when used to predict sub-group colour preferences.
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Subsequent research has investigated possible cross-cultural variation in the factors 
underlying colour-emotion associations, but for colour pairs as opposed to single colours (Ou 
et al., in press). The three factors of colour activity, colour heat and colour weight found by 
Ou et al. (2004a) showed remarkable consistency across cultures in their ability to account 
for variation in colour-emotion associations. However, the study did not look at the ability of 
these factors to explain colour preference, so the question of whether Ou et al’s (2004b) 
colour-emotion model can predict colour preference for different cultural sub-groups 
remains.
Ou et al.’s (2004a, 2004b) research provides one of the first quantitative models for 
predicting colour preferences. However, subsequent investigation of Ou et al.’s model has 
revealed that it explains less variation in colour preference than other recent models of colour 
preference (Palmer & Schloss, 2010). Also, Ou et al. (2004a, 2004b) did not attempt to 
predict the colour preference of the different sub-groups. The low correlations between the 
sub-group ratings on the like-dislike scale and the three individual factors suggests that their 
model may not work as well when used to predict sub-group colour preferences.
Furthermore, the model involves a large number o f parameters; 10 colour-emotion scales 
which need to load upon three distinct factors of colour-emotion. These three factors are then 
expected to explain the like-dislike colour-emotion scale. Participants also need to be trained 
to use the original 10 scales, adding a fuifher parameter o f ‘colour expertise’. Subsequent 
models of colour preference have involved far fewer parameters and offer a better 
explanation of sub-group colour preferences (Hurlbert & Ling, 2007; Palmer & Schloss, 
2010). Therefore, I have chosen not to investigate Ou et al,’s theory further in this thesis, and 
instead to focus on two other recent models of colour preference which are outlined below.
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1.4.2. Biological Constraints of Colour Preference
Another quantitative model of colour preference is based on the idea that colour 
preference is biologically constrained (Hurlbert & Ling, 2007). This idea of biological 
constraint is potentially supported by evidence that non-human organisms also have biases 
for some colours over others. For example, mice prefer white cages over red cages, regardless 
of the colour o f their home cage (Sherwin & Glen, 2003), bumble bees prefer violet flowers 
over blue flowers (Raines & Chittka, 2007), and chimpanzees look longer at blue and green 
compared to red (Wells, McDonald & Ringland, 2008). Ecological explanations for these 
colour preferences in non-humans have been provided. For example, although the animals in 
Wells et al.’s study lived in zoo colonies and were fed a variety of fruit and vegetables, their 
food in their natural environment is generally coloured blue or green (e.g. leaves and figs). 
Wells et al. argue that this is an indication of ‘innate’ colour preferences; the animals had 
never lived in the wild yet their colour preferences reflected an ecologically advantageous 
preference for the colour of their natural diet.
Studies such as these have led to the discussion of whether or not human colour 
preferences are also biologically driven and constrained. Indeed, the colour preference for 
blue and green shown by the animals in Wells et al.’s (2008) study are remarkably similar to 
the colour preferences often found in humans. If human beings’ closest living relatives, 
gorillas and chimpanzees, have ecologically driven ‘innate’ colour preferences then it is 
possible that humans do too. For example, primates have been found to be averse to red- 
coloured environments (Humphrey & Keeble, 1975). This aversion has been suggested to be 
caused by the arousing nature of the colour red due to its associations with environmental 
dangers such as dominance in other males (Setchell & Wickings, 2005) and blood and fire 
(Humphrey, 1976). The colour red also has a strong effect on human cognition and behaviour 
(e.g. Elliot, Maier, Moller, Friedman & Meinhardt, 2007). These similarities in colour-related
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behaviour and colour preference across species lend weight to the possibility of biologically 
driven colour preferences in humans and have led researchers to investigate whether colour 
preference can be explained by biological factors. Some have even suggested that human 
colour preferences change according to the emotional context, and that this is related to 
ecological and biological processes (Maier, Barchfeld, Elliot & Pekrun, 2009). Maier et al. 
argue that human infants dislike red in an angry context, yet like red in a happy context, and 
that this is related to non-human primate’s behaviour in response to red. For example, red 
female primate hindquarters signal approach for the males in a hospitable mating context 
(Nunn, 1999), yet the red chest of a male primate signals dominance leading to avoidance in a 
hostile competitive contexts (Setchell & Wickings, 2005). However, an extension of Maier et 
al.’s study challenges the claim that infants’ response to red varies in different emotional 
contexts (Franklin, Gibbons, Chittenden, Alvarez & Taylor, 2011), and so far convincing 
evidence for Maier et al.’s hypothesis has not yet been provided. Nevertheless, the possibility 
that colour preference is more broadly biologically constrained does remain.
This idea of biological constraint on colour preference has recently been formalised 
by Hurlbert and Ling’s (2007) theory of colour preference. Their theory proposes that there 
are strong ‘biological components’ to colour preference and that human colour preferences 
are governed by the fundamental neural processes that underlie human colour vision. Human 
colour vision is based upon three different types of photoreceptor sensitive to long (L), 
medium (M) and short (S) wavelengths o f hght, commonly referred to as cones. Signals from 
the cones are processed along three opponent channels; the L-M channel (‘red-green’), the S- 
(L+M) channel (‘yellow-blue’)* and an achromatic channel that processes luminance (see 
Chapter 2 for a more detailed outline). Hurlbert and Ling argue that colour preference can be 
summarised by individual’s weights on the two chromatic cone-opponent processes. They
‘ Recent research has suggested that a more accurate description would be cherry-teal instead o f  red-green and 
violet-chartreuse instead o f  blue-yeliow (Jameson & D ’Andrade, 1997).
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provided evidence for this by testing the colour preferences of British and Chinese adult 
participants using a set of hues that were constant in lightness and saturation. The L-M and S- 
(L+M) cone-contrast between stimulus and background for each hue was calculated, and 
regression analyses were then conducted with the cone-contrast components for L-M and S- 
(L+M) entered as predictors for the group colour preference curve. The two cone-contrast 
components accounted for 70% of the variance in colour preference, leading Hurlbert and 
Ling (2007) to argue that an individual’s weights on the L-M and S-(L+M) cone-contrast 
components could be used to predict their colour preference throughout colour space.
The L-M and S-(L+M) cone-contrast components were also used to predict each 
individual preference curve. The regression weights obtained from this analysis give 
information regarding individual colour preference; for the S-(L+M) component, a positive 
weight indicates a stronger preference for hues ‘bluer’ than the background compared to 
preference for hues ‘yellower’ than the background. Whilst a negative weight indicates a 
stronger preference for hues ‘yellower’ than the background compared to preference for hues 
‘bluer’ than the background. For the L-M component, a positive weight indicates a stronger 
preference for hues ‘redder’ than the background compared to preference for hues ‘greener’ 
than the background. Whilst a negative weight indicates a stronger preference for hues 
‘greener’ than the background compared to preference for hues ‘redder’ than the background. 
For example, a person who had a positive weight on S-(L+M) and a negative weight on L-M 
should prefer hues ‘bluer’ and ‘greener’ than the background respectively.
In order to explore possible sex and cultural differences in component weights, the 
average regression weights for various sub-groups were calculated. Sex differences in both L- 
M and S-(L+M) weights were found, with Hurlbert and Ling (2007) drawing particular 
attention to the former. For both British and Chinese participants, males weighted the L-M 
cone-contrast component negatively, indicating a preference for hues ‘greener’ than the
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background, whereas females weighted it positively, indicating a preference for hues ‘redder’ 
than the background. Hmdbert and Ling argued that this female preference for red is innate 
and universal, caused by an evolutionary predisposition towards finding red fruit amongst 
green foliage. The hunter-gatherer theory of evolutionary sex-specific roles states that males 
were the ‘hunters’ whilst the females were the ‘gatherers’, charged with collecting fruit for 
food (Silveiman & Eals, 1992). This sex-specific division of labour is thought to have led to 
specialisations in the female brain that help with this task (Regan et al., 2001), one of which 
could be a predisposition towards liking ‘reddish’ hues (Hurlbert & Ling, 2007).
The possibility that human colour preference can be explained and predicted by the 
biological components of colour vision, and that there are universal evolved sex differences 
in how these biological components are weighted, is an intriguing notion. It would suggest 
that colour preferences are remarkably constrained. However, further investigation is needed 
to establish whether the sex difference in the preference weights on the L-M cone-contrast 
component is really consistent throughout cultures and whether individual weights on the two 
components can predict colour preference across colour space. There are also hints from 
anotlier recent study of colour preference (Palmer & Schloss, 2010), that Hurlbert and Ling’s 
model may work better for some stimulus sets than others, and therefore the generality of 
Hurlbert and Ling’s (2007) model requires further investigation.
1.4.3. Colour-Object Associations and Colour Preference
A third recent theory of colour preference proposes that colour preferences are due to 
affective responses to colour-associated objects. This theory argues that people generally like 
colours to the degree that they like the objects associated with those colours (Palmer & 
Schloss, 2010). The idea that colour preferences are related to associations with objects has 
early traces in the work of Saito (1994; 1996), which found that participants often listed
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colour associations with objects or entities as reasons for their colour preferences. For 
example, tlie participants who liked the colour blue also associated it with objects they liked 
such as the sea and the sky and the participants who disliked the colour olive also associated 
it with objects they disliked such as mud.
A direct test o f the relationship between object associations and colour preference 
came from Palmer and Schloss (2010) who proposed an Ecological Valence Theory (EVT) of 
colour preference. EVT states that colour preferences result from affective responses to 
colour-associated objects. In other words, we like/dislike colours to the degree that they are 
associated with liked/disliked objects. EVT takes into account both evolutionary factors, 
stating that the ‘universal’ preference for blue is based on its association with objects 
necessary for survival such as clean water, and cultural factors, stating that colour preferences 
can be influenced by personal object-colour associations within an individual’s lifetime.
Palmer and Schloss (2010) have provided support for EVT by showing that the 
average valence of colour-associated objects is strongly associated with colour preference. A 
sample of American participants rated their preference for a set of colours. Different samples 
listed objects associated with those colours, how much they liked the associated objects, and 
how well the associated objects matched the given colour. These object measures were then 
used to obtain to a ‘weighted affective valence estimate’ (WAVE) for each colour. The 
WAVE weighted the object valence ratings by how well the object is judged to match the 
colour, and then averages all the weighted valences (by dividing the sum of the weighted 
valences for a colour by the number of associated objects). The resulting WAVE bore 
striking resemblance to the colour preference curves: both had peaks in preference around 
blue, minima at dark yellow, and 80% of the variance in colour preference curves and the 
WAVE was shared.
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These results provide evidence for EVT and indicate that colour preference is strongly 
associated with object valence. A further EVT study conducted with Japanese participants 
provides evidence for the cultural specificity of the WAVE (Palmer & Schloss, 2010). 
Japanese participants were tested on the same 24 colours used for the American participants 
in the original study and although the Japanese WAVE only explained 44% of the variance in 
Japanese colour preference, it was better at explaining Japanese colour preference than 
American colour preference. Similarly, the American WAVE was better at explaining 
American colour preference than Japanese colour preference. This suggests that the WAVE is 
able to capture culturally specific colour-object associations.
EVT is the first and only theory to systematically link colour preference with object 
valence. The theory neatly encapsulates both the notion that evolutionary factors influence 
colour preference and also the idea that culture can affect which colours we like and dislike. 
Further research on this theory is needed to establish the extent to which differences in 
colour-object associations across groups can explain group differences in colour preference. 
The finding that the Japanese WAVE explained less than half of the variance in Japanese 
colour preference could suggest that colour-object associations only effectively explain 
colour preferences for some cultures and not others. Additionally, the ability of the WAVE to 
explain both male and female colour preference equally well could not be tested in Palmer 
and Schloss’(2010) investigation, as object associations were elicited in groups and therefore 
separate object lists for males and females could not be drawn up. Further research on EVT is 
also necessary to further consider the underlying mechanisms of the relationship between 
object valence and colour preference that has been revealed by Palmer and Schloss.
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1.5. Cognitive Influences on Preference: Generalist Theories
Research into preference extends across many domains, with recent research 
investigating preference for faces (Komori, Kawamura & Ishihara, 2009; Smith, Dijksterhuis 
& Chaiken, 2008; Zebrowitz, White & Wieneke, 2008), food (Lakkakula, Geaghan, Zanovec, 
Pierce & Tuuri, 2010; Wansink, van Ittersum & Werle, 2009; Wardle, Herrera, Cooke & 
Gibson, 2003) and music (Peretz, Gaudreau & Bonnel, 1998; Pettijohn, Williams & Carter, 
2010). There is a wealth of theories explaining why some stimuli are liked more than others 
(Little & Jones, 2006; Simion & Shimojo, 2006; Veryzer & Hutchinson, 1998). Many of 
these relate preference to basic cognitive processes. For example, the symmetry of faces is 
argued to be positively linked to preference due to a specialised, unconscious mechanism in 
the human brain (Little & Jones) and prototypical faces are thought to be considered 
attractive due to ease of processing (Langlois & Roggman, 1990). One common theory is that 
preference for a stimulus is affected by how familiar that stimulus appears to be (Colman, 
Sluckin & Hargreaves, 1981; Quilty, Oakman & Farvolden, 2007). There is evidence that 
familiarity mediates preference for a range of stimuli. For example, we have been found to 
prefer familiar food (Wardle et al., 2003), music (Peretz et al., 1998), and even basic visual 
stimuli (Bonanno & Stillings, 1986).
These findings on familiarity are related to an effect called the ‘Mere Exposure 
Effect’, originally identified by Zajonc in the 60’s. Zajonc found that repeated, unreinforced 
exposure increases positive affect towards a novel stimulus (Zajonc, 1968). For example, 
participant preference for novel Chinese ideographs increased after five 5ms exposures to 
these stimuli (Monahan, Murphy & Zajonc, 2000). The Mere Exposure Effect has been 
shown to be a reliable phenomenon that has been replicated across cultures (Ishii, 2011) and 
even-species (Zajonc, Wilson & Rajecki, 1975). Why mere exposure increases preference is 
still under debate. One of the dominant theories is that repeated exposure leads to increased
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familiarity, which in turn leads to increased preference (Garcia-Marques & Mackie, 2000). It 
has also been argued that increased familiarity is merely a by-product of the process and that 
it is actually an increase in processing fluency that leads to increased positive affect for 
exposed stimuli (Winkielman & Cacioppo, 2001). Mere exposure has been shown to account 
for preference for a wide range of stimuli, yet the possibility that similar cognitive processes 
may mediate preference for colour has not yet been investigated. If mere exposure to colours 
does affect colour preference, it would suggest that cognitive processes such as familiarity or 
processing fluency may modulate colour preference. If so, it is possible that the degree to 
which we are exposed to colours in everyday life could impact on which colours we prefer 
and which we dislike.
1,6. The Need for Further Research
The previous sections have outlined the new research and theories on why we like 
some colours more than others. This research has a number of strengtlis. First, concrete • 
quantitative models have been formulated and these models can be easily replicated and 
tested with experimental methods. Second, a number of possible influences on colour 
preference have been investigated, such as biological, emotional, and cultural. Third, the 
research is ambitious in its aim to provide an explanation of colour preference that 
generalises across different groups such as different cultures, ages and genders. Fourth, recent 
theories have pushed forward the field of colour preference research, from merely 
establishing the pattern of colour preference to actually attempting to explain its origins and 
underlying mechanisms. However, it is also clear that further research on colour preference is 
needed, and there are a number of crucial issues that deserve further attention. These are 
outlined below.
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First, the concept o f ‘universal’ aspects of colour preference deserves further 
attention. The idea of universality runs through several of the recent theories. For example. 
Palmer and Schloss (2010) talk of a ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of dark 
yellow, Hurlbert and Ling (2007) argue for a ‘universal’ sex difference in how preference 
weights L-M cone-contrast. If there really is a universal preference for blue over yellow 
(Palmer & Schloss, 2010), or for a universal sex difference in how L-M cone-contrast is 
weighted (Hurlbert & Ling, 2007), then these patterns of preference might be expected to 
transcend cultural differences. However, given the variety of cultures in the world, the 
proposed ‘universality’ of colour preference has actually been based on evidence from a 
fairly restricted set of similar cultures. For example, all studies of colour preference have 
been conducted with cultures that are all potentially subject to common global influences that 
result from an industrialised culture (e.g. internet and television). The colour preferences of 
cultures that are unaffected by global influences such as these, for example colour 
preferences in people from remote ‘non-westernised’ or ‘non-industrialised’ cultures are yet 
to be explored. Therefore, the ‘universality’ of colour preference has not yet been stringently 
tested.
Second, related to the idea o f ‘universal’ aspects of colour preference, is the idea that 
colour preferences are ‘innate’ and driven by ecological or biological forces. For example, 
EVT provides an ecological explanation for the ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of 
dark yellow and explains this in terms of ‘innate’ colour-object associations (Palmer & 
Schoss, 2010). Hurlbert and Ling (2007) relate the ‘universal’ sex difference in how L-M 
cone-contrast is weighted to ‘innate’ biases that have resulted from the evolution of colour 
vision. This idea that aspects of colour preference are somehow biologically constrained or 
‘innate’ has led to predictions that human infants would have colour preferences similar to 
those in adults, and that ‘universal’ aspects of colour preference could be found in infants’
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early biases to colours. For example, Palmer and Schloss (2010) cite the work of Teller,
Civan and Bronson-Castain (2004), which found longer looking at blue than yellow in infants 
at 12 weeks as evidence of a possibly ‘innate’ preference for blue over yellow. However, 
research into infant colour preference has found differing results (Adams, 1987; Bomstein, 
1975; Franklin, Pitchford, Mahony, Jennings & Davies, 2006; Zemach, Chang & Teller, 
2007), and studies vary in stimuli and method, making it hard to form a clear picture of 
whether there are colours that infants commonly prefer and commonly dislike. Infant colour 
preferences need further, systematic investigation and comparison to adult colour preferences 
in order to establish whether or not infants really do have the supposed ‘innate’ colour 
preferences as argued by some current theories of preference.
Third, although theories have argued for universal patterns of colour preference, there 
is clearly also variation in colour preference at a group level, for example across cultures and 
sexes. Any theory of colour preference needs to be able to explain how these group 
differences arise. EVT has come closest to explaining group and individual differences in 
what colours people like. EVT proposes that different groups will have exposure to different 
objects and will differ in how those objects are evaluated, and that consequent differences in 
colour-object associations could potentially account for group differences. Palmer and 
Schloss (2010) present some supporting evidence for this with some preliminary Japanese 
data. However, whether or not EVT actually can account for group differences in colour 
preference has not yet been addressed satisfactorily and other cultures and type of groups 
(male/female) also need to be tested.
Fourth, as outlined above, theories have proposed that certain cognitive processes 
such as familiarity or processing fluency mediate preference for a stimulus, yet whether or 
not such cognitive processes influence colour preference has not yet been considered. In that 
sense, colour preference theories have been isolated from other research that has investigated
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preference for stimuli more broadly. The influence of exposure on preference has been shown 
to extend across numerous other domains, but the potential influence on colour preference is 
cuiTently unknown. Does the prevalence of certain colours in everyday life affect colour 
preference? This question is difficult to address directly, yet experimental work that 
investigates the influence of exposure to colours on colour preference could provide some 
insight. This could also provide further insight into the influence of basic cognitive processes 
on colour preference, and the extent to which the underlying mechanisms of preference for a 
stimulus are domain general.
1.6.1. Why is Understanding Colour Preference Important?
Addressing the issues outlined above will provide a richer understanding of colour 
preference. There are several reasons why it is important that we understand colour 
preference. First, being able to understand colour preference, or even predict colour 
preferences for individuals or groups, will have practical implications for how colour is used 
in industries such as advertising (Lichtle, 2007), website design (Bonnardel, Piolat & Le 
Bigot, 2011), or in understanding consumer behaviour (Gom, Chattopadhyay, Yi & Dahl, 
1997). This could also contribute to an understanding of the influence of colour on human 
behaviour, such as its role in accident prevention (Chiou & Chang, 2010), exam performance 
(Elliot, Maier, Moller, Friedman & Meinhardt, 2007; Sinclair, Soldat & Mark, 1998), and 
creativity (Mehta & Zhu, 2009). Second, research on colour preference addresses theoretical 
issues which are fundamental to understanding human’s perception and interaction with the 
world. For example, colour preference research relates to broader debates on the extent to 
which human perception is ‘universal’, biologically constrained, ‘innate’ and evolved, and 
the extent to which it is shaped by interactions with the visual environment, culture and 
experience. Such debates are going on about other aspects of colour perception such as colour
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categorisation (e.g. Franklin & Davies, 2004; Roberson, Davidoff & Davies, 2000), as well as 
other types of perceptual domains such as face perception (e.g. Sauter, Eisner, Ekman & 
Scott, 2010) or shape perception (Davidoff, Fonteneau & Fagot, 2008), In addition, as for 
colour preference, there are sex differences in other aspects of perception such as in the 
perception of time (Hancock & Rausch, 2010), sound (Neuhoff, Planisek & Seifritz, 2009), 
and pain (Kindler, Valencia, Fillingim & George, 2011), and one important question is how 
such sex differences arise. Colour preference research can therefore be related to broader 
theoretical issues, and further understanding colour preference could make more general 
theoretical contributions to understanding human cognition, perception and behaviour.
1.7. The Aims and Questions of the Thesis
The first aim of this thesis is to establish whether recent theories of colour preference 
are consistent, and whether their predictions are supported through further testing. By further 
testing recent theories of preference, the thesis will address a number of questions. For 
example, do ‘universal’ aspects of colour preference extend to cultures more different to the 
ones originally tested?; Can recent theories of colour preference really account for sex 
differences in colour preference?; Are theories supported when colour preference is assessed 
with other stimulus sets and colour space is sampled more thoroughly?; Is there really 
evidence for ‘innate’ aspects of colour preference from infants’ early biases to colour? 
Chapter 2 further tests Hurlbert and Ling’s ‘Biological Components’ model, and replicates 
and extends their investigation, testing several more cultures and also sampling colour space 
more thoroughly. Chapter 3 further tests Palmer and Schloss’ ‘Ecological Valence Theory’, 
testing participants from a non-industrialised culture, and assessing whether the theory can 
account for sex differences in colour preference. Chapter 4 investigates infant colour 
preferences, to assess the proposal that adult colour preference is related to infants’ colour
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preferences. The second aim of the thesis is to establish whether cognitive processes that 
have been identified to influence preference in other domains, could also influence preference 
for colour. In order to achieve this. Chapter 5 explores the influence of mere exposure on 
colour preference. By conducting the first known study to look at the effect o f mere exposure 
on colour preference, the possible impact of cognitive processes such as familiarity or 
processing fluency is assessed. This will contribute to a greater understanding of the role of 
cognitive processes in colour preference.
Overall, the thesis aims to enrich our understanding of the extent to which colour 
preference is ‘universal’ and biologically constrained, the extent to which it is modulated by 
experience, and the extent to which it is influenced by basic cognitive processes.
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Chapter 2: The Biological Components of Colour Preference
2.1. General Introduction
The main aim of Chapter 2 is to assess the theory that colour preference can be 
summarised by weights on the two cone-opponent processes that underlie colour vision 
(Ling, Hurlbert & Robinson, 2006; Hurlbert & Ling, 2007). The chapter investigates the 
tenability of the theory by replicating and extending Hurlbert and Ling’s approach by also 
testing tliroughout colour space and within several cultures.
2.1.1 A Brief Summary of the Cone-Opponent Theory of Colour Vision
In the early 19* century, Young and Helmholtz proposed that human colour vision is 
due to three different types of receptor situated in the human retina. A few years later, 
towards the end of tlie 19* century, Hering proposed that colour vision is based upon three 
pairs of unique sensory qualities: white-black, green-red and blue-yellow. He argued that the 
components of each pair are opponent to each other in that no colour can be perceptually 
described as a mixture of both of them, i.e. a colour cannot be perceived as greeny-red or 
bluey-yellow (Mollon & Shai-pe, 1983).
It is now generally accepted that both the Young-Helmholtz theory and Hering were 
correct. Human colour vision is indeed based upon three different types o f photoreceptor, as 
Young suggested. These are often referred to as cones due to their conical shape and are 
situated in the retina. Each cone consists of a different type of photoreceptor protein 
(photopsins), which respond to specific ranges of light. The long (L) cone responds to long 
wavelengths of light and peaks in the reddish region, the medium (M) cone responds to 
medium wavelengths of light and peaks in the greenish region and the short (S) cone 
responds to short wavelengths of light and peaks in the bluish region.
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Modem research has also supported Hering’s opponent processing theory. In 1960,
De Valois found cells in macaque monkeys that were excited by yellowish wavelengths of 
light, but inhibited by bluish wavelengths, and cells that were excited by reddish 
wavelengths, but inhibited by greenish wavelengths. These cells are activated by the three 
cones in the retina, which send either excitatory or inhibitory signals to them, dependent on 
the wavelength of light received (De Valois & De Valois, 1975). The cones operate along 
three opponent channels: L-M, S-(L+M) and a non-chromatic channel that detects luminance 
(the black-white axis).
2.2. A Review of the Biological Component Model of Colour Preference
The biological component model of colour preference (Ling, Hurlbert & Robinson, 
2006; Hurlbert & Ling, 2007; Ling & Hurlbert, 2011) states that individual and group colour 
preference can be summarised by weights on the S-(L+M) and L-M cone-opponent processes 
that underlie colour vision. Hurlbert and Ling argue that by using the stimulus-backgiound 
cone-contrast components of colours as predictors of hue preference cuiwes, weights on the 
two cone-contrast components can summarise and predict colour preference across colour 
space. The model was tested on British and Chinese participants in order to assess its ability 
to summarise and predict the colour preference of different cultures. Colour preference for six 
hue sets, equal in lightness and saturation within a set, but varying in these dimensions across 
sets, was measured. No differences in hue preference between sets were found, indicating that 
hue preference remained the same regardless of lightness and saturation levels. The main 
analysis was therefore conducted on the preference curve for one standard set (see figure 2.1. 
for mean preference cuives).
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F i g u r e  2 . 1 .  Mean hue preference curves of (A) British males and females and (B) Chinese 
males and females. Taken from Hurlbert and Ling (2007).
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The Smith-Pokomy (1975) cone fundamentals^ were used to find the excitations for 
the L, M and S cones and calculate the L-M and S-(L+M) cone-opponent colour contrasts 
between each stimulus and the background. Principal components analysis revealed that three 
factors accounted for 79% of the variance in colour preference for the sample as a whole, and 
that two of these factors were highly correlated with the L-M and S-(L+M) cone-contrast 
components of the stimuli. A least-squares regression with the L-M and S-(L+M) 
components as predictor variables showed that these two cone-contrast components explained 
70% of the variance in the combined British and Chinese colour preference (see figure 2.2. 
for cone-contrast component curves). Hurlbert and Ling (2007) proposed that individual 
colour preference can therefore be explained by placing L-M and S-(L+M) cone-contrast 
component weights into the following equation:
P predict  ”b VV2 * T  d
S c  is the S-(L+M) component and LM  ^the L-M component of the colour, and W2 
represent the weights given to the components and a  represents the offset. So, for example, a 
person with a positive weight on the S-(L-fM) component would be expected to have a 
preference for hues ‘bluer’ than the background compared to hues that are ‘yellower’ than the 
background. They also claimed that these weights could then be used to predict individual 
colour preference across colour space.
 ^Smith-Pokomy cone fundamentals use matrix calculations to estimate the L, M and S cone sensitivities for 
specific colours.
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F i g u r e  2.2.S-(L+M) cone-contrast component curve (left) and L-M cone-contrast component 
curve (right). Taken from Hurlbert and Ling (2007).
Further analysis of the regression weights revealed sex differences in the weights on 
the two cone-contrast components, particularly on the L-M component. On average, males 
gave a negative weight to this component whereas the females tended to weight it positively. 
This indicated that females prefer hues that are ‘redder’ than the background whereas males 
prefer hues that are ‘greener’ than the backgi'ound. This sex difference in the weights on the 
L-M cone-contrast component was significant for both countries. Weights on the S-(L+M) 
cone-contrast component did not show any sex difference for the overall population but did 
show a sex difference for the British subgroup, with British females giving a significantly 
larger positive weight to this component than British males. This suggested that whilst both 
British males and females have a preference for hues ‘bluer’ than the background, female 
preference for these hues is much stronger. No sex difference in weights on the S-(L+M) 
cone-contrast component was found in the Chinese subgroup.
As the sex difference in the L-M weights was found in both Chinese and British 
participants, Hurlbert and Ling (2007) argued that this difference is universal and possibly 
caused by evolutionary specialisations in sex-specific functions as proposed by the hunter- 
gatherer theory (Silverman & Eals, 1992). It has been suggested that humans evolved to have 
trichromatic colour vision, as opposed to dichromatic colour vision, which is found in the
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majority of mammals, so they could find colourful fruit against green foliage (Regan et al., 
2001). This led Hurlbert and Ling to argue that, as ‘gatherers’, females would have 
specialised in finding red berries against green foliage, leading to an innate female preference 
for hues ‘redder’ than the background.
The biological component model of colour preference has also been applied to the 
investigation of infant colour preference (Franklin, Bevis, Ling & Hurlbert, 2010). In this 
study, four-to-five month old infants viewed paired comparisons of the eight hues in Hurlbert 
and Ling’s (2007) main stimulus set whilst looking time was recorded with an eye-tracker. 
Principal components analysis on the infant looking times revealed that two components 
accounted for 56% of the variance in looking times. The component that accounted for the 
majority of the variance (40%) was highly coiTelated with L-M cone-contrast values for each 
hue. A least-squares regiession using both the L-M and S-(L+M) cone-contrast components 
as predictors showed that the L-M component accounted for 36% of the variance in looking 
times whilst the S-(L+M) component accounted for 11%. Therefore, the biological 
component theory accounted for almost half the variance in infant colour preference. Infants 
weighted L-M more than S-(L+M), an opposite pattern to adults, possibly reflecting poor 
tritan discrimination in early infancy (Varner, Cook, Schneck, McDonald & Teller, 1985). No 
sex differences were found in either component’s weights at four-to-five months, which 
could indicate that the female preference for reddish hues is not ‘innate’. However, the results 
do not rule out the possibility that there could be an ‘innate’ tendency for the sex difference 
to arise in later life due to hormonal changes, puberty, etc.
2.2.1. The Need for Further Research
The biological component theory of colour preference argues that there is an evolved 
and ‘universal’ tendency for females to prefer hues that are ‘redder’ than the background.
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However, this theory is based on findings from only two cultures. In addition, although China 
and England are geographically far apart, they are both industrialised cultures, with access 
via the internet and media to similar global influences. The similarity in the sex difference in 
L-M for Chinese and British participants therefore could result from this shared industrialised 
culture, rather than indicating universally evolved differences. Additionally, the Chinese 
participants used in Hurlbert and Ling’s (2007) study had left China up to three years ago to 
study at a British university, meaning they had been exposed to the same cultural influences 
as the British participants. If these sex differences really are ‘universal’ then they should also 
be present in cultures different to those already tested. Therefore, a more stringent test is 
needed to establish whether the sex difference in L-M really is consistent across different 
cultures.
In addition, although the model accounts for 70% of the variance in colour preference 
in Hurlbert and Ling’s (2007) study, weights analyses were performed separately for each 
stimulus set. As each set was equalised on lightness and saturation, the model is only 
summarising hue preference, and it is unknown whether the model can account for a 
significant amount of variance in colour preference when the stimulus set is extended to 
include a more varied range of hues. There is a hint from a recent investigation of colour 
preference and the role of object associations (Palmer & Schloss, 2010), that the biological 
component model may not summarise preference as well when colours vary in lightness and 
saturation. An unpublished study looking specifically at the model’s ability to explain and 
predict British adult colour preference for larger stimulus sets has also hinted at the 
possibility that the model fares better with some stimulus sets than others (Hurlbert & Ling, 
2007). The findings from that study also suggested that the model worked best when 
explaining preference curves that have been averaged across participants, as opposed to 
individual preference curves.
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These issues deserve further investigation to see if colour preference is biologically 
constrained across colour space and across different cultures. The ability o f the model to 
summarise and predict colour preference therefore needs to be tested for a wider range of 
colours and in cultures that are notably different from the cultures already examined.
2.2.2. Summaiy of Main Research Questions
This chapter tests the ability of the biological component theory to explain individual 
and group colour preferences for a wider range of colours. The question of whether female 
preference for ‘reddish’ hues can be found within different cultures is also investigated.
2.3. Experiment 1: Biological Components of British and Archin Colour
Preference
2.3.1. Introduction
Experiment 1 investigates the replicability and reliability of Hurlbert and Ling’s 
(2007) biological component model by testing British participants and also Archin 
participants from a remote village in Dagestan, South-West Russia. The Archins are an ethnic 
group who have their own language (Archi), live in a remote mountain region of southern 
Dagestan and are considered to be one of the best-preserved cultures in Dagestan.
Participants are tested using a set of colours similar to those used in Hurlbert and Ling’s 
study. However, due to fieldwork constraints, the stimuli used are reflective not radiant. If 
Hurlbert and Ling’s theory is coiTcct then the model and the L-M sex difference should 
generalise to reflective stimuli which are more naturalistic than radiant stimuli presented on a 
computer monitor. Stimuli are presented as coloured squares of Munsell paper on rectangular
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pieces of card. If the biological component model of colour preference is reliable as an 
explanation for colour preference, it should be able to account for a considerable amount of 
the variance in Archin colour preference. It would also be expected that the Archin 
participants show a sex difference in weights on the L-M cone-contrast component. If female 
preference for hues ‘redder’ than the background is ‘universal’ then the Archin females 
should also show this preference. Similarly, the model should be able to account for a large 
amount of the variance in the British participants’ colour preference, and the female British 
participants should also show a stronger preference for hues ‘redder’ than the background 
compared to British males.
2.3.2. Summary of Research Questions
1. Does the biological component model of colour preference summarise colour preference 
effectively across cultures?
2. Are sex differences in cone-contrast component weights consistent within different 
cultures?
2.3.3. Method
Participants. A total of 81 participants took part in the experiment: 40 Archin 
participants (25 males; 15 females) from southern Dagestan and 41 British participants (18 
males; 23 females) from the University o f Surrey in England. Participants ranged from 18 to 
39 years old (mean = 27, SD = 4.83), with no significant differences in age across groups or 
sub-groups (largest t  =  1.45, smallestp = .15). All participants (and all participants in 
subsequent experiments in this chapter) had normal ‘red-green’ and ‘blue-yellow’ colour 
vision, as indicated by performance on the City Colour Vision test (Fletcher, 1980). The City 
Colour Vision test was used as it is simpler to explain than others and therefore more suitable
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for cross-cultural work. It also measures for Tritanopia, Deuteranopia and Protanopia 
whereas others only measure the latter two. Given the high prevalence of Tritanopia in 
countries nearer to the equator (due to higher UV exposure), the City Vision test was 
considered more appropriate.
Stimuli and design. Stimuli were eight hues taken from the Munsell colour system. They 
were o f similar hue angles to those used in Hurlbert and Ling (2007) and at constant Munsell 
value (lightness) and chroma. Munsell chroma is intended to represent how saturated the 
colour is, but is not equivalent to CIE chroma or CIE saturation (which takes into account 
CIE lightness and CIE chroma; see Appendix A for description of CIE colour 
systems),Therefore, the colours within the set varied in both these measures. The hue radians 
in Hurlbert and Ling were calculated clockwise from vertical. For ease of comparison to their 
study, this method o f calculation was used in the figures for this and the two subsequent 
experiments. However, it should be noted that radians would normally be calculated anti­
clockwise from horizontal. This is reflected in the tables which show the traditional hue 
radians. As the stimuli were reflective as opposed to radiant, CIELAB (see Appendix A) 
rather than CIELUV colour space was used for the conversions (Hunt,1998).
The L-M and S- cone-contrast between stimulus and background, was calculated 
using the method of Hurlbert and Ling (2007). As in Hurlbert and Ling, the Yx,y (CIE,
1931) chromaticity co-ordinates of stimuli were measured using a colorimeter. The L-M and 
S cone-opponent colour contrasts of all the stimuli against the background colour were then 
calculated. The L, M and S cone excitations were obtained using the Smith-Pokomy cone 
fundamentals (Smith & Pokomy, 1975). The L-cone contrast value, AL, is computed as ( L -
L  ) / L  , the M-cone contrast, AM, is computed as ( M  ~ M ) / M , and A S ~ ( S  - S  ) / S  , where theb b s b h s b b
subscript ‘s’ denotes the stimulus, and ‘b’ the background colour. The L-M component cone
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contrast LM is therefore computed as L M  =0.7*AZ-0.72AM+0.02*66", and the S componentc c
cone contrast S is equal to 0 . 8 ^ A S ~ 0 . 5 5 A L ~ 0 . 2 5 * A M (Eskew, McLellan & Giulianini, 1999).
It should be noted that using CIE Y,x,y chromaticity co-ordinates to estimate cone-contrast is 
known to underestimate response for very short wavelengths (below 460nm), and that 
measuring colours with a spectroradiometer provides a more precise estimation of 
wavelengths in that region (e.g., Stockman & Sharpe, 2001). This issue is important for 
studies that require very precise estimates of cone excitation, such as low-level 
psychophysical investigations of cone response. However, it was felt that Hurlbert and Ling’s 
approach o f using CIE Y,x,y values provided sufficient accuracy to test their model, and 
especially to address the issue of whether there are sex differences in the weighting of L-M 
cone-contrast.
Table 2.1, shows the stimulus co-ordinates when measured under a natural daylight 
lamp (Gretag Macbeth 6500 K).
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Table 2.1.
S t i m u l u s  v a l u e s  f o r  x , y  ( C I E ,  1 9 3 1 ) ,  h u e  ( r a d i a n s  c a l c u l a t e d  a n t i - c l o c k w i s e  f i ' o m  h o r i z o n t a l ) ,  
s a t u r a t i o n  ( S a t . ;  C I E L A B )  a n d  c h r o m a  ( C I E L A B ) ,  L ~ M a n d  S ~ ( L + M )  s t i m u l u s - b a c k g r o u n d  
c o n e - c o n t r a s t .  Z* w a s  c o n s t a n t  a t  1 1 1 . 2 5  ( Y  =  6 3 . 4  c d / m ^ )  a n d  w a s  c a l c u l a t e d  u s i n g  t h e  g r e y  
b a c k g r o u n d  ( Y  =  4 8 . 1  c d / n f ,  x  = 0 . 3 0 5 ,  y  = 0 . 3 0 7 )  a s  t h e  r e f e r e n c e  w h i t e  ( a s  i n  H u r l b e r t  &  
L i n g ,  2 0 0 7 ) .  T h e  M u n s e l l  c o d e  f o r  s t i m u l i  i s  a l s o  g i v e n .
Stimulus Munsellcode X y
Hue
radians
Chroma
(CIE)
Sat.
(CIE) L-M S-(L+M)
SI 2.5YR6/4 .377 .344 1.70 26.53 0,32 0.1188 -0.3834
82 2.5R6/4 .358 .315 0.71 26.51 0.32 0.1189 -0.1935
S3 5RP6/4 .332 .295 0.34 26.39 0.32 0.0849 0.0031
S4 2.5P6/4 .289 .270 6.16 30.32 0.36 0.0066 0.3083
S5 5BG6/4 ,261 .318 4.84 23.54 0.28 -0.1187 0.0541
S6 7G6/4 .280 .343 3.15 21.25 0.25 -0.0956 -0.1352
S7 2.5G6/4 .297 .363 2.65 22.56 0.27 -0.0756 -0.2717
S8 5GY6/4 .344 .397 2.30 29.96 0.36 -0.0112 -0.5114
Figure 2.3. shows the curves of the L-M and S-(L+M) stimulus-background cone-contrast 
components for the stimulus set.
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F i g u r e  2 . 3 .  The L-M stimulus-background cone-contrast values (top) and the S-(L+M) 
stimulus-background cone-contrast values (bottom) for the stimulus set. Approximate 
Munsell hue codes across the hue range are given for an indication of the appearance of the 
stimuli (Y = yellow; YR = yellow-red; R = red; RP = red-purple; P = purple; B= blue; BG = 
blue-green; G = gieen; GY = green-yellow).
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Stimuli were presented as matte Munsell card rectangles ( 2x 3  cm) glued onto grey 
card (14.7 x 21 cm). Two stimulus rectangles were stuck on each card, 2 cm above and below 
the centre point of the card. Each stimulus was paired with every other stimulus twice and the 
positions of the stimuli were counterbalanced, giving 28 cards and 56 trials.
Set up and Procedure. The Archin participants were tested in natural daylight. The 
colour temperature was measured using a Gossen Colormeter to ensure lighting conditions 
were equivalent to the British conditions. British participants were tested under simulated 
natural daylight using a Gretag Macbeth lamp (6500 K)^. Participants were shown each card 
one at a time, in a random order, and were asked to point to the colour they preferred. Once 
all 28 cards had been shown, the cards were shuffled and rotated 180° and the procedure was 
repeated. All participants were tested individually.
2.3.4. Results
The proportion of times each hue was selected as preferred was calculated to give hue 
preference curves. Figure 2.4. gives the resulting hue preference curves for male and female 
British and Archin samples.
 ^This ensured that the testing conditions for the two cultures were as similar as possible, within the logistical 
constraints o f  fieldwork. Although the two cultures were tested under different conditions, males and females 
within each culture were tested under the same condition. This is important when investigating the sex 
difference in L-M weights.
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F i g u r e  2 . 4 .  Hue preference curves for British (top) and Archin (bottom) participants. Error 
bars indicate +/-lse. N.B. Horizontal line indicates chance performance at 0.5. For ease of 
comparison with Hurlbert and Ling (2007) radians are calculated clockwise from vertical as 
in their study, rather than the more typical method of anti-clockwise from horizontal. 
Approximate Munsell hue codes across the hue range are given for an indication of the
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appearance of the stimuli (Y = yellow; YR = yellow-red; R = red; RP = red-purple; P = 
purple; B= blue; BG = blue-green; G = green; GY = green-yellow).
Regression analyses
Least-squares regressions with S-(L+M) and L-M components and CIE saturation as 
predictors were first run on the average preference curves for the overall group and the 
cultural and gender sub-groups. This tested the ability of the biological component model to 
explain group preferences within and across culture and gender. This was then followed by a 
series of least-squares regressions with S-(L+M) and L-M components and CIE saturation as 
predictors on each of the individual preference curves. The average variances explained for 
each individual curve for the overall group and cultural and gender sub-groups were then 
calculated to test the ability of the model to explain individual preference curves across 
culture and gender. This also allowed extraction of individual weights so sex differences in 
L-M weights could be explored.
The biological component model and average preference curves
Least-squares regressions (forward-stepping) with the S-(L+M) and L-M component 
curves and CIE saturation values as predictor variables and the average preference curves for 
the overall group and each of the sub-groups as criterion variables were performed. The 
model accounted for 98.2% of variance in the average preference curve for the overall group, 
with significant predictors being L-M (74% variance: t  ~  -10.51, j? <001) and S-(L+M) 
(23.2% variance; t ~ 6 . 5 5 , p  <05). The f value indicates whether or not the cone-contrast 
component is weighted negatively or positively, i.e. the t  value for the L-M component is 
negative therefore this component is weighted negatively by the overall group indicating a 
preference for hues ‘gieener’ than the background compared to hues ‘redder’ than the
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background. Table 2.2 gives the percent variance explained by significant predictors of the 
model (significant models only) for the average preference curves for the four sub-groups.
Table 2.2.
T h e  p e r c e n t a g e  o f p r e f e r e n c e  v a r i a t i o n  e x p l a i n e d  b y  t h e  m o d e l  a n d  i t s  s i g n i f i c a n t  p r e d i c t o r s  
f o r  t h e  a v e r a g e  p r e f e r e n c e  c u r v e s  o f  t h e  f o u r  s u b - g r o u p s .  P e r c e n t  v a r i a n c e  i s  o n l y  g i v e n  f o r  
s i g n i f i c a n t  m o d e l s  a n d  s i g n i f i c a n t  p r e d i c t o r s  ( t  v a l u e s  f o r  s i g n i f i c a n t  p r e d i c t o r s  a r e  g i v e n ,
< . 0 5 ;  * ^ p  <  . 0 1 ;  ***/? < . 0 0 5 ;  ****/? < . 0 0 1 ) .
British Female British Male Archin Female Archin Male
Total 94.8% 79.0% 92.5% 80.0%
L-M 34.9% 71.3% 66.1% 74.9%
r = -4.92*** r = -3.86**  ^= -5.90*** / = -4.23**
S-(L+M) 57.9% 26.4%
r = 5.49*** ? = 4.20**
The L-M cone-contrast component explained the most variance for all sub-groups 
except British females, for whom the S-(L+M) component was the largest predictor. This 
indicates that preference for hues ‘greener’ than the background over preference for hues 
‘redder’ than the background can explain part of all the sub-groups’ preference curves, but 
that for British females, their preference curve is better explained by a preference for colours 
‘bluer’ than the background compared to colours ‘yellower’ than the background. The S- 
(L+M) cone-contrast component was also a significant predictor for Archin females, but 
explained much less variance than the L-M component.
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The biological component model and individual preference curves
The regression run on the average hue preference curves gives a good indication of 
how good Hurlbert and Ling’s (2007) model is at predicting group colour preferences when 
the preference curve was averaged across individuals. However, it is still unclear how well it 
might work at predicting individual hue preference cuives. In order to investigate this, least- 
squares regressions were run on each participant’s preference curve. The average and 
average regression weights across the individual regressions for the different groups and sub­
groups were then calculated for the different groups and sub-groups. Table 2.3 gives the 
average percentage of variance explained overall and for each group and sub-group.
Table 2.3.
T h e  p e r c e n t a g e  o f  v a r i a n c e  i n  p r e f e r e n c e  ( s t a n d a r d  d e v i a t i o n )  e x p l a i n e d  b y  t h e  m o d e l  ( I ^  
a v e r a g e d  a c r o s s  i n d i v i d u a l  r e g r e s s i o n s ) ,  a c r o s s  a l l  p a r t i c i p a n t s ,  t h e  B r i t i s h  a n d  A r c h i n  
g r o u p s ,  a n d  f e m a l e s  a n d  m a l e s  w i t h i n  e a c h  g f ' o u p .
All Male Female
All 67% (2.7) 61% (2.8) 74% (2.5)
British 73% (2.5) 71% (2-3) 74% (2.6)
Archin 61% (2.5) 54% (2.9) 74% (2.5)
The overall percentage of variance explained dropped from 97.8% for the average 
preference curves to 67% for the average across individual regressions. Similarly, all 
percentages of variance explained for the sub-groups were lower when the regression was 
done on individual preference curves as opposed to the average preference curve, particularly
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for Archin males. This indicated that the model worked best when predicting the average 
preference curves of the groups as opposed to the individual preference curves.
Sex differences in L-M component weights
Figure 2.5. shows the best-fitting weights for the L-M component for male and female 
samples for the overall group and for British and Archin sub-groups. A positive L-M 
component weight indicates a preference for hues ‘redder’ than the background over hues 
‘greener’ than the background.
-0.5
ALL BRITISH ARCHIN
a  Male
Female
F i g u r e  2 . 5 .  Mean weights (+/-lse) for the L-M cone-contrast component for male and female 
participants for the overall group and British and Archin sub-groups.
The overall, British and Archin weights on the L-M cone-contrast component showed
no apparent sex differences with all groups weighting it negatively. Two-way between-
groups ANOVAs on the L-M weights, with Country (British and Archin) and Sex (Male and
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Female) as factors, supported this observation. For the L-M cone-contrast, all groups on 
average weighted L-M negatively and there were no significant main effects or interactions 
of Country and Sex (largest F  = .418, smallest p  = .52).
2.3.5. Discussion
Experiment 1 investigated the replicability and reliability of the biological component 
model (Hurlbert & Ling, 2007) by testing British and Aichin participants. Participants were 
tested on colours similar to those used in Hurlbert and Ling’s original study.
Can biological components summarise colour preference effectively?
As a model for predicting colour preference, the cone-opponent theory appears to 
work well when predicting average preference curves of groups and sub-groups. The two 
cone-contrast components of L-M and S-(L+M) can account for large amounts of variance in 
the preference curves. However, when used for predicting individual preference curves, the 
amount of variance explained tends to drop by 10% to 30%. This suggests that the cone- 
opponent theory of colour preference is a good model for predicting average colour 
preference curves, but does not perform as well when used to predict individual colour 
preference curves. However, it is possible that the difference in variance explained for group 
and individual analyses is due to the greater amount of error in preference curves that is 
expected when looking at individual as opposed to group data.
Are sex differences in cone-contrast component weights ‘universal’?
The average hue preference curves for British males and females indicated that British 
females had stronger preference for reddish hues than males. This is consistent with Hurlbert
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and Ling’s (2007) findings. However, the sex difference here is less pronounced, with female 
preference for reddish hues appearing lower than found by Hurlbert and Ling, In the current 
experiment, both British male and female preference curves peaked in the blue-green area, 
whereas in Hurlbert and Ling the British female preference curve peaked in the reddish area. 
The Archin hue preference curves showed minimal sex differences with both curves peaking 
in the blue-green area, similar to the male and female British curves. There was no peak in 
the reddish area for either sex. The Archin females did not show a preference for reddish 
hues.
The average weights on the L-M cone-contrast component for the groups and sub­
groups also indicated that there is no British or Archin female preference for hues ‘redder’ 
than the backgi'ound. British and Archin males and females negatively weighted the L-M 
component, suggesting a preference for hues ‘greener’ than the background. According to 
Hurlbert and Ling’s (2007) theory, all females should weight L-M positively (Hurlbert et al., 
2006; Hurlbert & Ling, 2007). However, these findings from the current experiment 
demonstrated that this is not tlie case for either British or Archin females for the stimulus set 
used here.
The change in stimulus set between that used in Hurlbert and Ling (2007) and that 
used in the current experiment appears to have had a large effect on the British female 
weights. The British females in Hurlbert and Ling had a positive L-M cone-contrast 
component weight, indicating a preference for hues ‘redder’ than the background. In contrast, 
the British females in the current study had a negative weight on the same component, 
indicating a preference for hues ‘greener’ than the background. The differences in pattern 
between the cunent experiment and Hurlbert and Ling’s may well be due to differences in the 
nature of the stimuli such as the chromaticity of the stimuli, the spectral content and whether 
stimuli are reflective or radiant. However, importantly, if Hurlbert and Ling’s theory is
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correct, the sex difference should be present in any stimulus set which captures L-M cone- 
contrast. The current stimulus set captures L-M cone-contrast variation, yet British females 
clearly do not weight this positively. If females only weight L-M positively for radiant 
stimuli then this seriously undermines Hurlbert and Ling’s hypothesis that a reddish bias is 
related to gathering red fruit from green foliage as those kind o f ‘stimuli’ are reflective not 
radiant.
If differences in stimulus set can cause a reverse of weights on a component then this 
suggests that the biological component model may not be able to explain colour preference 
for a more varied range of colours. It also suggests that the sex difference in L-M cone- 
contrast component weights is not consistent throughout colour space.
2.3.6. Summary of Main Findings
1. The biological component model is a good predictor of colour preference for average 
colour preference curves for groups and sub-groups, when explaining preference for a set 
of eight hues.
2. The biological component model does not work as well when predicting individual colour 
preference curves.
3. There were no sex differences in weights on the L-M component for British or Archin 
groups. This indicates that the sex difference found by Hurlbert and Ling (2007) may not 
be consistent across cultures, or throughout colour space.
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2.4. Experiment 2: Biological Components of Himba and British Colonr
Preference.
2.4.1. Introduction
Experiment 1 found no sex difference in L-M weights for British and Archin 
participants with males and females from both cultures showing a preference for hues 
‘greener’ than the background. The biological component model worked well as an 
explanation of both British and Archin average colour preference curves. However, this was 
for a constrained set of eight hues that were of equal lightness and saturation. Hurlbert and 
Ling (2007) argue that colour preference curves remain similar at difference lightness and 
saturation levels and therefore the model can predict preference for other hues. However, 
other investigations of colour preference suggest that hue preference curves actually vary 
considerably at different lightness and saturation levels. If the latter is the case, then the 
biological component model may struggle to predict colour preference for colours that vary 
on all three psychological dimensions of colour as opposed to just hue. Indeed, this has 
already been hinted at by Palmer and Schloss (2010) who found that the model was not a 
good explanation for preference for a wider range of colours.
Experiment 2 aims to further test the theory that colour preference is biologically 
constrained across colour space by using colours that vary in lightness and saturation. The 
regression model is modified accordingly so weights on lightness and saturation were 
included as predictor variables as well as L-M and S-(L+M) components. The colour 
preference of two cultures is tested. One of the groups tested is again British in order to be 
able to compare British preference curves across stimulus sets. The other group are members 
of the Himba tribe; a semi-nomadic tribe from the northern part of Namibia. The Himba have 
very little contact with the main towns of Namibia and exist in an environment that generally
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comprises of only natural colours. They have no access to electricity or running water and 
have little contact with the Western world. The Himba have been tested before in relation to 
such things as basic emotions (Sauter, Eisner, Ekman, & Scott, 2010) and colour categories 
(Roberson, Davidoff, Davies & Shapiro, 2005). However, remote cultures such as the Himba 
are rarely tested in relation to colour preference. Therefore Experiment 2 provides important 
infonnation regarding the tenability of the biological component model within different 
cultures. Testing such a remote cultuie also provides valuable information regarding whether 
or not the sex difference in weights on the L-M component is ‘universal’ or not. It will also 
be a good test of the theory that there is a ‘universal order’ of colour preference that proposes 
that blue hues really are universally liked and yellow hues universally disliked (Guilford & 
Smith, 1959).
2.4.2. Summary of Research Questions
1. Is there further evidence that the sex difference in L-M component weights is not 
consistent across cultures or throughout colour space?
2. Can the biological component model predict colour preference when colours vary along 
all three dimensions of colour?
2.4.3. Method
Participants. Seventy-eight participants took part in the experiment: 38 Himba 
participants from Himba villages in rural Namibia (21 males; 17 females), and 40 British 
participants from the University of Surrey in England (20 males; 20 females). British 
participants ranged from 18 to 44 years old (mean = 22, SD = 6.75), with no significant
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difference in the age of males and females (f = 1.26, p  = .22). The Himba do not keep precise 
records of their age, yet all participants were estimated to be between 20 and 30 years of age.
Stimuli and design. Stimuli were a close approximation of the stimuli from the 
saturated (S), light (L) and dark (D) stimulus sets in Palmer and Schloss (2010). Each set 
contained the four basic hues of Red (R), Yellow (Y), Green (G) and Blue (B), and the four 
intermediate hues of Orange (O), Chartreuse (H), Cyan (C) and Purple (P). The stimuli in the 
‘saturated’ set were highly saturated versions of these eight hues and the stimuli varied in 
Munsell value and chroma. The ‘light’ set contained the same eight hues, but with each 
colour approximately halfway between the saturated colour and the same hue with a value of 
9 and chroma of 1. The ‘dark’ set was similarly chosen but with each colour approximately 
halfway between the saturated colour and the same hue with a value of 1 and chroma of 1 
(see Table 2.4.). Although the sets are called ‘saturated’, ‘light’ and ‘dark’ it is important to 
note that colours within each set still varied in saturation and lightness.The ‘muted’ set from 
Palmer and Schloss was excluded as it is perceptually similar to the light set and the 
preference curves of both sets are almost identical (Palmer & Schloss, 2010). Excluding this 
set also made the length of testing time suitable for the Himba who are unfamiliar with tests 
such as these. Stimuli were measured using a Cambridge Research Systems colourCal 
colorimeter (Rochester, U.K.).
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Table 2.4. S t i m u l u s  v a l u e s  f o r  7  ( c d / m ^ ) ,  x , y  ( C I E ,  1 9 3 1 ) ,  h u e  ( r a d i a n s  C I E L U V  c a l c u l a t e d  
a n t i - c l o c k w i s e  f r o m  h o r i z o n t a l ) .  L i g h t n e s s  ( L * ) ,  s a t u r a t i o n  ( s a t .  C I E L U V )  a n d  c h r o m a  
( C I E L U V ) ,  L - M  a n d  S - ( L + M )  s t i m u l u s - b a c k g r o u n d  c o n e - c o n t r a s t .  i  * i s  c a l c u l a t e d  u s i n g  t h e  
w h i t e  p o i n t  o f  t h e  m o n i t o r  Y ( c d / m ^ )  —  1 0 8  a s  t h e  r e f e r e n c e  w h i t e ,  w h i c h  h a d  t h e  s a m e  
c h r o m a t i c i t y  c o - o r d i n a t e s  a s  t h e  g r e y  b a c k g r o u n d  x  —  0 . 3 1 2 ,  y  = 0 . 3 1 8 .
Y X Y Hue
radians
L* Sat, Chroma L-M S-(L+M)
Y1 84.38 0.41 0.44 1.31 90.84 0.91 82.53 0.1868 -2.6181
Y2 84.20 0.39 0.41 1.27 90.76 0.76 68.81 0.2045 -2.2537
Y3 21.18 0.44 0.45 1.17 51.39 1.06 54.72 0.0884 -0.7502
YRl 46.07 0.51 0.41 0.66 71.32 1.56 111.57 0.5581 -1.7703
YR2 63.21 0.40 0.37 0.78 81.03 0.72 58.02 0.3527 -1.2893
YR3 9.91 0.48 0.39 0.62 36.31 1.36 49.33 0.1113 -0.3210
R1 21.35 0.53 0.32 0.21 51.57 2.28 117.83 0.4881 -0.5778
R2 46.14 0.41 0.33 0.32 71.37 0.89 63.19 0.4185 -0.6287
R3 7.00 0.51 0.31 0.17 30.59 2.01 61.49 0.1447 -0.1605
PI 16.99 0.29 0.23 5.06 46.62 0.86 91.94 0.0521 0.6044
P2 46.09 0.29 0.24 5.02 71.33 0.72 60.61 0.1035 1.3717
P3 7.03 0.28 0.18 5.08 30.66 1.51 45.66 0.0477 0.4908
B1 32.24 0.20 0.28 3.67 61.53 0.99 76.79 -0.3357 0.8794
B2 54.82 0.26 0.28 4.06 76.53 0.55 47.43 -0.2338 1.1023
B3 9.94 0.21 0.24 4.09 36.37 1.07 37.46 -0.0793 0.4541
BGl 46.18 0.23 0.34 3.14 71.39 0.84 60.00 -0.4274 0.2826
BG2 63.18 0.27 0.33 3.13 81.02 0.46 37.23 -0.3173 0.1529
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BG3 12.84 0.23 0.32 3.33 41.04 0.74 30.41 -0.1052 0.1045
G1 39.22 0.25 0.45 2.55 66.76 1.15 60.82 -0.3523 -0.7469
G2 59.04 0.29 0.38 2.48 78.05 0.61 41.90 -0.2807 -0.6636
G3 11.37 0.26 0.42 2.57 38.77 0.97 39.07 -0.0903 -0.1718
GYl 63.31 0.39 0.50 1.71 80.98 1.14 39.99 -0.0794 -2.3162
GY2 73.55 0.36 0.42 1.66 86.06 0.70 51.53 -0.0376 -1.8024
GY3 16.99 0.37 0.47 1.76 46.62 0.98 46.42 -0.0245 -0.5431
Set up and procedure. A translator fluent in Herero (the language of the Himba) and 
English was employed for collection of the Himba data. Participants were sat at eye-level to 
the centre of a CRT monitor (Sony Trintron GDM-F520), at a distance o f 59 cm. The British 
data were collected in a dark room, and the Himba data were collected in a black-out tent 
with the computer and monitor powered by a generator. Stimuli were presented individually 
as rectangular patches (11.6° horizontal; 12.1° vertical) in the centre of the screen and on a 
grey background (Y = 5.14 cd/m^ x = 0.312, y = 0.318). Participants were tested individually 
and task trials commenced following adaptation to the grey background. Numerate British 
and Himba participants were asked to rate their preference on a scale of 0 (not at all) to 10 
(very much). Non-numerate Himba participants were asked to rate their preference using a set 
of ten white sticks: no sticks (not at all); all the sticks (very much). To ensure that they 
understood the rating scale, participants were asked to rate how much they liked animals the 
Himba consider to be good (e.g. cow) and bad (e.g. scorpion). Himba participants quickly 
understood the preference task and had strong positive and negative reactions to the colours 
they liked and disliked respectively. All participants were asked to respond quickly and 
instinctively without relating the colour to any objects. The experimenter controlled the onset
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of the trials using the spacebar with a blank grey slide shown in-between each stimulus. All 
stimuli were shown twice giving 48 trials, and were presented in a randomised order.
2.4.4, Results
The average preference rating for each of the 24 colours was calculated. Figure 2.6, 
shows the average preference curves for males and females for British and Himba 
participants.
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F i g u r e  2 , 6 .  Mean preference curves for male and female British (top) and male and female 
Himba (bottom) groups for each of the three sets: ‘saturated’ (S), ‘light’ (L) and ‘dark’ (D). 
EiTor bars indicate +/- 1 se. Approximate Munsell hue codes across the hue range are given 
for an indication of the appearance of the stimuli (Y = yellow; YR = yellow-red; R = red; RP 
= red-puiple; P == purple; B= blue; BG = blue-green; G = green; GY = green-yellow).
To be able to compare average hue curves with those in Experiment 1, the average 
hue angle of the three stimuli within each region, and the average preference rating for the
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three stimuli within each region, were plotted against each other. Figure 2.7. gives the 
resulting hue preference cuiwes.
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F i g u r e  2 . 7 .  Average hue preference curves for male and female British (top) and Himba 
(bottom) participants. EiTor bars are +/-lse. N.B. Radians are calculated clockwise from 
vertical for ease of comparison with Hurlbert and Ling (2007). Approximate Munsell hue 
codes across the hue range are given for an indication of the appearance of the stimuli (Y = 
yellow; YR = yellow-red; R = red; RP -  red-purple; P = purple; B= blue; BG = blue-green; G 
= green; GY = green-yellow).
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The Himba hue preference curves are remarkably flat and show minimal sex 
differences across hues. This could suggest that the Himba do not have strong colour 
preferences, but when looking at the preference curves for all 24 colours it is clear that this is 
not true. Himba preference varies greatly across the 24 separate colours. A two-way ANOVA 
with Culture and Sex as factors on the standard deviation of the preference ratings across the 
24 stimuli, revealed that there is significantly greater variation in preference across the 
stimuli for Himba (mean SD = 2.2) than for British (mean SD = 1.74), F(l,74) = 10.18,/? < 
.005, with no significant main effect of Sex or interaction (largest F  = 1.75, smallestp  ~  .19).
As the stimuli varied on five colorimetric dimensions (L-M, S-(L+M), CIE chroma, 
saturation and CIE lightness), Figure 2.8. shows the mean preference ratings for the different 
colours along these measures. Saturation is not shown as it follows a near identical pattern to 
CIE chroma.
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F i g u r e  2 . 8 .  Mean preference ratings for female and male British (left) and Himba (right) 
participants plotted against L-M and S-(L+M) stimulus-backgi'ound cone-contrast 
components (top two rows) and chroma and lightness (both CÏELUV; bottom two rows) for 
the 24 stimuli.
The biological component model and average preference curves
Using L-M and S-(L+M) stimulus-background cone-contrast components, CIE 
chroma and CIE lightness for each of the eight hues as predictors, a least-squares regression 
(forward-stepping) was run on the average preference curves for all participants and for all 
groups and sub-groups. The model accounted for 82.5% of variance in the average preference 
curve for all participants. The L-M and S-(L+M) components were significant predictors, 
explaining 23% ( t  = -3.95,p  < .005) and 6% ( t  = 2 . 4 4 ,  p  <  .05) of the variance respectively. 
However, chroma was the largest significant predictor, explaining 53% of the variance ( t  =  
6.34,/? < .001). Figure 2.8 depicts the linear relationship between each predictor and colour 
preference. Table 2.5 gives the percent variance explained by significant predictors of the 
model (significant models only) for the average preference curves for the four sub-groups.
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Table 2,5,
T h e  p e r c e n t a g e  o f p r e f e r e n c e  v a r i a t i o n  e x p l a i n e d  b y  t h e  m o d e l  a n d  i t s  s i g n i f i c a n t  p r e d i c t o r s  
f o r  t h e  a v e r a g e  p r e f e r e n c e  c u r v e s  o f  t h e  f o u r  s u b - g r o u p s .  P e r c e n t  v a r i a n c e  i s  o n l y  g i v e n  f o r  
s i g n i f i c a n t  m o d e l s  a n d  s i g n i f i c a n t  p r e d i c t o r s  ( t  v a l u e s  f o r  s i g n i f i c a n t  p r e d i c t o r s  a r e  g i v e n ,  *  p  
<  . 0 5 ;  **/? < . 0 1 ;  ***/? < . 0 0 5 ;  ****/? < . 0 0 1 ) .
British Male British
Female
Himba Male Himba Female
Total 46.1% 42.4% 67.9% 82.7%
L-M 19.0% 
r = -2.27, *
32.9%
f = -5.53, ****
S-(L+M) 21.5% 
f = 2.45, *
Chroma 16.7% 16,9% 50.6% 44.5%
t  ~  2.34, * f = 2.40, *  ^= 4.75, **** f = 4.20, ****
Lightness 4.9%
t = -2.35, *
The model was significant for British males and females, but was not a good predictor 
with only 46.1% and 42.4% of the variance in male and female preference explained 
respectively. The L-M cone-contrast component was a significant predictor for the British 
males and only explained a small amount of the variance. The S-(L+M) cone-contrast 
component was a significant predictor for British females, but again only explained a small 
amount of the variance. Chroma was significant for both British males and females, but
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similar to the cone-contrast components, only explained a small amount of the variance. The 
model worked well for Himba males, explaining over half the variance. However, the 
majority of this variance was explained by chroma, neither of the cone-contrast components 
were significant predictors. The model worked best for Himba females, explaining 82.7% of 
the variance. Similar to the Himba males, chroma was the best predictor. However, the L-M 
cone-contrast component was also significant with a negative weight, indicating that Himba 
females have a preference for hues ‘greener’ than the background. Lightness was also a 
significant predictor for Himba females, but only explained 4.9% of the variance.
The biological component model and individual preference curves
Table 2.6 gives the average percentage of variance explained when least-squares 
regressions are mn on individual preference curves with the average taken for each group 
and sub-group.
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Table 2.6.
T h e  p e r c e n t a g e  o f  v a r i a n c e  i n  p r e f e r e n c e  ( S D )  e x p l a i n e d  b y  t h e  m o d e l  a v e r a g e d  a c r o s s
i n d i v i d u a l  r e g i e s s i o n s ) ,  a c r o s s  a l l  p a r t i c i p a n t s ,  t h e  B r i t i s h  a n d  H i m b a  g r o u p s ,  a n d  f e m a l e s  
a n d  m a l e s  w i t h i n  e a c h  g r o u p .
All Male Female
All 43.8% (1.9) 43.1% (1.8) 44.5% (2.0)
British 42% (1.8) 41% (1.9) 43% (1.8)
Himba 46% (2.0) 46% (1.8) 46% (2.2)
The same amount of variation was explained for British females when the model was 
run on the individual preference curves compared to when it was run on the average 
preference curves. For all other sub-groups the variance explained for the individual curves 
was less than the average curves. In general, tlie model was not a good predictor of individual 
colour preference, with the variance explained for all groups and sub-groups under 50%.
Sex differences in L-M component weights
Figure 2.9. shows the best-fitting weights for the L-M component for males and 
females for the overall group and for British and Himba sub-groups.
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F i g u r e  2 . 9 .  Mean weights (+/-lse) for the L-M cone-contrast component for male and female 
participants for the overall group and British and Himba sub-groups.
There was an apparent sex difference in L-M weights for male and female Himba 
participants. The male Himba weighted this positively, indicating a preference for hues 
‘redder’ than the background over hues ‘greener’ than the background, whereas females 
weighted this component negatively, indicating the opposite preference. There was no sex 
difference in L-M component weights for the British participants.
A two-way between-groups ANOVA on the L-M weights, with Country (British and 
Himba) and Sex (Male and Female) as factors, supported this interpretation. There was 
significant main effect of Country (F(l, 77) = 6.58,/? < .05) with British participants on 
average weighting this component negatively (mean = -1.14, SD = 1.87) and Himba 
participants weighting it positively (mean = .07, SD = 2.09). The main effect of Sex was not 
significant ( F ( \ ,  77) = .50,/? = .48), but the interaction between Country and Sex was 
significant (F(l, 77) = 4.71,/? < .05). There was no significant difference in male and female 
weights on the L-M component for British participants (/(40) = -1.12,/? = .27), but there was
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a trend for a significant difference in male and female weights on L-M for Himba participants 
( t { 3 7 )  -  1 . 9 2 ,  p -  .06). There was a significant difference in British and Himba male weights 
on the L-M component (if(42) = -4.00,/? < .001), but no difference between British and 
Himba female weights on this component (f(35) = -.23, p  = .82).
2.4.5. Discussion
Experiment 2 aimed to further test the theory that colour preference is biologically 
consti’ained across colour space by testing British and Himba participants on colours that vary 
in lightness and saturation.
Can the biological component model predict colour preference for a more varied 
stimulus set?
The biological component model was not good at explaining colour preference when 
the stimuli varied in lightness and saturation as well as hue. The model operates on the 
assumption that colour preference cuives do not vary across sets differing in saturation and 
lightness levels. Although lightness and saturation were added to the model as predictors, the 
model does not allow for preference of these measures to interact with hue. The colour 
preference curves found for both British and Himba participants demonstrate that hue 
preference curves vary considerably across different lightness and saturation levels. For 
example, although British female preference for red stayed similar across sets, British female 
preference for orange changed according to the lightness and saturation levels. Therefore, a 
model that does not allow for this interaction is unlikely to be able to summarise colour 
preference for colours that vary along these measures.
Similar resufe were found when Palmer and Schloss (2010) applied the biological 
component model to preference for colours that varied in lightness and saturation, with the
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model explaining only 37% of variance. Experiment 2 found higher explained variance than 
found by Palmer and Schloss, but this was due to the inclusion of lightness and saturation as 
predictor variables. Palmer and Schloss only used S-(L+M) and L-M as predictors and when 
looking at the results from Experiment 2 it can be seen that the variance explained by these 
two components is low; ranging from 19 to 32%. According to Hurlbert and Ling (2007), the 
biological component model should be able to explain and predict colour preference for a 
diverse range of stimulus sets. However, the results from Experiment 2 indicate that this 
argument is incoiTect and that the model struggles to explain preference for colours that vary 
in other colour dimensions as well as hue.
Is the sex difference in L-M component weights consistent across cultures and colour 
space?
Similar to the results of Experiment 1, there was no sex difference in weights for the 
L-M cone-contrast component for the British participants, with both British males and 
females weighting this component negatively. There was a sex difference in the weights on 
this component for the Himba males and females, but the males weighted this component 
positively whilst the females weighted it negatively. According to Hurlbert and Ling’s 
(2007), it should be Himba females that have a preference for hues ‘redder’ than the 
background, but the current results suggested that it is actually the Himba males that have this 
preference. These results strongly indicate that the sex difference in L-M cone-contrast 
component weights proposed by Hurlbert and Ling (2007), where females weight this 
component significantly more positively than males-, is not consistent across cultures and 
colour space. This point will be discussed further later on in the chapter.
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Himba Colour Preference
Himba colour preference was remarkably different to the colour preference of all the 
other cultures mentioned in this chapter. Whilst British, Archin and Chinese participants all 
showed the ‘universal’ peak in preference in the blue region of stimulus sets and the 
‘universal’ dip in preference in the yellow region, the Himba participants did not. When 
looking at the curve for the ‘saturated’ set, the only set that showed any differences in 
preference across hues, there was a noticeable dip in preference in the blue and purple regions 
and peaks in preference in the chartreuse and yellow regions.
The fact that chroma was such a strong predictor of Himba colour preference means 
that the Himba appeared to base the majority of their colour preference not on hue, but on 
chroma. However, what cannot be determined at this stage is whether the Himba prefer 
colours that are more colourful or whether the relationship with chroma is due to Himba 
preferring colours that have greater chromatic contrast to the background. It is possible that 
some cultures may not base their colour preference on hue at all, but instead have a chroma- 
based system of colour preference. This idea is discussed further in the General Discussion. 
For now, the findings highlight that caution is needed when making claims of ‘universal’ 
colour preferences.
2.4.6. Summary of Main Findings
1. The biological component model struggles to predict colour preference when stimuli vary 
in lightness, hue and saturation and these dimensions are added as predictors into the 
model. This is potentially due to the high likelihood that hue preference curves interact 
with lightness and saturation, which is an interaction that the model cannot capture.
2. Sex differences in L-M cone-contrast weights are not consistent across cultures or 
throughout colour space.
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3. Himba colour preference does not show the ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of 
yellow. Furthermore, their colour preference seems to be more based on chroma than hue.
2.5. Experiment 3: Summarising Hue Preference Curves in Different 
Regions of Colour Space
2.5.1. Introduction
Experiment 2 found that the biological component model struggled to explain 
preference for a wide range of colours that vary in lightness and saturation as well as hue.
The model does not allow for preference to interact with dimensions other than hue, but the 
results of Experiment 2 suggest that hue preference does interact with these other dimensions. 
This interaction could explain why the model was unable to explain colour preference in the 
previous experiment and in Palmer and Schloss’s (2010) study. However, as the colours used 
in Experiment 2 were not constant in lightness and saturation within set, the interaction 
between hue and these two dimensions could not be directly assessed.
Experiment 3 aims to directly investigate whether hue preference curves do vary at 
different lightness and saturation levels and whether the biological model of these hue 
preference curves and the resulting weights also vary throughout colour space. The current 
experiment takes the hues from Experiment 2, but holds lightness and saturation constant 
within a set. If hue preference curves are similar throughout colour space then the model 
should summarise hue preference equally well for both sets, and the weights on each set 
should be compai able. Additionally, if the sex difference in L-M is consistent throughout 
colour space then it should be found for both stimulus sets.
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2.5.2. Summary of Research Questions
1. Does the biological model perform better when summarising hue preference rather than 
colour preference?
2. Do hue preference curves vary throughout colour space? Does the way in which the 
biological component model summarises hue preference vary throughout colour space?
3. How does sex difference in weights on the L-M cone-contrast component vary throughout 
colour space?
2.5.3. Method
Participants. Forty-three British participants (21 males; 22 females) from the 
University of Surrey in England (mean age = 20, SD = 1.61) took part in the study.
Stimuli and design. Stimuli consisted of eight hues at two different 
saturation/chroma and lightness levels (sets 1 ‘light’ and 2 ‘dark’), with constant 
saturation/chroma and lightness within each stimulus set (see table 2.7.). Stimuli were 
presented individually as rectangular patches (10.00° horizontal; 9.34° vertical) at the centre 
of a grey background (16.52 = cd/m^, x = 0.31, y = 0.33). A negative to positive rating scale 
appeared below each stimulus in the form of a horizontal line (400 pixels long), with the left 
end of the line labelled ‘not at all’ and the right end of the line labelled ‘very much’, and a 
pointer initially set at the centre of the scale. A 1° vertical line bisected the scale line to 
indicate neutral.
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Table 2.7.
S t i m u l u s  v a l u e s  f o r x , y  ( C I E ,  1 9 3 1 ) ,  h u e  ( r a d i a n s :  C I E L U V ) ,  L - M  a n d  S - ( L + M )  s t i m u l u s -  
h a c k g r o u n d  c o n e - c o n t i ' a s t  Z* w a s  c o n s t a n t  a t  7 1 . 6  ( Y ~  2 7 . 5 6  c d / m ^ )  f o r  s e t  1 ,  a n d  a t  4 1 . 2 2  
( Y =  7 . 6 8  c d / m ^ )  f o r  s e t  2 ,  a n d  w a s  c a l c u l a t e d  u s i n g  t h e  w h i t e  p o i n t  o f  t h e  m o n i t o r  ( Y  =  6 4  
c d / m ^ ,  x  =  0 . 3 1 ,  y  =  0 . 3 3 )  a s  t h e  r e f e r e n c e  w h i t e .  H u e  i s  c a l c u l a t e d  a n t i - c l o c k w i s e  f r o m  t h e  
h o r i z o n t a l .  S a t u r a t i o n  ( C I E L U V )  wûi' c o n s t a n t  a t  0 . 6 3  f o r  s e t  1  a n d  1 . 0 9  f o r  s e t  2 .  C h r o m a  
( C I E L U V )  w a s  3 5  f o r  a l l  s t i m u l i .  T o  g i v e  a n  i n d i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  a p p r o x i m a t e  a p p e a r a n c e  o f  t h e  
s t i m u l u s ,  t h e  n e a r e s t  M u n s e l l  h u e  c o d e  f o r  t h e  s t i m u l i  i s  g i v e n :  ( Y  —  y e l l o w ;  Y R  —  y e l l o w - r e d ;  
R  = r e d ;  R P  = r e d - p u r p l e ;  P  = p u r p l e ;  B G  —  b l u e - g r e e n ;  G  = g r e e n ;  G Y  = g r e e n - y e l l o w ) .
Set and 
Stimulus
Hue
code X y Hue radians L-M S-(L+M)
1.1 Y 0.36 0.39 1.24 0.0672 -0.6952
1.2 YR 0.37 0.36 0.69 0.1507 -0.5348
1.3 R 0.37 0.33 0.24 0.1927 -0.2723
1.4 P 0.30 0.27 5.06 0.0663 0.7633
1.5 B 0.26 0.9 4.09 -0.1375 0.7471
1.6 BG 0.26 0.34 3.18 -0.2017 0.1300
1.7 G 0.29 0.38 2.51 -0.1471 -0.3552
1.8 GY 0.34 0.40 1.73 -0.0198 -0.6778
2.1 Y 0.41 0.44 1.24 0.0306 -0.3159
2.2 YR 0.42 0.38 0.69 0.0697 -0.2479
2.3 R 0.40 0.33 0.24 0.0918 -0.1298
2.4 P 0.29 0.24 5.06 0.0351 0.4014
2.5 B 0.23 0.26 4.09 -0.0710 0.3879
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2.6 BG 0.22 0.35 3.18 -0.0979 0.0633
2.7 G 0.28 0.43 2.51 -0.0710 -0.1649
2.8 GY 0.37 0.46 1.73 -0.0087 -0.3073
Set up and procedure. Participants sat in a dark room, 59 cm away from a calibrated 
21 inch CRT monitor (Sony Trinitron GDM-F520). Participants were instructed to rate their 
preference for the stimulus by moving a pointer initially set to neutral on the rating scale to 
the location on the line that represents their level of preference. The rating scale was 
increased to a range of 400 (-200 to 200) in a further test of the tenability of the model. As in 
Hurlbert and Ling (2007), participants were instructed to do this quickly and without thinking 
about any possible use of the colours. Stimuli were presented in a random order with a blank 
grey background as an inter-stimulus trial. Participants initiated the presentation of the next 
stimulus with a key press.
2.5.4. Results
In order to easily compare preference curves across experiments, the 400 pixel 
preference scale (-200 to 200, 0 as neutral) was converted to a 0 to 1 scale (0.5 as neutral) for 
ease of comparison with the two previous experiments. The average preference rating for 
each colour across participants was taken to give average preference curves for males and 
females (Figure 2.10.).
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Set 1 ‘Light’
Male
—  Female
}  1"0.6
2 0.4
0.2
0
0 1 2 3 4 65 7
Y YR R
Hue (radians)
P B BG G GY
Set 2 ‘Dark’
W)
0.8
0.6
« 0.4A
S 0.2
Y
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Hue (radians)
Y YR R P B BG G GY
F i g u r e  2 . 1 0 .  Hue preference cui-ves for set 1 (top) and set 2 (bottom). Error bars indicate +/- 
Ise. N.B. As with previous experiments, for ease of comparison with Hurlbert and Ling 
(2007), radians are calculated clockwise from vertical as in their study, rather than the more 
typical method of anti-clockwise from horizontal. Approximate Munsell hue codes across 
the hue range are given for an indication of the appearance of the stimuli (Y = yellow; YR = 
yellow-red; R = red; P = purple; B= blue; BG = blue-green; G = green; GY = green-yellow).
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The biological component model and average preference curves
Using L-M and S-(L+M) stimulus-background cone-conti ast for each of the eight 
hues as predictors, a least-squares regression (forward-stepping) was run on the average 
preference curves for all participants, males and females, separately for each set. For set 1, 
the model accounted for 85.1% of variance in the average preference curve for all 
participants with the only significant predictor being S-(L+M) (67.6% variance: t  -  3.54,p  
<.05). For set 2, the model accounted for 81.1% of variance in the average preference curve 
for all participants, with S-(L+M) the only significant predictor (57.4% variance: t  = 2.84, p  
<05). Table 2.8 gives tlie percent variance explained by significant predictors of the model 
(significant models only) for the average preference curves for all participants and for males 
and females separately.
Table 2.8.
T h e  p e r c e n t a g e  o f  p r e f e r e n c e  v a r i a t i o n  e x p l a i n e d  b y  t h e  m o d e l  a n d  i t s  s i g n i f i c a n t  p r e d i c t o r s  
f o r  t h e  a v e r a g e  p r e f e r e n c e  c u r v e s  f o r  a l l  p a r t i c i p a n t s  a n d f o r  m a l e s  a n d f e m a l e s  s e p a r a t e l y .  
P e r c e n t  v a r i a n c e  i s  o n l y  g i v e n  f o r  s i g n i f i c a n t  m o d e l s  a n d  s i g n i f i c a n t  p r e d i c t o r s  ( t  v a l u e s  f o r  
s i g n i f i c a n t  p r e d i c t o r s  a r e  g i v e n ,  */? < .05; * * p  <  . 0 1 ;  ***/? < . 0 0 5 ;  , 0 0 1 ) .
Male Set 1 Male Set 2 Female Set 1 Female Set 2
Total 96.9% 80.3% 60.2% 77.6%
L-M 71.8% 62.6%
r = -8.21 ** f= -3 .17*
S-(L+M) 25.1% 58.3% 64.7%
/ = 6.41 *** f = 2.90* f = 3.32*
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The model explained the highest amount of variance for the males in set 1 (the light 
set), almost 100%, with both L-M and S-(L+M) as significant predictors. The variance 
explained was similarly high for the males in set 2 and also high for the females in set 2, The 
lowest amount of variance explained was for the females in set 1. The significant component 
predictors varied across sex with L-M significant for both sets for the males, but not for the 
females. For female preference in both sets, the S-(L+M) component was the only significant 
predictor.
The biological component model and individual preference curves
Table 2.9 gives the average percentage of variance explained when least-squares 
regressions are run on individual preference curves with the average taken for all 
participants and for males and females separately.
Table 2.9.
T h e  p e r c e n t a g e  o f  v a r i a n c e  i n  p r e f e r e n c e  ( s . d . )  e x p l a i n e d  b y  t h e  m o d e l  a v e r a g e d  a c r o s s
i n d i v i d u a l  r e g r e s s i o n s )  f o r  e a c h  s e t ,  f o r  a l l  p a r t i c i p a n t s  a n d  f o r  m a l e s  a n d  f e m a l e s  
s e p a r a t e l y .
All Female Male
S e tl 45.6% (2.6) 37.3% (2.1) 54.2% (2.7)
Set 2 56.3% (2.5) 53.9% (2.6) 58.9% (2.3)
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The amount of variance explained was noticeably lower when the model was based on 
individual preference curves. The highest amount of variance explained was 58.9% for the 
males for set 2 and the lowest 37.3% for the females for set 1.
Sex differences in L-M component weights
Figure 2.11. shows the best-fitting weights for the L-M cone-contrast component for 
all participants and for males and females separately. As with Experiment 1, a positive weight 
on the L-M cone-contrast component indicates a preference for hues ‘redder’ than the 
backgi'ound over hues ‘greener’ than the background.
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All Set 1 ‘Light’ Set 2 ‘Dark’
-2 .0  J
SMale
■ Female f
F i g u r e  2 . 1 1 .  Mean weights (+/-lse) for L-M and S-(L+M) cone-contrast components for 
male and female participants for set 1 and set 2.
It was apparent that sex differences in the weightings were not consistent across set. 
The sex difference in L-M component weights was clear for set 1 ; both males and females 
weighted this component negatively, but the males showed a stronger negative weight than 
the females. However, this difference seemed to disappear in set 2 where both males and 
females weighted the L-M component equally negatively. The reverse could be seen for the 
S-(L+M) component. There was an apparent sex difference in weights for set 2; both males 
and females weighted this component positively, but the females showed a stronger positive 
weight. In set 1, males and females weighted the S-(L+M) component equally positively.
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Two-way between-groups ANOVAs on the L-M and S-(L+M) components with Set and Sex 
as factors supported these interpretations. For the L-M cone-contrast, L-M was weighted 
more negatively for set 2 (mean = -1.23, SD = 1.44) than Set 1 (mean = -0.32, SD = 0.59), 
F(l,41) = 24.8,^ <001. There was no significant main effect of Sex, or interaction of Set and 
Sex (largest 2.5, smallestp  —  . 1 2 ) .  Despite the lack of significant interaction, independent
t-tests on each set with Sex as a factor revealed a significant effect of Sex for set 1 ( ?(41) = 
2.34, j? <. 05), but not for set 2 (f(35) = 0.90, p  = .33). For the S-(L+M) cone-contrast, S- 
(L+M) was weighted more positively for set 2 (mean = 0.36, SD = 0.26) than set 1 (mean =
0.12, SD = 1.13), F(l,41) = 41.75, p  <  001). There was a significant main effect of Sex 
(F(l,41)= 6.88, p  <05), and a significant interaction of Set and Sex (F(l,41)= 6.38,p  <05). 
Independent t-tests on each set with Sex as a factor revealed a significant effect of Sex for set 
2 (f(41) = 2.83,^ < .01), but not for set 1 (f(41) = 0.93,/? = .36).
2.5.5. Discussion
Experiment 3 aimed to directly investigate whether hue preference cuiwes vary at 
different lightness and saturation levels and whether the biological model of these hue 
preference curves and the resulting weights also vary throughout colour space. British 
participants were tested using two sets of colours of equal lightness and saturation within set.
Does the biological component model perform better when summarising hue preference 
rather than colour preference?
The biological component model was a good predictor of colour preference for the 
average preference curves of males and females for these stimulus sets, especially for males. 
This provides further evidence that the model does work better as a predictor of colour
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preference when stimuli are of equal lightness and saturation than when stimuli vary in all 
three dimensions.
Do hue preference curves vary throughout colour space?
These data suggest that hue preference does vary across sets of different lightness and 
saturation even when lightness and saturation are constant within each set. This supports the 
hypothesis that the biological component model is unable to predict preference for colours 
that vary in lightness and saturation as the model does not allow hue preference to interact 
with these two other dimensions. By not allowing for this interaction, the model is severely 
restricted in its ability to predict colour preference across colour space.
Does the way in which the biological component model summarises hue preference vaiy 
throughout colour space?
The relationship between the male and female cone-contrast component weights 
stayed similar across the two stimulus sets. For example, the males weighted the L-M 
component higher than females and females weighted the S-(L+M) component higher than 
males for both sets. However, weights increased for both males and females from the light set 
to the dark set for both components and sex differences in weights also changed from set to 
set. A sex difference was apparent in the L-M weights for the ‘light’ set, but not for the ‘dark’ 
set, with the opposite being true o f the S-(L-M) component. These differences in weights 
between the two stimulus sets indicate that the way in which the biological component model 
summarises hue preference does vary throughout colour space. The interactions of Set and 
Sex in the ANOVA suggest that the weights found for a small set of stimuli cannot be used to 
predict preference for other colours. An individual’s preference weights for one set of colours 
are unlikely to generalise to other stimulus sets.
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Is the sex difference in weights on the L-M cone-contrast component consistent 
throughout colour space?
The sex difference in weights on the L-M cone-contrast component was apparent for 
the Tight’ set. Although both males and females weighted it negatively, indicating a 
preference for hues ‘greener’ than the background over hues ‘redder’ than the background, 
the females weighted it significantly less negatively. However, there was no sex difference in 
weights on this component for the ‘dark’ set. This could suggest that the sex difference in the 
‘light’ set was due to the inclusion of a pink hue in this set. This hypothesis is further 
supported by the peak in female preference in the reddish area in the ‘light’ set, a peak that 
was not seen in the ‘dark’ set where there was no good example of a pink hue. These results 
indicate that the sex difference in weights on the L-M cone-contrast component proposed by 
Hurlbert and Ling (2007) is not consistent throughout colour space and could actually be 
dependent on the inclusion of a good example of a pink hue in the stimulus set.
2.5.6. Summary of Main Findings
1. The biological component model was a good predictor of male and female average colour 
preference curves.
2. Hue preference curves varied across sets of different lightness and saturation. Similarly, 
component weights varied across the two sets indicating that the biological component 
model may summarise hue preference differently throughout colour space.
3. The sex difference in L-M component weights was apparent for one set, but not the other. 
This suggests that the sex difference in L-M weights is not consistent throughout colour 
space.
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2.7. General Discussion
The experiments in Chapter 2 aimed to replicate and extend the biological component 
model (Hurlbert & Ling, 2007) by testing the model within different cultures and across 
colour space. Three cultures were tested; British, Ai’chin and Himba. The proposed 
‘universal’ sex difference in L-M component weights was also examined. The chapter 
findings are outlined and discussed below.
Is the biological component model a good predictor of colour preference?
The biological component model can be an excellent predictor o f group colour 
preference with almost 100% of variance explained for certain groups. However, this is 
contingent upon the colours used. The model is based upon the assumption that hue 
preference does not change even when the lightness and saturation of the colour does, but this 
assumption does not appear to be correct. Hue preference can change dramatically according 
to these factors, as seen in both British and Himba preference cuiwes. As the biological 
component model does not take this fact into consideration, its ability to predict colour 
preference with sets of colours that vary in lightness and saturation levels is severely 
impaired. Lightness and saturation can be added into the model as predictors, but the model 
does not allow for preference of these dimensions to interact with hue preference. It therefore, 
at best, stands as a model of hue preference, but not colour preference.
The model also does not perform as well when used to summarise individual 
preference curves as opposed to average group preference curves, with the variance explained 
for the former consistently lower than the latter. When looking at the separate cone-contrast 
components as predictors of colour preference, these are again not consistent across stimulus 
sets. Instead, the largest predictor and the significant predictors vary according to the
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stimulus set used. This means that model derived from preference o f a small set of hues 
cannot be used to predict preference for hues throughout colour space.
Overall, this indicates that the biological component model is not a reliable predictor 
of colour preference, with neither the overall model, nor the individual components of the 
model, perfoiming consistently well across different sets of colours. Whilst the model can 
effectively summarise hue preference at a given saturation or lightness level, it cannot be 
used to predict preference for other hues, or be extended to summarise colour preferences 
more broadly.
Is the sex difference in weights on the L-M cone-contrast component consistent across 
different cultures and throughout colour space?
As explained previously, Hurlbert and Ling (2007) found that both British and 
Chinese females had a stronger preference for ‘reddish’ hues than British and Chinese males. 
They also found that both British and Chinese females weighted the L-M cone-contrast 
component positively, indicating a preference for hues ‘redder’ than the background, whereas 
both British and Chinese males weighted it negatively, indicating a preference for hues 
‘greener’ than the backgiound. This led Hurlbert and Ling to argue for an evolutionary-based 
female preference for hues ‘redder’ than the background. However, this argument is based on 
the colour preference of two cultures which, whilst geographically far apart, are still both 
subject to Western memes and ideals. In Western culture there is the strong cultural trend of 
‘blue for boys, pink for girls’, which both British and Chinese participants are highly likely to 
have been subjected to. This is a trend which could explain the findings of Hurlbert and Ling.
The Archin do not show this sex difference at all and the Himba actually show the 
opposite sex difference with males preferring hues ‘redder’ than the background and females 
preferring hues ‘greener’ than the backgiound. These results suggest that if female preference
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for reddish hues is an evolutionary trait then it is a trait that can easily be modified. If Archin 
and Himba females did originally have a preference for reddish hues then this preference 
must have been changed by external influences such as culture or environment as it is no 
longer apparent. It is also possible that female preference for hues Tedder’ than the 
background is not an evolutionary trait at all, but actually a learnt preference. British females 
preferred reddish hues, as well as greenish and bluish hues, regardless of overall stimulus set, 
whereas British males only preferred the greenish and bluish hues. However, there was no 
indication that they had a preference for hues Tedder’ than the background over hues 
‘greener’ than the background in terms of L-M cone-contrast weights. It could therefore be 
argued that British female preference for reddish hues is based solely upon a sti*ong 
preference for the coloui' pink, instilled by the cultural norm of ‘pink for girls’, instead of a 
preference for all hues in the reddish area, which is what Hurlbert and Ling (2007) suggest. 
British females showed no preference for hues in the reddish area when the colours were 
dark, i.e. when there was no good example of a pink hue, but female preference for the same 
area increased dramatically when the colours were light (i.e. when there was a good example 
of a pink hue). A strong preference for one particular hue would not be enough to cause an 
overall positive weight on the corresponding cone-contrast component. This could explain 
why British females do not weight the L-M component positively: British females have a 
strong preference for pink but do not have a strong preference for the adjacent hues (orange, 
red). Within the model it would be possible to have a strong preference for a specific red hue, 
but if preference for the adjacent colours is not high then tlie resulting L-M component 
weight would still be negative.
Overall, there is no evidence to indicate that female preference for hues ‘redder’ than 
the background is an evolutionary trait; instead it can easily be argued that when this 
preference is found, it is due to exposure to cultural trends such as ‘blue for boys, pink for
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girls’. Indeed, a recent study has shown that girls start displaying a strong preference for pink 
at around 2.5 years of age, the age at which children start seeking out gender-related 
information (LoBue & DeLoache, 2011). Similar to this, boys start avoiding pink at the same 
age. This study lends support to the idea that female preference for pink does not stem from a 
biological or evolutionary basis.
The radical differences between Himba colour preference and British and Archin 
colour preference strongly indicates that culture affects colour preference. The Himba show 
no ‘universal’ preference for blue or dislike of yellow and appear to base the majority of their 
preference for colours not on hue, but instead on the saturation levels of the colour. There is 
also no evidence for a ‘universal’ female preference of reddish hues. This preference 
disappears in British participants with changes in stimuli and the Archin participants showed 
no such preference in the first place. For the Himba participants, it was actually the Himba 
males who showed a preference for ‘reddish’ hues, not the females.
2.8. Conclusions of the Chapter
The chapter has presented converging evidence that the biological component model 
is not consistent across difference cultures and throughout colour space. This is, in part, due 
to its faulty assumption that hue preference does not change across lightness and saturation. 
The model can summarise hue preferences at constant lightness and saturation, yet the 
weights derived from those hues do not then generalise throughout colour space. A model 
that summarises colour preference in terms of the biological components of early colour 
vision is therefore seriously constrained.
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Chapter 3: The Ecological Valence Theory of Colour Preference
3.1. General Introduction
Chapter 2 established the limits of the biological component model of colour 
preference: the model can summarise hue preference cui’ves yet these cui-ves vary throughout 
colour space, and the proposed ‘universal’ sex difference in L-M cone-contrast weights is not 
consistent across cultures or throughout colour space. Chapter 3 investigates another recent 
theory of colour preference. Ecological Valence Theory (EVT; Palmer & Schloss, 2010), 
with the aim of establishing whether EVT will be better at explaining colour preferences and 
differences in preference across culture and sex.
3.2. A review of Ecological Valence Theoiy
Ecological Valence Theory (EVT), a recent theory of colour preference proposed by 
Palmer and Schloss (2010), states that colour preference is related to the objects around us 
and their degree of attractiveness. It predicts that colours strongly associated with good 
objects will be liked and colours strongly associated with bad objects will be disliked. EVT 
incorporates the idea that colour preference may be partly based upon evolutionary factors by 
arguing that some colour preferences have arisen due to their associations with objects 
necessary for survival. For example, EVT explains the ‘universal’ preference for blue by 
suggesting that this preference is due to the colour’s association with clean water. Clean 
water is essential to survival, therefore humans have adapted to like the colour associated 
with it. Similarly, it explains the ‘universal’ dislike of yellow by suggesting that this is due to 
its association with objects that should be avoided, such as faeces and rotten fruit. EVT also 
takes possible cultural differences into account by arguing that this adaptive mechanism can
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work on a short timescale on an individual level. So a patriotic individual may strongly 
associate a particular colour with their national flag, which will then cause an increase in 
preference for that colour.
As outlined in Chapter 1, the ability of EVT to explain colour preference was initially 
assessed using American adults as participants (Palmer & Schloss, 2010). First, their colour 
preference for a set of coloured stimuli was measured. The objects they associated with the 
colours were then listed and evaluated according to how well they thought the object matched 
the colour it had been associated with. Finally, how much the participants liked each object 
was measured. These data were then placed into a formula that gives a weighted affected 
valence estimate (WAVE) for each colour in the set. The WAVE is calculated by taking the 
average object valence ratings and weighting each rating by how well the object was judged 
to match its associated colour. The sum of these weighted ratings for each colour is then 
multiplied by ‘ 1/the number of associated objects for each colour’. This gives an average 
object valence rating for each of the colours which are the WAVEs of the colours.
The overall American WAVE was then correlated with the average colour preferences 
of American participants. Results showed that the WAVE accounted for 80% of the variance 
in colour preference. This meant that the participants liked colours that they strongly 
associated with good objects and disliked colours that they strongly associated with bad 
objects. For example, saturated blue was associated with highly liked objects such as ‘clear 
blue sky’ and ‘water’ and the colour itself was also highly preferred. Similarly, dark yellow 
was associated with highly disliked objects such as ‘pus’ and ‘rotten fruit’ and the colour 
itself was also strongly disliked.
EVT was also tested on Japanese participants to see if it could account for another 
culture’s colour preference. Results for the Japanese participants showed that the Japanese 
WAVE explained 44% of the variance in Japanese colour preference, a considerably lower
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amount than the American WAVE explained for the American participants. However, cross- 
cultural correlations indicated that the American WAVE predicted American preference 
better than Japanese preference and vice versa. This suggests that the WAVE formula is 
capturing aspects of colour preference that are specific to the groups tested. However, the low 
correlation for the Japanese colour preferences and the Japanese WAVE could suggest that 
EVT works better at explaining colour preference in some cultures compared to others.
3.2.1. The Need for Further Research on EVT
Although the WAVE explained a large amount of the variance in colour preference 
for American participants, it explained less than half of the variance in colour preference for 
Japanese participants. This indicates that whilst EVT may work well at predicting colour 
preference for certain cultures, it may not work well for others. There is also the fact that both 
cultures tested are industrialised, with exposure to television, fashion trends, and W estern’ 
cultural norms. Can EVT predict the colour preference of more remote, non-industrialised ■ 
cultures? EVT argues that there is a ‘universal’ preference for blue hues due to their 
association with clean water and a ‘universal’ dislike of yellow hues due their association 
with faeces and rotten fmit. However, Experiment 2 showed that the Himba do not have these 
‘universal’ preferences. In fact, they like yellow and dislike blue. Can EVT explain this 
difference? Are there good objects that the Himba associate strongly with colours in the 
yellow region of colour space and bad objects that they associate strongly with the blue 
region?
Another issue that needs to be investigated further is whether EVT can account for 
sex differences in colour preference. Chapter 2 identified observable trends for sex 
differences in preferences for certain colours for British participants. Can differences in 
colour object associations or the valance of objects account for these sex differences? Does
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EVT work equally well for male and female colour preference -  is male and female colour 
preference related to object valence to the same extent?
A third point for further investigation is: what is it about the WAVE that predicts 
colour preference? The WAVE is intended to represent the average valence of objects 
associated with the colour, yet the WAVE actually has various components such as object 
valence ratings and the number of objects associated with the colour. How do these different 
components relate to colour preference?
3.2.2. Summary of Main Research Questions
Chapter 3 investigates whether EVT can account for cultural differences in colour 
preference and whether there are sex differences in EVT’s ability to explain colour 
preference. How the individual components of the WAVE related to colour preference is also 
explored.
3.3. Experiment 4: EVT and British colour preference
3.3.1. Introduction
Experiment 4 replicates and extended Palmer and Schloss’ (2010) investigation to 
establish whether the high correlation between colour preference and the WAVE could be 
replicated for British colour preference. The experiment also aims to establish whether EVT 
can account for sex differences in colour preferences, and whether EVT works equally well 
for males and females. The method followed that of Palmer and Schloss closely, with a minor 
change made in order to be able to compare male and female WAVEs. Instead of collecting 
data regarding object associations in small groups, this was done individually so that the
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object associations could be collated by sex. As in Palmer and Schloss’s study, different 
participants provide data for each of the four parts of the WAVE: preference ratings; colour- 
object associations; colour-object match ratings; object valence ratings. The relationship 
between colour preference and the WAVE is investigated for males and females separately 
and combined. A second aim of Experiment 4 is to establish how the different components of 
the WAVE relate to colour preferences. To investigate this, a series of coirelations explore 
how the different components (valence ratings of associated objects; number of objects; 
colour-object match) related to colour preference.
3.3.2. Summary of Research Questions
1. Can EVT account for British colour preference?
2- Ar e there sex differences in how well the WAVE explains British colour preference?
3. How do components of the WAVE relate to colour preference?
3.3.3. Method
There were four tasks , and different groups of participants were used for each of the 
separate tasks (see below).
Colour Preference Task
Participants. Foity-two British participants from the University of SuiTey in England 
took part in the task. There were 22 males (mean = 24, SD = 6.60) and 20 females (mean = 
21, SD = 6.82) ranging from 18 to 44 years old. All participants (and all participants in all 
subsequent tasks in this chapter) had nonnal red-green and blue-yellow colour vision, as 
indicated by perfoimance on City Colour Vision tests (Fletcher, 1980).
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stim uli and design. Stimuli were an approximation of the stimuli from the saturated 
(S), light (L) and dark (D) stimulus sets in Palmer and Schloss (2010), Each set contained the 
four basic hues of Red (R), Yellow (Y), Green (G) and Blue (B), and the four intermediate 
hues o f Orange (O), Chartreuse (H), Cyan (C) and Purple (P). The stimuli in the saturated set 
were highly saturated versions of these eight hues and the stimuli varied in Munsell Value 
and Chroma. The light set contained the same eight hues, but with each colour approximately 
halfway between the saturated colour and the same hue with a value of 9 and chroma of 1 
(light and de-saturated). The dark set was similarly chosen, but with each colour 
approximately halfway between the saturated colour and the same hue with a value of 1 and 
chroma of 1 (dark and de-saturated). The muted set was not included as the stimulus set 
needed to be reduced in order to test the Himba (see Experiment 5). This set was excluded as 
it is perceptually similar to the light set and the preference curves of both sets are almost 
identical (Palmer & Schloss, 2010). Table 3.1 gives the Munsell Hue, Value and Chroma and 
x,y,Y values for each of the 24 stimuli. These stimuli were also used in the Object 
Description and Colour-Object matching tasks.
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Table 3.1.
T h e  M u n s e l l  H u e ,  V a l u e  a n d  C h r o m a  a n d  x , y ,  Y  v a l u e s  o f  t h e  2 4  s t i m u l i  c a l c u l a t e d  u s i n g  a  
r e f e r e n c e  w h i t e  o f 3 0 . 9 5  c d / m ^ .
Colour Hue Value Chroma X y Y
SR 5 R 5 14 .534 .315 6.12
LR 5 R 7 8 .407 .326 13.33
DR 5 R 3 8 .506 .311 2.03
SO 5 YR 7 13 .513 .412 13.33
LO 5 YR 8 6 J99 .366 18.29
DO 5 YR 3.5 6 .481 J88 237
SY 5 Y 9 12 .405 .441 23.96
LY 5 Y 9 6.5 .391 .413 24.35
DY 5 Y 5 6.5 .437 .450 6.12
SH 5 GY 8 11 .387 .504 18.29
LH 5 GY 8.5 6 .357 .420 21.30
DH 5 GY 4.5 6 .369 .472 4.91
SG 3.75 G 6.5 11.5 .254 .449 11.31
LG 3.75 G 7.75 6.25 .288 .381 17.06
DG 3.75 G 3.75 6.25 .261 .419 3.28
SC 5BG 7 9 .225 335 13.33
LC 5BG 8 5 .267 .330 18.29
DC 5BG 4 5 .233 .324 3.71
SB lOB 6 10 .203 .279 9.35
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LB lOB 7.5 5.5 .255 .278 15.83
DB lOB 3.5 5.5 ,212 336 2.87
SP'^ 5P 4.5 7 .289 .230 4.91
LP 5P 7 9 .290 .242 13.33
DP 5P 3 9 .280 .181 2.03
As for all subsequent tasks, stimuli were presented on a calibrated 21 inch CRT monitor 
(Sony Trinitron GDM-F520) and were measured using a Cambridge Research Systems 
colourCal colorimeter (Rochester, U.K.). Participants were tested individually whilst sat in a 
dark room, 59cm away from the monitor.
Set up and procedure. Stimuli were presented individually as rectangular patches 
(11.6° horizontal; 12.1° vertical) in the centre of the screen and on a gray background (Y = 
5.14 cd/m^ X = 0.312, y = 0.318). Participants were asked to say how much they liked the 
colour of the stimulus using a preference scale of 0 to 10, with 0 indicating low preference 
and 10 indicating high preference. They were asked to respond quickly and instinctively 
without relating the colour to any objects. The experimenter controlled the onset of the trials 
with a key press. All stimuli were shown twice giving 48 trials, and were presented in a 
randomised order. Task trials commenced following adaptation to the gray background (as in 
all subsequent tasks).
 ^The saturated purple in this stimulus set is less saturated than the saturated purple used in Palmer and Schloss 
(2010).
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Object Description Task
Participants. Fifty-five British participants from the University of Suney took part in 
the task. There were 26 males (mean = 23, SD = 4.92) and 29 females (mean = 20, SD = 
2.44) ranging from 18 to 36 yeais old.
Design and Procedure. The 24 coloured stimuli were presented individually as 
rectangular patches (11.6° horizontal; 12.1° vertical) in the centre of the screen, on a gi ay 
background (Y = 5.14 cd/m^, x = 0.312, y = 0.318). Participants were asked to list all objects 
that they associated with the presented stimulus. They were asked to only list objects that 
were specific to the presented colour and not to list associations that were unique to 
themselves (e.g. my favourite sweater). They were also asked not to list objects that could be 
a variety of colours (e.g. cars, paint, etc) or to list abstract concepts such as ‘happiness’.
There was no time limit. All stimuli were shown once in a randomised order.
Colour-Object Matching Task
Participants. Thiity-eight British participants from the University of Surrey took part 
in the task. There were 18 males (mean = 24, SD = 2.91) and 20 females (mean = 23, SD = 
3.73) ranging from 19 to 34 years old.
Stimuli. The list of objects from the object description task were assessed by the 
experimenter and objects were removed from the list if tliey could be any colour (e.g. cars), 
described a concept (such as ‘peace’, ‘love’, etc) instead of an object, or did not match the 
colour on the screen at all (i.e. ‘banana’ for saturated blue). This left a list o f 282 valid 
objects.
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Design and Procedure. The 24 colour stimuli were presented individually as 
rectangular patches (11.6° horizontal; 12.1° vertical) in the centre of the screen, on a gray 
background (Y = 5.14 cd/m^ x = 0.312, y = 0.318). For each colour stimulus presented, the 
list of objects associated with that colour was read out by the experimenter. Participants were 
asked to judge how well the colour of the stimulus matched the colour of each object stated 
using a 0 to 10 rating scale, with 0 indicating no match and 10 indicating a perfect match. 
Participants responded verbally after each object was read out and there was no time limit.
All colour stimuli were shown once in a randomised order, and the list of objects associated 
with each colour was read in a randomised order.
Object Valence Rating Task
Participants. Forty British participants from the University o f Surrey took part in the 
task. There were 20 males (mean = 22, SD = 4.43) and 20 females (mean = 22, SD = 3.38) 
ranging from 18 to 34 years old.
Stimuli and Procedure. Participants sat in normally lit room opposite the 
experimenter- Participants were asked to rate each of the 282 objects (see previous task) 
verbally using the 0 to 10 preference scale used in the Colour Preference Task, with 0 
indicating low preference for the object and 10 indicating high preference. There was no time 
limit.
3.3.4. Results
The average preference rating and the weighted affective valence estimate (WAVE) 
for each of the 24 colours was calculated. The latter using the WAVE formula created by 
Palmer and Schloss (2010):
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1  ^
Where W c o  is the average colour-object match value for each object ( o ,  converted to a 0 to 1 
scale as in Palmer & Schloss) and its associated colour ( c ) ,  V q  is the average valence for each 
object ( o ) ,  and is the number of objects associated with each colour (see Appendix B for a 
breakdown of these data). The original object valence ratings were converted from the 
original 0 to 10 rating scale to a negative to positive scale as the WAVE formula needs a 
negative to positive scale to operate correctly. As five was both the mid-point of the scale, 
and the average object valence score given, this was used as the neutral mid-point of the new 
scale making it a -5 to 5 scale. A review of the ratings indicated that having 5 as the mid­
point also made conceptual sense (objects rated with 5 were deemed to be neutral objects, e.g. 
phone box, clay and camouflage).The average WAVE for the 24 colours was then correlated 
with the average preference ratings for the 24 colours. In order to investigate possible sex 
differences the WAVEs were calculated again, this time separating out male and female 
object descriptions, object-colour match values and object valence ratings. The new WAVEs 
were then conelated with the same-sex colour preference ratings. Figure 3.1. shows the 
average colour preference curves and WAVEs for all participants and males and females.
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Figure 3.1. Mean colour preference curves (left) and WAVEs (right) for ’saturated’ (S),
‘light’ (L) and ‘dark’ (D) sets for all participants (top), male participants (middle) and female 
participants (bottom). Error bars on preference graphs indicate +/- Ise.
A series of Pearson’s correlations showed that the overall WAVE accounted for 66% 
of the variance (r = .81, p  < .001) in overall colour preference. Whilst the male WAVE 
accounted for 74% of the variance ( r  = .86,/? < .001) in male colour preference and the 
female WAVE accounted for 45% of the variance ( r  ~  .67,/? < .001) in female colour 
preference.
There were similarities between the colour preference curves and the WAVE. Both 
had peaks in all three curves for the colour blue indicating that the colour is highly preferred 
and that participants strongly associated positive objects with that colour (e.g. ‘water’ and 
‘sky’). There were also similarities in the curves for the colour orange across sets. Both 
preference ratings and the WAVE had a peak for saturated orange but a dip for light and dark 
orange, again suggesting that colour preference and the WAVE are reflecting each other, with 
participants associating highly liked objects such as ‘sun’ and ‘sunset’ with saturated orange 
and less liked objects such as ‘salmon’ and ‘paprika’ with light orange and dark orange 
respectively. However, tliere were also differences between colour preference curves and the 
WAVE. For example, the colour red for all three sets was rated highly in the preference 
curves but there were no similar peaks in the WAVE curves. This was due to disliked objects 
such as ‘blood’, ‘rash’ and ‘sunburn’ being strongly associated with the red hues. There was 
also a distinct dip in dark chartreuse in the WAVE that was not reflected in colour preference 
ratings; instead the dip in colour preference across the dark set occurred in dark yellow. This 
was because participants associated disliked objects such as ‘faeces’ and ‘pus’ with dark 
yellow, but also liked objects such as ‘sun’ and ‘sunset’. Whereas with dark chartreuse, they
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associated some liked objects such as ‘tree’, but far more disliked objects such as ‘vomit’, 
‘snot’ and ‘faeces’.
As with the overall WAVE and colour preference, there were similarities between the 
male WAVE and male colour preference ratings in the blue and orange colour areas. Both the 
male WAVE and the male preference ratings had peaks in blue and cyan and both also had 
peaks in saturated orange. However, there were also differences, with the male WAVE 
patterns for yellow and chartreuse not matching the patterns seen for those colours in the 
male colour preference curves. The British female WAVE also best reflected female colour 
preference in the blue area where both had peaks. Similarly, the female WAVE also had 
differences from female colour preference with the latter having a peak in red whereas the 
former does not. The female WAVE also had a sharp dip in dark chartreuse, which is not 
apparent in female colour preference.
Comparisons of Male and Female Colour Preference and WAVEs
There were similarities in the male and female colour preference curves and WAVEs, 
with both sexes having a strong preference for the blue hues and similar peaks in the blue 
region for both WAVEs due to strong associations with good objects such as ‘sky’ and 
‘water’. However, there were also differences between both the male and female colour 
preference curves and between the male and female WAVEs. The most noticeable sex 
difference in colour preference was the peak in male preference for saturated orange, a peak 
that was not seen in the female cuiTes. This peak in male preference was also seen in the 
male WAVE where male participants associate highly liked objects such as ‘sunshine’ and 
‘sunrise’ with saturated orange, whereas females do not associate these objects with saturated 
orange at all. Similarly, females associate disliked objects such as ‘orange traffic light’ and 
‘rapeseed oil’ with saturated orange whilst males do not. Females also had a dip in preference
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for dark orange which is not seen in the male preference curves. There was also a dip in dark 
orange in the female WAVE, but it is not as pronounced as the dip in preference. Females 
associated highly disliked objects such as ‘dust’ and ‘scarred skin’ with this colour, but also 
highly liked objects such as ‘sun’ and ‘sunset’. Figure 3.2. shows the percentage of variance 
explained by male and female WAVEs for the same-sex and opposite sex colour preference.
Male Colour Preference Female Colour Preference
74%
33%34%
45%
Male WAVE Female WAVE
F i g u r e  3 . 2 .  Percentage of variance in colour preference explained by male and female 
WAVEs for the same sex colour preference and opposite sex colour preference.
The male WAVE provided a better explanation of male colour preference than female 
colour preference, explaining almost double the amount of variance for the former than for 
the latter. However, the female WAVE only explained 11% more variance for female colour 
preference than it did for male colour preference, with both amounts low compared to the 
male WAVE-male colour preference correlation. This is further indication that the WAVE 
works better as an explanation for male colour preference than it does for female colour 
preference. Analyses that tested for a significant difference in con*eIation coefficients
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supported this^, with the correlation between male WAVE and male colour preference found 
to be significantly stronger than that between female WAVE and female colour preference (p 
< .005). The correlation between male WAVE and male preference was also shown to be 
stronger than that between male WAVE and female preference (p < .001) whereas there was 
no significant difference in strength of correlations for the female WAVE and female colour 
preference and the female WAVE and male colour preference (p = .19).
Deconstructing the British WAVE
The WAVE formula has various components to it
W c o  is the average colour-object match value for each object and its associated colour (c), 
is the average valence for each object ( o ) ,  and r i c  is the number of objects associated with 
each colour. It is unknown how each of these components relates to colour preference and to 
each other. A secondary analysis of Palmer and Schloss’ object descriptions conducted within 
this thesis revealed a significant negative correlation between colour preference and the 
number of objects associated with that colour ( r  —  -.66, p  < .001). The number of objects 
associated with a colour does not directly assess valence, therefore this relationship could 
suggest that the influence of colour-object associations is not restricted to object valence 
ratings. In order to investigate this and other possible relationships further, each component 
was conelated separately with colour preference. Possible correlations between the three 
components were also looked at. This was done for all participants and then each component
 ^Whether or not there is a significant difference between correlation coefficients is calculated by transforming 
rl and r2 into z l  and z2, calculating the standard error (SE) for the difference between z l  and z2, then 
subtracting z2 from z l  and dividing by the SB. Th,e result is a standardised z-score that can be checked for 
significance using the normal ‘z ’ tables.
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and the colour preference ratings were split by sex in order to investigate possible sex 
differences in the relationships.
Deconstructing the British overall WAVE. The number of associations, the average 
object-colour match value and the summed object valence ratings (unweighted) for each 
colour were correlated with colour preference. Figure 3.3. shows the correlations between the 
average colour preference ratings, the number of objects per colour and the summed object 
valence ratings (unweighted). The average object-colour match value was not included due to 
low correlations with the other three measur es (largest r  = .43, smallestp  -  .04 for colour 
preference ratings).
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F i g u r e  3 . 3 ,  The average colour preference rating (middle left), number of objects associated 
with each colour (top right) and the summed object valence ratings (unweighted) for each 
colour (bottom right). Error bars on colour preference graph indicate +/- Ise.
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The summed object valence ratings were positively correlated with colour preference 
and explained 24% of the variance, indicating that original object valence was associated 
with colour preference to some extent. The number of object associations per colour was 
negatively correlated with colour preference and explained 58% of the variance in colour 
preference, suggesting that if a colour is preferred, fewer objects are associated with it. The 
two components of the WAVE were not significantly associated. This means that the number 
of objects was not related to the original, unweighted object valence ratings.
Deconstructing the British male WAVE. Figure 3.4. shows the correlations between 
average colour preference ratings, the number of objects per colour and the summed object 
valence ratings (unweighted) for British male participants. Average object-colour match was 
not included due to low coiTelations with the other three measures (largest r  = .32, smallestp  
—  .12).
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F i g u r e  3 . 4 .  The average colour preference rating (middle left), number of objects associated 
with each colour (top right) and the summed object valence ratings (unweighted) for each 
colour (bottom right) for British males. Eixor bars on colour preference graph indicate +/- 
Ise.
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Male colour preference and the male summed object valence ratings correlated 
positively, explaining 44% of the variance, indicating that original male object valence is 
associated with male colour preference. The number of associations was negatively correlated 
with male colour preference, explaining 45% of the variance. Similar to the deconstruction of 
the overall WAVE, this shows that male participants associate a small amount of good 
objects with preferred colours and a large amount of bad objects with disliked colours. There 
was no significant relationship between the two components of the WAVE, indicating that 
the number of objects males associated with colours was not related to the original object 
valences associated with the colours.
Deconstructing the British female WAVE. Figure 3.5. shows the coixelations 
between average colour preference ratings, the number of objects per colour and the average 
object-colour match value for each colour. The female summed object valence ratings 
(unweighted) component was not included as it did not significantly correlate with female 
colour preference or the other components of the WAVE (largest r  = .38, smallest p  —  .07).
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F i g u r e  3 . 5 .  The average colour preference rating (middle left), number of objects associated 
with each colour (top right) and the average object-colour match value for each colour 
(bottom right) for British females. Error bars on colour preference graph indicate +/- Ise.
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For female colour preference, the number of objects per colour and the average 
object-colour match correlate significantly, but neither explain more than 50% of the variance 
(number of objects = 35%, average object-colour match value = 28%). Similar to both the 
overall WAVE and the male WAVE, the number o f object associations per colour is 
negatively con-elated with colour preference. Again, this indicates that preferred colours are 
associated with a small number of objects and disliked colours are associated with a large 
number of objects. The average object-colour match value for each colour was positively 
conelated with colour preference, which suggests that if a colour was liked, female 
participants judged it to be a better match with the objects associated with it than if the colour 
was disliked. The summed object valence ratings did not significantly correlate with colour 
preference or any of the other WAVE components, indicating that the female original object 
valence ratings were not associated with colour preference or the number o f objects 
associated with each colour.
Modified WAVE
The above analyses have established that the number of objects associated with a 
colour is as strongly related to colour preference as the valence of objects associated with a 
colour. To further investigate the contribution of the number of associated objects to the 
correlation between the WAVE and preference, we took this component out of the WAVE 
formula so that the sum of the weighted object ratings (average object preference weighted by 
average object-colour match) was conelated with colour preference for the overall, male and 
female groups. The overall sum of weighted object ratings explained 38% of the variance in 
overall colour preference (r = .61,/? < .005). Whilst the male sum explained 54% of the 
variance in male colour preference (r = .73,/? < ,001) and the female sum explained 33% of 
the variance in female colour preference (/* = .58,/? < .005). The variance explained by the
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modified WAVE was significantly less than explained by the original WAVE formula for the 
overall group ( p  <  .001) and the male group ( p  <  .05), but not the female group ( p  = .97).
3.3.5. Discussion
Experiment 4 fuither investigated EVT (Palmer & Schloss, 2010) to establish whether 
the high correlation between colour preference and the WAVE could be replicated for British 
colour preference. The experiment also aimed to establish whether EVT can account for sex 
differences in colour preferences, and whether EVT works equally well for males and 
females.
Can EVT account for British colour preference?
The WAVE accounted for 66% of the variance in overall British colour preference, 
indicating that associations with objects can partially explain British colour preference across 
a wide range of colours. This was a lower amount of variance than explained by the 
American WAVE for American colour preference, but higher than that explained by the 
Japanese WAVE for Japanese colour preference. The British colour preference curves were 
very similar to the American colour preference curves, with peaks in the blue-cyan region 
and dips in the yellow-chartreuse region. Additionally, the relationships between orange and 
chartreuse hues across sets is strikingly similar to those in the American preference curves, 
with light and dark orange preferred less than saturated orange and all chartreuse hues 
preferred similar to each other. However, there are also noticeable differences, particularly in 
preference ratings for dark red and dark yellow. Although British participants had some 
preference for dark red, the same colour had a distinct peak in preference in the American 
cui-ves compared to the other red hues. Similarly, American preference dips sharply for dark 
yellow whereas for British participants, there is only a very slight dip. Overall, EVT is able to
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explain part of British colour preference, but the theory does not work as well for British 
participants as it does for Americans.
Are there sex differences in how well the WAVE explains British colour preference?
The separate male and female WAVEs explained 74% and 45% of the variance in 
male and female colour preference respectively, indicating that association with objects is a 
better explanation of colour preference for British males than it is for British females. 
Although the female WAVE explained female colour preference better than male colour 
preference, there was only a difference of 11% and this difference was not statistically 
significant. This suggests that the female WAVE offers no advantage relative to a WAVE 
that is generated from another group, emphasising the weakness of the relationship between 
WAVE and colour preference for females. In comparison, the male WAVE explained almost 
double the amount of variance in male colour preference than it did for female colour 
preference. Indeed, the male WAVE was found to explain significantly more variance for 
male colour preference than the female WAVE did for female colour preference. These 
results indicate that the WAVE is a good explanation of British male colour preference, but it 
is not a good explanation of British female colour preference. Potential explanations for why 
there are sex differences in the extent to which the WAVE relates to preference are discussed 
in the General Discussion of this chapter.
How do components of the WAVE relate to colour preference?
There are clear, underlying relationships between the separate components of the 
WAVE and colour preference and between the components themselves. The number of 
objects was consistently associated with colour preference for the overall WAVE and the 
male and female WAVEs, and these relationships were negative, indicating that liked colours
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had fewer objects associated with them than disliked colours. In contrast, the number of 
objects associated with a colour was not significantly associated with the summed 
unweighted object valence ratings for the overall group, nor for males and females. This 
suggests that number of objects is associated with colour preference, but not associated with 
the valence of the associated objects. The negative relationship between the number of 
objects associated with a colour and colour preference indicates that the more a colour is 
liked, the fewer objects are associated with that colour. Although the number of associated 
objects is not directly assessing valence it explains as much variance in colour preference as 
the valence of associated objects. This negative relationship, and the fact that the number of 
objects is not related to object valence ratings, has theoretical implications for EVT as it 
suggests that parts of the EVT formula are measuring something other than object valence. 
The predictive power o f the WAVE of colour preference is also considerably reduced when 
the weighted valences are summed rather than averaged by the number of objects. As a result 
of this, the mechanics of the WAVE deserve further consideration, and discussion of this, as 
well as discussion of the nature of the negative relationship between number objects and 
colour preference, is returned to in the General Discussion.
3.3.6. Summary of Main Findings
1. The British WAVE is a good explanation of British colour preference.
2. The valence of associated objects is more strongly associated with male than female 
colour preference.
3. There are underlying relationships between the components of the WAVE and colour 
preference. For example, the number of objects associated with a colour is as good a 
predictor of colour preference as the valence of objects associated with a colour for the 
overall gi'oup.
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4. The WAVE’S predictive power considerably reduces when weighted valences are 
summed rather than averaged.
3.4. Experiment 5: The Himba WAVE
3.4.1. Introduction
Experiment 4 looked at the ability of EVT to account for British colour preference. 
The theory explained 66% of the variance in British colour preference, suggesting that British 
colour preference could be related to associations with objects. Experiment 5 investigates the 
ability of EVT to explain the colour preference of the Himba; a different population that is 
culturally remote and distinctive (see description in Chapter 2). Experiment 2 showed that 
Himba colour preference does not have the ‘universal’ peak in blue and dip in yellow. 
Experiment 5 investigates whether these differences in preference are object-related and 
whether EVT can explain them.
3.4.2. Summary of Research Questions
1. Can EVT explain Himba colour preference?
2. Are there sex differences in how well the WAVE explains Himba colour preference?
3. How do components of the WAVE relate to Himba colour preference?
4. Does the WAVE capture aspects of colour preference that are specific to the tested 
culture?
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3.4.3. Method
For all tasks, a translator fluent in Herero (the language of the Himba) and English 
was employed. The Himba did not do the object-colour matching task as this task was yet to 
be inti'oduced to the WAVE method at the time of testing. The original WAVE formula 
(Palmer & Schloss, 2011) weighted object ratings by how many times that object had been 
associated with the colour using a logarithm. This was subsequently replaced by the average 
object-colour match values after the current experiment was carried out. Both versions of the 
formula were used for the American participants in Palmer and Schloss (2010) and the 
change made little difference to the percentage of variance explained by the WAVE.
The method for the WAVE was the same as for Experiment 4, with the difference 
that, for the object valence rating task, non-numerate Himba participants were asked to rate 
their preference using a set of ten white sticks: no sticks (not at all); all the sticks (very much; 
as was done in Experiment 2). To ensure that they understood the rating scale, all Himba 
participants were asked to rate how much they liked animals the Himba consider to be good 
(e.g. cow) and bad (e.g. scorpion). Also, all Himba participants were tested in a tent lined 
with blackout material using a monitor (Sony Trintron GDM-F520) powered by a generator. 
For all three tasks relating to the WAVE, different groups of Himba participants were used. 
The colour preference data were taken from the Himba data reported in Experiment 2. The 
participant details for the object description task and the object valence rating task are 
outlined below.
Object Description Task
Participants. Thirty-five Himba participants (26 males; 29 females) took part in the ' 
task. All were estimated to be between 20-30 years old.
n o
Object Valence Rating Task
Participants. Twenty-two Himba participants (9 male; 13 female) took part in the 
task. All were estimated to be between 20-30 years old.
3.4.4. Results
The WAVE was calculated using a formula similar to that outlined in Experiment 4, 
with the exception that the average object-colour match value was replaced with the number 
of times the object was associated with the colour. This component was first placed into a 
logarithm and then used to weight the object valence ratings:
1 ^— 2 ^ ( 1  +  log Wco) V o  
^ 0=1
Where W c o  is the number o f times each object (o) was said for the colour (c), V q  is the 
average valence rating for each object o ,  and is the number of objects associated with each 
colour c  (see Appendix C for a breakdown of these data). The average WAVE for the 24 
colours was then conelated with the average preference ratings for the 24 colours. In order to 
investigate possible sex differences the WAVEs were calculated again, this time separating 
out male and female object descriptions, number of utterances and object valence ratings. 
Number of utterances denotes how many times an object is associated with a colour, i.e. if 
three people say Tire’ for light red this would be three utterances. The new WAVEs were 
then correlated with the same-sex colour preference ratings. Figure 3.6. shows the average 
colour preference curve and WAVE for all participants and male and female participants.
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F i g u r e  3 . 6 .  Mean colours preference curves and WAVEs for ‘saturated’ (S)/light’ (L) and 
‘dark’ (D) sets for all (top), male (middle) and female (bottom) participants. Error bars on 
preference graphs indicate +/- Ise.
The overall WAVE and overall Himba colour preference were negatively coiTclated 
( r  = -.48, < .05), explaining 23% of the variance in colour preference. Similarly, the male 
WAVE was also negatively correlated with male Himba colour preference (r = - . 5 9 ,  p  <  
.005), explaining 35% of the variance in colour preference. The female WAVE and female 
colour preference were not correlated ( r  = -.20, p  = .34). The lowest point of both the overall 
WAVE and the male WAVE was dark puiple; this was due to its association with highly 
disliked objects such as ‘tick blood’ and ‘wild onion’. This dip was not reflected in either of 
the colour preference curves, with preference for dark purple quite low, but still the most 
prefen'ed hue in the ‘dark’ set. The overall and male Himba WAVEs also had noticeable dips 
in saturated orange, yellow and chartreuse. These three colours were also associated with 
highly disliked objects such as ‘omukangai tree’, ‘dry leaves’ and ‘bad water’ respectively 
(see Appendix C for a detailed breakdown of the colour associations). Again, these dips were 
not seen in the colour preference curves for the overall group and male Himba. In fact, 
saturated orange, yellow and chartreuse were three of the most preferred colours.
The highest point in both the overall and male Himba WAVEs was in light cyan, with 
this colour being associated with highly liked objects such as ‘fresh water’ and ‘sky’. The 
opposite was seen in the colour preference curves of the overall group and Himba males as 
this colour was one of the least prefened. There was also a peak in the WAVEs in dark green, 
caused by associations with highly liked objects such as ‘grass’ and ‘nature’ but again this 
was not seen in the colour preference cuiwes, with the majority of dark colours severely 
disliked.
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Deconstructing the Himba WAVE
The overall summed object valence (unweighted) was significantly correlated with 
overall Himba colour preference, but only explained 29% of the variance ( r  = .54, p  < .01). 
Figures are not shown due to the low variance explained. There were no other significant 
correlations between colour preference and the components of the WAVE (number of 
utterances per colour and number of objects per colour), or between the components 
themselves for all participants (highest r  —  -.39, p  = .06). The male summed object valence 
(unweighted) was significantly correlated with male colour preference and the number of 
utterances was also correlated with the number of objects per colour. Figure 3.7. shows the 
correlations between male Himba colour preference, summed object valence ratings 
(unweighted), objects per colour and number of utterances per colour (significant correlations 
only).
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F i g u r e  3 . 7. The average colour preference rating (middle left), summed object valence 
ratings (unweighted) for each colour (top right), number of objects associated with each 
colour (middle right) and the number of utterances for each colour (bottom right) for Himba 
males. EiTor bars on colour preference giaph indicate +/- Ise.
The summed object valence ratings were negatively correlated with male colour 
preference, explaining 55% of the variance. This indicates that original, unweighted male 
object valence was negatively associated with male colour preference. The number of objects 
per colour was positively coiTelated with the number of utterances per colour, explaining 
36% of the variance. This suggests that colours associated with large numbers of objects also 
had a large number of utterances.
For the female Himba participants, the only significant correlation was between 
female colour preference and the number of objects per colour (r = -.44,/? = .03). These were 
negatively correlated and explained 19% of the variance. Figures are not shown due to the 
low variance explained.
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Does EVT capture aspects of colour preference that are speclfîc to the tested culture?
Figure 3.8. shows the percentage of variance explained by each WAVE for both 
British and Himba colour preference and the con elations between British and Himba colour 
preference and WAVEs.
British Colour Preference
r =  3 5 ^ p  = .09 
< ^ Himba Colour Preference
1%0%
23%66%
British
WAVE
Himba
WAVE
r = .15,p  =  .50
F i g u r e  3 . 8 .  Percentage of variance in colour preference explained by British and Himba 
WAVEs for same-culture colour preference and for other-culture colour preference. 
Correlation coefficients between the two WAVEs and between British and Himba colour 
preference are also shown.
The British WAVE clearly does not explain Himba colour preference, indicating that 
it has captured specific cultural aspects of British colour preference. Similarly, the Himba 
WAVE does not explain British colour preference, but does explain some o f Himba colour 
preference. However, the relationship between the Himba WAVE and Himba colour 
preference was negative. The British WAVE-British colour preference coiTelation was
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significantly stronger than the British WAVE-Himba colour preference correlation (p < .001) 
and the Himba WAVE-Himba colour preference coiTelation was significantly stronger than 
the Himba WAVE-British colour preference correlation (p < .005).
3.4.5. Discussion
Experiment 5 investigated whether Himba colour preference could be explained by 
weighted colour-object associations.
Can EVT explain Himba colour preference? Are there sex differences in how well the 
WAVE explains Himba colour preference?
EVT was not a good explanation of Himba colour preference. The overall WAVE was 
negatively correlated with colour preference and only explained a small amount of variance. 
Similarly, the female WAVE was not correlated with female colour preference at all. The 
male WAVE explained over half of the variance in male colour preference, but this 
relationship was negative. This suggests that Himba males liked colours that they associated 
with disliked objects and disliked colours they associated with liked objects. It is possible that 
this negative association is due to arousal. Colours associated with disliked objects may cause 
a stronger emotional reaction than liked colours which is subsequently interpreted as positive 
affect towards that colour. For example, the colour red might cause a strong reaction due to 
its association with blood and danger. If  this reaction is not attributed to its conect origin, 
possibly due to the emotional reaction being subconscious, the Himba might misconstrue it as 
excitement and positive affect towards the colour red. However, this does not explain why 
Himba females do not show a similar negative relationship between object associations and 
colour preference.
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How do components of the WAVE relate to colour preference?
Relationships between the components of the WAVE formula and between the 
components and colour preference were found. Male Himba colour preference was negatively 
associated with the summed object valence ratings component for the overall group and 
males, explaining 30% and 55% of the variance respectively. The number of objects per 
colour was positively associated with the number of utterances per colour for the male 
WAVE, but only explained a small amount of variance. Female Himba colour preference was 
negatively associated with the number of objects component of the female WAVE, but only 
19% of the variance was explained. There were no other significant relationships between 
Himba colour preference and the components of the WAVE, or between the components 
themselves, for the overall gioup and sub-groups. This indicates that male summed object 
valence ratings were the only part of the WAVE capable of explaining Himba colour 
preference and this was a negative relationship, indicating that Himba males actually prefer 
colours that have disliked objects associated with them and vice versa. No sub-part of the 
overall or female WAVEs was able to explain overall or female Himba colour preference.
Does EVT capture aspects of colour preference that are specific to the tested culture?
The British WAVE was able to explain a large part of British colour preference and 
did not explain any of the variance in Himba colour preference. This shows that the British 
WAVE captured aspects of British colour preference that are specific to the culture and that 
EVT worked well for British participants. However, although the Himba WAVE explained 
none of the variance in British colour preference, it also only explained a small amount of 
variance in Himba colour preference. Furthermore, this was a negative association. As 
outlined previously, EVT states that liked colours should be strongly associated with liked 
objects, but this was not true of Himba colour preference. Indeed, the Himba often strongly
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associated highly disliked objects with liked colours. EVT argues that the ‘universal’ 
preference for blue and dislike of yellow is due to associations with objects that are 
universally good, such as ‘clean water’ (blue hues) or universally bad, such as ‘rotten fruit’ 
(yellow hues). The Himba did indeed associate universally good objects such as ‘clean water’ 
with blue hues and universally bad objects such as ‘rotten water’ with yellow hues, but 
Himba participants actually liked yellow and disliked blue. It is clear that although EVT can 
explain the colour preferences of some cultures, it cannot explain the colour preferences of 
the Himba.
3.4.6. Summary of M ain Findings
1. EVT does not explain Himba colour preference very well. Only for Himba males is there 
a relationship between the valence of associated objects and colour preference, and this 
association is in the opposite direction to that which ecological valence theoiy predicts: 
Himba males are more likely to dislike colours that are associated with good things.
2. There is evidence to suggest that EVT is capable of capturing culture-specific aspects of 
colour preference for certain cultures.
3.5. General Discussion
Chapter 3 aimed to establish whether EVT could account for sex differences in colour 
preference and across cultures. The ability o f the WAVE to explain British and Himba male 
and female colour preferences was tested. The WAVE formula was then deconstructed to 
investigate how the separate components relate to colour preference and explore possible 
underlying relationships. The findings of the chapter are outlined and discussed below.
1 2 0
Can EVT account for cultural differences in colour preference?
EVT is clearly capable of capturing some cultural aspects of colour preference. The 
British WAVE explained British colour preference much better than it explained Himba 
colour preference and the Himba WAVE explained Himba colour preference better than 
British colour preference. However, the relationship between the Himba WAVE and Himba 
colour preference was negative and only explained a small amount of variance. This suggests 
that altliough EVT can highlight cultural differences in colour preference, it cannot explain 
the colour preference of certain cultures. EVT argues that colour preference is derived from 
culturally and evolutionarily important objects and their associations with certain colours. 
This argument works for British colour preference with British participants having a 
preference for colours they strongly associate with good objects and a dislike of colours they 
strongly associate with bad objects. For example, British participants had a strong preference 
for blue hues and strongly associate these hues with highly liked objects such as ‘water’, a 
perfect example of EVT explaining colour preference.
Himba participants also associated good objects such as ‘clean water’ with blue hues 
and bad objects such as ‘rotten water’ with yellow hues. However, the Himba participants 
had no ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of yellow. Instead they had the opposite 
preference, a preference for yellow and a dislike of blue, preferences that were opposite to 
those that would be positively related to Himba object valence. It was reported in Chapter 2 
that the biological component theory accounted for 63% of male Himba colour preference 
and 83% of female Himba colour preference, making it a considerably better model for 
explaining Himba colour preference than EVT. For both Himba males and females chroma 
was the largest predictor, suggesting that Himba colour preference is largely chroma-based.
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Are there sex differences in EVT’s ability to explain colour preference?
Although EVT is a good explanation of British colour preference, it does not work 
equally well for both males and females. The male WAVE actually explains male colour 
preference better than the overall WAVE explains overall colour preference. This is most 
likely due to the drop in variance explained for female colour preference by the female 
WAVE. So whilst the WAVE is a good explanation of British colour preference overall and 
an excellent explanation of male colour preference, it actually accounts for less than half the 
variance in female colour preference. As seen in Chapter 2, there are consistent sex 
differences in colour preference regardless of stimulus set. Could it be that there are also
differences in what influences and causes male and female colour preference? The results of j
I
the separate WAVEs suggest that male colour preference can be largely related to object |
associations whereas female colour preference may be more dependent on abstract and/or
personal object associations. Participants were asked to not list objects whose colour was
personal to the participant (e.g. my mum’s sweater), or abstract concepts that are hard to,
validate (e.g. peace, love) so that object associations could be related to group colour
preferences. However, previous research has suggested that a broad range o f ‘associative
images’ could be related to colour preference (e.g. Saito, 1996). A WAVE formula that
allows for personal objects and more abstract concepts may better explain female colour
preference.
There were also sex differences in the male and female Himba WAVEs with the male 
Himba WAVE and original male Himba object valences having a negative association with 
male Himba colour preference, whilst the female Himba WAVE was not associated with 
female Himba colour preference at all. This could suggest that, even though the association 
was negative, male Himba colour preference may be associated in some way with objects, but 
female Himba colour preference is not.
1 2 2
Overall, it is clear that there are sex differences in how well EVT can explain colour 
preference. This suggests that male and female colour preference may have different 
underlying mechanisms, and that further investigation into these possible differences is 
wananted.
How do components of the WAVE relate to colour preference?
There is a consistent underlying relationship in the British WAVE between the 
number o f objects associated with each colour and colour preference and between the number 
of objects and object valence. In addition, if you remove the component of the WAVE 
formula that averages weighted object ratings by the number o f associated objects and simply 
take tiie sum of weighted object ratings, the predictive power of the WAVE is considerably 
weakened.
There are two issues that come from these findings that require consideration. First, 
what are the mechanics of the WAVE, and what are the implications of the relationships 
between the valence measures and the number of objects for how the WAVE works?
Second, what is the nature of the relationship of the number of objects with the valence 
measures — why do people list fewer objects the less they like the object and the associated 
colour? These issues aie dealt with in turn.
Mechanics of the WAVE. The WAVE is intended to be a measure of the valence of 
objects that are associated with a general colour. Weighting this measure by the extent to 
which the objects are associated with a given colour is appropriate, given that objects will 
vary in their strength of association (e.g. even if I associate lizards only a little bit witli green 
there is still an association there so its contribution should be counted, but it should contribute 
less in the measure than frogs, which I strongly associate with green). The WAVE attempts to
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account for this by weighting valence with tJie extent to which each object matches the colour 
(bananas are more yellow than sunshine), as assessed by participants’ subjective ratings of 
colour-object matches. This weighted valence is summed for all the objects that are 
associated with the colour. The summed weighted valence is then multiplied by the inverse of 
the number of objects. This gives the average weighted valence for a colour.
It is not clear however, why the weighted valence is averaged by the number of 
objects. If the good and bad ends of the rating scale were both positive, then the weighted 
valence would need to be averaged, as otherwise a high number of objects would increase the 
WAVE even if the objects were disliked. However, ratings were converted to a negative to 
positive scale, so summing rather than averaging weighted valences is not problematic 
(summing lots of negative valences makes the measure more negative, which is conceptually 
appropriate). One may argue that it would in fact be more appropriate to take the sum of the 
weighted valences rather than the average. If lots of good things are associated with a colour 
then the associated object valence for that colour should be higher than if only a few good 
things are associated with a colour. Averaging the weighted valences does not take this into 
account.
However, our analysis has shown that when this is done, the strength of relationship 
between the WAVE and colour preference is considerably reduced. Why does the WAVE 
have greater predictive power when weighted valences are averaged rather than summed? 
Averaging the weighted valences by the number o f objects sei-ves to lower the WAVE for 
colours with lots of objects associated with them (which happen to be those colours that are 
disliked), relative to colours with few objects associated with them (which happen to be those 
colours that are liked). As a consequence, the WAVEs for colours associated with a large 
amount of disliked objects are made lower in comparison to the WAVEs for colours 
associated with only a small amount of objects. Therefore, having the number of objects in
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the WAVE formula actually serves to amplify the relationship between objects and colour 
preference in the direction that is congruent with the valence hypothesis, even though the 
number of objects does not directly assess valence.
The nature of the relationship between num ber of objects and valence. Why do
people associate fewer objects with a colour the more they like the colour? One possible 
explanation is that people like colours that only have a small amount of objects associated 
with them. Perhaps colour preference is partially based on novelty: people like colours that 
they do not see very often in everyday life. However, several of the good objects associated 
with liked colours are objects you would expect people to see quite often, e.g. ‘sky’ and 
‘water’. So perhaps preference is high for colours that are only associated with a small 
amount of objects regardless of how often those objects might be seen. But again, this seems 
unlikely, as although preferred colours might only be specific to a few objects, it is highly 
likely that these colours will also be associated with generic items such as cars, clothes, etc. 
However, it is impossible to determine this as such objects are excluded from the WAVE 
fonnula.
Another possibility is that participants listed fewer objects if they were satisfied with 
how well the object matched the colour, and that colours that are liked (e.g. blues, reds etc.) 
are considered to match objects better than colours that are disliked (e.g. dark yellow). So if 
they named an object that they considered to be a good colour match they would then stop 
naming objects, but if they named an object that they didn’t think matched the colour 
particularly well they would continue to name more. However, for this to be a valid 
explanation there would have to be a positive association between the average object-colour 
match value and colour preference. Whilst such a relationship was found for the overall 
group and the female group, it was weak and only explained a small amount qf variance.
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Ii is also possible that there is a link between prototypicality and the number of 
associated objects. People are not accurate in remembering the colours of objects and the 
colour of an object in memory shifts to the prototype (e.g. we remember bananas as more 
yellow than they really are; Huttenlocher, Hedges & Vevea, 2000). This could mean 
prototypical colours elicit more object associations than non-prototypical colours. However, 
for this to explain the relationship between number of objects and preference, there would 
need to be less preference for non-prototypical colours (more objects) than prototypical 
colours (fewer objects). Theories from other domains actually propose the opposite - that 
prototypes are more attiactive than non-prototypes (Langlois & Roggman, 1990), and there is 
also some previous evidence that prototypical colours are in fact prefened over non- 
prototypical colours (Martindale & Moore, 1988). Inspection of our data does not support a 
strong relationship between colour preference and prototypicality in either direction: for 
example, cyan is highly preferred yet this colour is a mixture of blue and green. Therefore, 
this prototypicality account of the relationship between preference and number of objects is 
not supported by the data presented in this thesis.
Another possibility is that it is initial colour preference that is influencing the object 
association process. Psychophysiological studies have shown that negative stimuli illicit 
stronger, more rapid attentional responses than positive or neutral stimuli; a phenomenon 
known at the ‘negativity bias’ (Caixetiè, Mercado, Tapia & Hinojosa, 2001), If this 
‘negativity bias’ affects colour stimuli then it could explain the relationship between colour 
preference and the number o f associated objects. According to the ‘negativity bias’ 
hypothesis, if a person is shown a colour they dislike they will be more stimulated than if 
they are presented with a colour they like or feel neutral towards. This increase in stimulation 
could lead to a larger number of objects being thought of and associated with the disliked 
colour, whereas the lack of stimulation caused by the presentation of a liked colour could lead
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to a smaller number of objects being thought of and associated with that colour. However, 
further research into the ‘negativity bias’ and object association would need to be conducted 
before a definite link could be established.
The relationship between the number of associated objects and colour preference 
strongly challenges the concept of the WAVE. Averaging by the number o f associated 
objects has been shown to be a vital component of the WAVE formula and without it, the 
amount o f variance explained by the WAVE drops significantly. The success of the WAVE is 
partly due to this negative relationship. It is clear that the WAVE is not simply measuring the 
affective valence of associated objects, but that there are more complex processes occuixing 
that are yet to be pinned down.
Causality. The causal link between the WAVE and colour preference is also yet to be 
proven. Although Palmer and Schloss (2010) argue that object associations cause colour 
preference, the model uses correlations and therefore direct causality cannot be established. 
Schloss, Poggesi and Palmer (2011) provided evidence that object associations led to colour 
preference by showing that attending a certain university is associated with higher preference 
for that university’s official colours. However, this study was again based on correlations 
only and still does not prove direct causation. The relationship between number of objects 
and colour preference could hint at initial colour preference influencing the WAVE formula. 
If this relationship is caused by the negativity bias as proposed, this would be direct evidence 
of causation in the opposite direction to that argued by Palmer and Schloss. The negative 
relationship between male Himba colour preference and male Himba object associations also 
indicates that the causality between tlie WAVE and colour preference is more complex' than 
EVT suggests. This finding suggests that instead o f liked colours being associated with liked 
objects, male Himba like colours they associate with disliked objects.
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3.6. Conclusions of the chapter
This chapter has identified several constraints of EVT. The ability of EVT to explain 
British colour preference, but not Himba colour preference, gives further indication of the 
effect of culture on colour preference. Although the Himba strongly associated good objects 
with blue hues and bad objects with yellow hues, they did not have the ‘universal’ preference 
for blue and dislike of yellow. Object valence did not explain female Himba colour 
preference and a negative relationship between object valence and male Himba colour 
preference was found. This means that the association between Himba colour preference and 
chroma (see Chapter 2) remains the best explanation as to why the Himba prefer certain 
colours over others. Sex differences in how well the WAVE explains British colour 
preference were also found, with the male WAVE explaining male colour preference 
significantly better than the female WAVE explained female colour preference. This means 
that object valence was not a good indicator of female colour preference and that the main 
cause of female colour preference remains unknown. These sex and cultural differences 
strongly indicate that there may be multiple routes to colour preference that are cultural and 
sex specific, and that this possibility needs to be taken into consideration when investigating 
possible causes of colour preference.
Finally, the validity of the WAVE formula as a means of capturing affective object 
valence was called into question. The success o f the WAVE has been shown to be partly 
reliant on a negative association between number of objects and colour preference. This 
suggests that factors other than object valence may be influencing the results of the WAVE 
formula.
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Chapter 4: Infant and Adult Colour Preference
4.1. General Introduction
Chapter 3 evaluated EVT (Palmer & Schloss, 2010) and its ability to explain male and 
female colour preference within different cultures. A number of constraints were identified 
with the theory varying in its ability to explain colour preference for males and females and 
for other cultures. EVT is partly based on the ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of 
dark yellow, arguing that these preferences are based on the colours’ associations with good 
and bad objects respectively. Palmer and Schloss also argue that these preferences are present 
at a very young age, citing the work of Zemach, Chang and Teller (2007) as evidence of these 
preferences in infants. However, previous studies of infant colour preference have found 
differing results regarding infant looking biases towards colours (Adams, 1987; Bomstein, 
1975; Franklin, Pitchford, Mahony, Jennings & Davies, 2006). Chapter 4 aims to investigate 
whether infant looking biases reflected adult colour preference. Adult looking times are also 
compared to adult colour preference on other measures to see if adult looking biases reflect 
preference. A brief history of infant colour research is given below.
4.1.1. A Brief Summary of Infant Colour Preference
Even newborn infants prefer looking at chromatic stimuli over achromatic stimuli and 
by three months infants begin to have biases to look longer at specific hues (Adams, 1987). In 
one of the first studies to systematically measure infant looking preferences for certain 
colours, Adams presented newborns, three month olds and adults with two sets of four 
coloured squares (red, blue, green and yellow) and one grey square, all o f equal luminance 
within a set. Newborns showed a luminance preference, looking longer at darker colours, but 
had no specific hue preference. The tliree month olds showed no luminance preference, but
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looked longest at red and yellow hues and least at blue and green hues. This was the opposite 
pattern to the adults who looked longest at blue and green hues and least at red and yellow 
hues. Bomstein (1975) assessed looking preferences of four month olds using eight spectral 
lights of equal luminance and found distinct looking preferences for certain hues. Bomstein 
used two separate experimental methods; first pairing the colours and then showing them 
individually. The infants showed similar looking preferences across measures, further 
establishing the presence of hue preference at an early age. The infants looked longest at the 
red and blue hues and least at the green, blue-gieen and green-yellow hues, an order that is 
clearly discrepant with that revealed by Adams’ study when testing at three months.
Zemach et al. (2007) conducted a larger scale investigation of infant colour preference 
to establish what factors were driving the differences in infant looking times across colours. 
They looked at the influence of colormetric purity (the amount of white light mixed with the 
chromatic light; the more white light added, the lower the colormetric purity), chromatic 
detection thresholds and saturation levels on infant looking times to see if variations in these 
measures could account for infant preference. Infant preference for chromatic stimuli over a 
white stimulus was found to increase with increased colormetiic purity. However, hue 
preferences were still apparent when chromatic stimuli of equal purity were shown.
Chromatic detectability and saturation levels were also found to be poor predictors of infant 
colour preference, suggesting that it is hue preference that leads to differential looking times 
rather than other colorimetric factors. The three month old infants in their study showed a 
preference for blue, puiple and red and a bias against yellow and green.
Another study looking at infant colour preference presented four to ten month old 
infants with the focal colours of eight hue categories (Franklin et al, 2006). In this study, 
infants were found to prefer red, blue and purple and dislike green, pink and brown. Tjiese
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results were consistent with Zemach et al.’s (2007) findings, except no significant dislike of 
yellow was found.
The biological components of infant colour preference have also been investigated 
(Franklin, Bevis, Ling & Hurlbert, 2010). Following Hurlbert and Ling’s (2007) method, four 
to five month old infants were presented with eight hues at constant saturation and lightness. 
The stimuli were paired together and infant looking time was recorded. A weights analysis 
(as outlined in Chapter 2) using these looking times was then conducted on the L-M and S- 
(L+M) cone-contrast components. It was found that the L-M component accounted for 36% 
of the variance in looking times, whilst the S-(L+M) accounted for 11%. It was also found 
that infants had a bias towards looking more at stimuli in the reddish region of colour space 
and looking less at stimuli in the gieenish region.
4.1.2. The Need for Further Research
Although these studies make a significant contribution to our understanding of colour 
preferences early on in life, there are still key issues that need to be addressed. The first issue 
concerns the actual order of colour preference in early infancy. Although there is clearly 
some consensus across studies in the order o f infant colour preference, there is also variation. 
For example, whilst Adams’ (1987) study suggests that yellow is a preferred colour, Zemach 
et al.’s (2007) study suggests that it is disliked. Whilst Bomstein and Franklin et al.’s (2010) 
study ranks blue and red as equally preferred, Zemach et al.’s study suggests that blue is more 
highly preferred, Franklin et al. (2010) also finds minimal weighting on S-(L+M), indicating 
that infants have no strong preference for bluish or yellowish hues compared to the 
background. Yet a strong weighting on S-(L+M) would be inferred from Zemach et al.’s data. 
What causes this variation in order of infant hue preference across studies? One possibility is 
that hue preference curves in infancy vary at different lightness and saturation levels, as is the
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case for adults (see Chapter 2). Different studies of infant colour preference vary in their 
lightness and saturation of stimuli, so if hue curves do interact with lightness and saturation 
then this could be a source of the disagreement over the order of colour preference across 
studies. We assess this possibility in the current chapter.
Another question that is yet to be answered is whether or not infants show the so- 
called ‘universal’ colour preference for blue and the aversion to dark yellow found in 
American and British adults. Palmer and Schloss (in press) argue that infants do have these 
preferences. Citing Zemach et et al.’s (2007) study as evidence, they argue that preference for 
blue and dislike of dark yellow is hardwired due to the evolutionary advantage of liking 
colours associated with objects vital to survival (such as clean water) and disliking colours 
associated with objects that should be avoided (such as faeces). However, not all infant data 
were consistent with these findings. For example, Adams’ (1987) study indicated that infants 
actually showed a bias towards looking more at yellow than the other hues. The British and 
American adult preference data showed that it was dark yellow that was particularly disliked, 
whilst saturated and light yellow were moderately preferred. Is the same true of infant colour 
preference? We do not cuixently know the answer to this question as noone has ever assessed 
infant preference for those hues at different lightness levels as previous studies have all kept 
hues isoluminant. Of course, in contrast to the British adults, the Himba adults did not show 
these so called ‘universal’ preferences at all, therefore if  these preferences are present in 
infancy then it will indicate that they are potentially ‘innate’, but can also be modified by 
cultural influences.
A third issue to investigate is how infant ‘preference’, as measured by looking time, 
relates to adult colour preferences as measured on a valence rating scale. Although previous 
infant colour preference studies tend to directly associate looking preference with aesthetic 
preference, it could also be argued that looking preference is based upon other factors such as
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the salience of the colours, how complex the stimuli are or how easy they are to discriminate. 
For example, infants have been found to look longer at faces depicting an expression of fear 
over faces depicting an expression of happiness (Nelson & Dolgin, 1985), suggesting that 
extended looking times do not always indicate preference. Therefore, infant looking times for 
colours may instead reflect early biases towards, or an aversion to, certain colours that may or 
may not have an affective component. Whilst an association between adult looking times and 
adult colour preference does not necessarily indicate a similar association between infant 
looking times and infant preference, investigating the former may provide important 
information regarding the latter.
4.1.3. Summary of Main Research Questions
Chapter 4 investigates whether infant hue ‘preference’ varies according to changes in 
lightness and saturation and whether infants looking times reflect the ‘universal’ preference 
for blue and dislike of dark yellow. The relationship between infant looking times and infant 
preference is also explored by looking at the link between adult looking times and adult 
preference.
4.2. Experiment 6: Infant Colour Preference
4.2.1. Introduction
Experiment 6 investigates the possible interaction between infant hue preference and 
lightness and saturation. The experiment also looks at whether infant looking times indicate a 
looking bias for blue and an aversion towards dark yellow. British adults have shown these 
‘universal’ preferences whereas Himba adults have not. This experiment aims to establish
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whether or not they are present in infancy. Light and dark versions of the four approximately 
unique hues (blue, gi'een, red and yellow) from Palmer and Schloss (2010) are used and 
divided into a ‘light-desaturated’ set and a ‘dark-saturated’ set that were of equal lightness 
and saturation within set. These two sets are combined and colours were presented to the 
infants in pairs. Infant looking time is recorded and any significant looking biases explored.
4.2.2. Summary of Research Questions
1. Does infant hue preference interact with lightness and saturation?
2. Are ‘universal’ colour preferences apparent in infant looking biases?
4.2.3. Method
Participants. Thirty-six infants took part in the study. Six infants were not included 
in the final analysis due to general fussiness that prevented the infant from completing more 
than 50% of all experimental trials. Infants were aged between 4 and 6 months, with a mean 
age of 22.85 weeks. There were 19 males and 11 females, and there was no significant 
difference in age between male and females, ?(28) = 1.52,p = .14. All of the infants were full 
term and had no known family history of colour deficiencies. All infants had been born in 
England and most lived in middle class households.
Stimuli and design. Stimuli consisted of the ‘red’, ‘yellow’ ‘green’ and ‘blue’ hues 
from both the ‘light-desaturated’ and ‘dark-saturated’ sets used in Experiment 3. All stimuli 
were o f equal lightness contrast to the background, measured using the Michelson contrast^. 
Stimuli were presented as chromatic circles (8.39° in diameter) on a grey background (16.52
 ^The Michelson contrast measures the contrast between two luminances, i.e. stimulus and background. It is 
calculated using the formula: Cm =  (Lmax-Lmin)/(Lmax+Lmin), where Lmax and Lmin represent the highest 
and lowest luminance respectively.
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= cd/m^, X = 0.31, y = 0.33), to the left and right of central fixation, with tlie inner edge of 
each stimulus 6.27° from the central fixation point. Each stimulus was paired with every 
other stimulus and appeared once on the left of the display and once on the right, giving a 
total of 56 trials. The presentation order of the 56 stimulus pairs was randomised across 
participants.
Set up and procedure. Infants were secured in a car seat 59 cm away from a 
calibrated 21 inch CRT monitor (Sony Trinitron GDM-F520). A caitoon with music was 
played on the monitor whilst the experimenter focused the eye-tracker on the infants’ eyes 
and adjusted the pupil signal and comeal reflection thresholds. The infant’s eye movements 
were then calibrated using a two-point procedure. This involved a black and white ‘attention 
getter’ that loomed and contracted in synchrony with beeping sounds being presented at the 
top left and then bottom right of the monitor whilst the comeal reflection and pupil signal 
were recorded at each point. Calibration accuracy was then tested by showing the same 
‘attention getter’ at five random points on the monitor. If the cross-hairs indicating point of 
gaze were centred on the ‘attention getter’ for all five points then calibration was judged to be 
accurate. If it was judged to be inaccurate, the calibration procedure was repeated. After 
accurate calibration was achieved, the infant was shown the 56 experimental trials with each 
trial shown for three seconds. Before the onset of each trial, the ‘attention getter’ was shown 
at the central fixation point. Once the infant’s gaze was centrally fixated, the experimenter 
would initiate the next trial. If the infant’s gaze wandered or their attention started to 
diminish, moving black and white cartoon animals with synchronised sounds were played 
until the infant’s gaze was fixated on the screen once again. The experimenter would then 
commence with the next trial.
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4.2.4. Results
The eye-tracking data were used to calculate the length of time each infant looked 
directly at each stimulus. The looking times for each of the eight stimuli were then totalled 
for each infant and the time spent not looking at either stimulus discarded from the analysis. 
Figure 4.1. shows the average total looking time for each set.
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F i g u r e  4 . 1 .  Total looking time in seconds (+/- Ise) for Tight-desaturated’ (Light) and ‘dark- 
saturated’ (Dark) sets.
To investigate whether hue looking times varied across sets, a repeated measures 
ANOVA with repeated measures factors o f Hue (red, yellow, green, blue) and Set (light- 
desaturated, dark-saturated) was performed on total looking times. There were no significant 
differences across Hue or Set (highest F’-  1.84, lowest /? = ,15), but there was a significant 
interaction between Hue and Set, F ( 3 ,  87) = 4.92, p  < .005.
Total looking times for each infant were then converted into a standardised looking 
measure, so any significant looking biases above and below chance could be identified. The
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standardised measure was obtained by dividing the total looking time for each colour by the 
infant’s total looking time. This gives the time an infant spent looking at a colour as a 
percentage of the total time that infant spent looking at all eight colours, and subsequently 
removes the possible impact of variations in individual looking time on further analyses.
As there were eight stimuli, a standardised score of .125 indicates no bias either for or 
against that stimulus. A score that is significantly greater than this indicates a bias towards 
looking more at a stimulus whilst a significantly lower score indicates a bias towards looking 
less at a stimulus. Figure 4.2. shows the average standardised looking score for each stimulus 
across sets.
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F i g u r e  4 , 2 .  The mean standardised looking scores (+/- Ise) for Tight-desaturated’ (Light) and 
‘dark-saturated’ (Dark) sets.
For the ‘Hght-desaturated’ set there was a bias to looking longer than average at the 
red hue, but for the ‘dark-saturated’ red there was no bias towards looking more or less than
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average at this hue. Similarly, the yellow hue in the ‘dark-saturated’ set was looked at more 
than average, whilst the ‘light-desaturated’ yellow hue was looked at neither more nor less 
than average. The ‘dark-saturated’ blue hue was also looked at neither more nor less than 
average, but the blue hue in the ‘light-desaturated’ set was looked at less than average. The 
only hue where there appeared to be no difference in looking time bias across sets was the 
green hue, with this hue looked at less than average for both sets. One-sample two-tailed t -  
tests against a test value of .125 revealed a significant positive bias towards looking at the red 
hue in the ‘light-desaturated’ set (/(28) = 2.26, p  = .03) and yellow hue in the ‘dark-saturated’ 
set (r(28) = 2,15, = .04), and a significant negative bias against looking at the blue hue in 
the ‘light-desaturated’ set (i(28) = - 2 X 1  = .03) and the gi'een hue in the ‘dark-saturated’ set
(r(28) = -2.75,j? = .01).
4.2.5. Discussion
Experiment 6 investigated the possible interaction between infant hue preference and 
lightness and saturation. The experiment also looked at whether infant looking times 
indicated a looking bias for blue and an aversion towards dark yellow.
Does infant looking preference for hues change across sets of differing lightness and 
saturation?
It is clear that hue looking preference does change according to lightness and 
saturation. The two hue preference curves were different at differing lightness and saturation 
levels. Infants were significantly biased towards looking more at the light-desaturated red 
stimulus and the dark-saturated yellow stimulus, but not the dark-saturated red or light- 
desaturated yellow stimuli. Similarly, infants were significantly biased towards looking less 
at the light-desaturated blue stimulus and the dark-saturated green stimulus, but not the dark-
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saturated blue or light-desaturated green stimuli. This strongly indicates that infant hue 
looking preference varies according to the lightness and saturation of the stimuli, as for adult 
colour preference. This has not been considered in previous studies which aimed to find order 
of hue, but disregarded lightness and saturation.
Do infant looking times reflect the ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of dark 
yellow?
Infants did not have a bias towards looking longer at blue and less at dark yellow. In 
fact, the infants had a bias towards looking more than chance at dark yellow and less than 
chance at light blue. This is the opposite of the so-called ‘universal’ colour preferences seen 
in British adults and indicates that Palmer and Schloss (2010) may be inconect to suggest 
that the preference for blue and dislike of dark yellow are ‘hard-wired’. Although Zemach et 
al.’s (2007) results indicated that infants had an aversion to yellow and a preference for blue, 
it is possible that this pattern is dependent on the contrast between stimulus and background. 
The stimuli used in Zemach et al’s study were not all of equal contrast to the background. 
Therefore, infant aversion to dark yellow is more likely to be based upon the contrast level 
between the dark yellow stimuli and the background as opposed to an ‘innate’ dislike of that 
specific hue. However, it should also be noted that infant looking times do not necessarily 
reflect infant preferences. This is discussed further in the General Discussion.
4.2.6. Summary of Main Findings
1. Infant looking times for hues varied with the lightness and saturation of the stimuli.
2. Infant looking times did not reflect the ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of dark 
yellow.
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Experiment 7: Three Measures of Colour Preference
4.3.1. Introduction
Experiment 6 showed that infant hue looking preferences did not reflect the 
‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of yellow. In fact, the infants looked more at 
yellow and less at blue. However, it cannot be said that increased looking time means an 
increased preference as looking time might instead reflect the salience of the colours. Perhaps 
adult looking biases also do not show the ‘universal’ pattern of preference for blue and 
dislike of dark yellow. Perhaps looking is measuring something other than affective 
preference. Experiment 7 investigates whether there is a link between looking times and 
colour preference in British adults. The same stimulus sets used in Experiment 3 is employed 
here; these sets include the same eight stimuli used in Experiment 6. Three separate groups of 
adults are tested on three different measures of colour preference; eye-tracking, choice and 
rating. This formed a stringent test of the consistency of colour preference across different 
groups and different measures.
4.3.2. Summary of Main Research Questions
1. Are adult looking times related to adult colour preference?
2. Is adult colour* preference consistent across a variety of measures?
3. Is the ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of yellow consistent across a variety of 
measures?
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4.3.3 Method
Eye-Tracking Measure
Participants. Forty participants from the University of SuiTey took part in the study 
(20 males; 20 females). Participants ranged from 18 to 36 years old (mean = 20.4, SD =
3.72), with no significant difference in age across groups (r(38) = .51,/? = .62). All 
participants (and all participants in the subsequent two measures in this chapter) had normal 
‘red-green’ and ‘blue-yellow’ colour vision, as indicated by performance on the City Colour 
Vision test (Fletcher, 1980),
Stimuli and design. Stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 3 and the design 
was the same as for Experiment 7, Stimuli were presented as chromatic circles (8.39° in 
diameter) on a gray background (16.52 = cd/m^, x = 0.31, y = 0.33), to the left and right of 
central fixation, with the inner edge o f the stimulus 6.27° from the central fixation point.
Each stimulus was paired with every other stimulus and appeared once on the left of the 
display and once on the right, giving a total o f 56 trials. The presentation order of the 56 
stimulus pairs was randomised across participants.
Procedure. Participants were sat at eye-level to the centre of a CRT monitor (Sony 
Trintron GDM-F520), at a distance of 59 cm, in a darkened room. Participants were asked to 
look at the screen and not move their eyes whilst the experimenter focused the eye-tracker on 
the participant’s eyes and adjusted the pupil signal and comeal reflection thresholds. The 
participant’s eye movements were then calibrated using a nine-point procedure. This involved 
an array of the numbers 1-9 presented on the screen. Participants were asked to look at each 
number in turn, at the prompting of the experimenter, whilst the comeal reflection and pupil
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signai were recorded at each point. Calibration accuracy was then tested by showing the same 
array and asking the participant to look at the same nine numbers, but in a random order 
stated by the experimenter. If the cross-hairs indicating point of gaze were centred on the 
coiTect number for all nine points then calibration was judged to be accurate. If it was judged 
to be inaccurate, the calibration procedure was repeated. After accurate calibration was 
achieved, the participant was presented with the first experimental set and told to simply look 
at the colours. Each stimulus pair was presented for three seconds. Before the onset of each 
trial, the ‘attention getter’ used in Experiment 6 was shown at the central fixation point. Once 
the participant’s gaze was centrally fixated, the experimenter would initiate the next trial with 
a key press.
Choice M easure
Participants. Forty participants from the University of Surrey took part in the study 
(20 males; 20 females). Participants ranged from 18 to 34 years old, with no significant 
difference in age across groups ( t ( 3 8 )  -  1 . 2 9 , p  =  .20).
Stimuli and design. Stimuli were identical to the ‘light-desaturated’ and ‘dark- 
saturated’ stimulus sets in Experiment 3. Stimuli were presented as chromatic rectangles (10° 
horizontal; 9° vertical) on a gray background (Y = 16.52 = cd/m^, x = 0.31, y = 0.33) to the 
left and right of central fixation, with the inner edge of each stimulus 6.27° from the central 
fixation point. Stimuli were split into two experimental sets -  a ‘light-desaturated’ set and a 
‘dark-saturated’ set. For both experimental sets, each stimulus was paired with every other 
stimulus and appeared once on the left of the display and once on the right, giving a total of 
56 trials per set. The presentation order of the 56 stimulus pairs within each set was 
randomised across participants, as was the presentation order of the experimental sets.
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Procedure. Participants were sat at eye-level to the centre of a CRT monitor (Sony 
Trintron GDM-F520), at a distance of 59 cm, in a darkened room. Experimental trials 
commenced following adaptation to the gray background, and participants were instructed to 
use the mouse to select the colour in each presented stimulus pair that they preferred. They 
were instructed to do this quickly and without referring to any possible use of the colours. In- 
between trials, the gray background was presented with a small achromatic central fixation 
patch. Participants controlled the onset of the next trial with a key press.
4.3.4. Results
Looking Time Measure
The eye-tracking data were used to calculate the length of time each participant looked 
directly at each stimulus. The looking times for each of the sixteen stimuli were totalled for 
each participant and the time spent not looking at either stimulus discarded from the analysis. 
Looking times were then converted into the standardised looking measure used in Experiment 
6. Figure 4.3. shows the standardised looking scores for each set (total looking scores are not 
shown as they were almost identical to the standardised scores).
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Both sets followed nearly identical curves, with participants tending to look longest in 
the bluish, purplish, greenish and reddish areas and least in the yellowish area.
Choice M easure
For each stimulus, the number of trials on which that stimulus was selected as 
prefeiTed was calculated and expressed as a proportion of the number of times the stimulus 
was presented. Figure 4.4. shows the average proportion of trials that each stimulus was 
chosen for both sets.
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For the Tight-desaturated’ set, the preference curve peaked in the bluish region, with 
hues in the purplish and blue-greenish regions also highly preferred. Similarly, preference for 
the ‘dark-saturated’ set peaked in the purplish region, with hues in the bluish and greenish 
regions also highly preferred. Preference for both sets was lowest in the yellowish regions.
Correlation between Measures
The data from the eye-tracking, choice and preference rating (see Experiment 3) 
measures were all converted to a standardised -1 to 1 scale. Figure 4.5. shows the preference 
curves for each measure for both sets. The looking measure was then correlated with the 
choice measure, explaining 88% of the variance { r  = .94, jc < .001) and with the rating data, 
explaining 82% variance (r = .91,^ < .001).
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For the Tight-desaturated’ set, although there were differences in how pronounced the 
curves were, with the looking times curve clearly flatter, all three curves peaked in blue and 
were lowest in yellow. Similarly, for the ‘dark-saturated’ set, the looking times curve was 
flatter than the other two measures, but all three curves still peaked in blue and were low in 
yellow. The looking times curve was equally low for orange, yellow and chartreuse whereas 
the choice and rating curves showed clear dips for yellow in both sets.
4.3.5. Discussion
Experiment 7 investigated whether there was a link between looking times and colour 
preference in British adults. Three separate groups of adult participants were tested on three 
measures of colour preference; looking times, choice and rating.
Are adult looking times related to adult colour preference? Is adult colour preference 
consistent across a variety of measures?
Adult looking times are highly associated with adult colour preference across a 
variety of measures. Looking times were very similar to adult preference ratings and adult 
choice for a range of colours, with 82% and 88% shared variance respectively. Although the 
looking time curves are flatter than the curves of the other two measures, they follow the 
same shape with adults looking longer at blue, green and puiple hues and looking less at 
orange, yellow and chartreuse hues. Overall, the similarity in colour preference across 
measures is remarkable and highlights the reliability of adult colour preference.
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Is the ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of yellow consistent across a variety of 
measures?
The so-called ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of yellow are well-defined in 
adult colour preference across all measures. Although the preference for blue was not as high 
for the looking times measure as it was for the other measures, this was still the hue most 
looked at. Similarly, the dislike of yellow was not as pronounced in the looking times 
measure as it was in the other two measures, but this colour was looked at least, along with 
orange and chartreuse.
4.3.6. Summary of Main Findings
1. Adult looking times were highly associated with adult colour preference across a variety 
of measures.
2. Adult colour preference was very consistent across looking, choice and rating measures.
3. The ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of yellow was apparent in all measures of 
colour preference.
4.4. General Discussion
Chapter 4 aimed to uncover whether infant looking biases reflected the ‘universal’ 
preference for blue and dislike of yellow. Adult looking times were also investigated and 
compared to adult colour preference on other measures to see if adult looking biases reflected 
preference. The chapter findings are outlined and discussed below.
Does infant hue ‘preference’ vary according to changes in lightness and saturation?
Infant looking times for specific hues varied according to the lightness and saturation 
levels. For example, infants had a bias towards looking more than average at dark-saturated
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yellow, but not at light-desaturated yellow. Similarly, they had a bias towards looking less 
than average at light-desaturated blue, but not at dark-saturated blue. This has implications 
for research into infant colour preference as it shows that infant looking preference for a 
small group of colours cannot be used to predict infant looking preference across colour 
space. It also offers an explanation as to why previous infant research has found conflicting 
results regarding infant colour preference. Infants may indicate a preference for a blue hue of 
particular lightness and saturation in one study, but if this hue then changes in these 
dimensions in another study, infant preference will likely be affected. Therefore, colormetric 
measures other than hue need to be considered in all future infant colour preference research.
Do infant looking times reflect the ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of dark 
yellow?
Infants indicated a bias towards looking more than average at dark-saturated yellow 
and less than average at light-desaturated blue, with dark-saturated blue looked at no more or 
less than average. This is the opposite of what you would expect if EVT were correct and the 
so-called ‘universal’ preference for blue and dislike of dark yellow are hard-wired. It is 
possible, however, that the extended looking time for dark-saturated yellow (and other 
colours with long looking times) is not caused by a preference for this colour, but is instead 
caused by other factors unrelated to valence. Infants may look longer at a colour, not because 
they like it, but because they are driven by the perceptual characteristics of the stimulus rather 
than their emotional response to the stimulus. As discussed earlier, looking in infants does not 
necessarily indicate liking. For example, infants could look at a stimulus longer because it is 
more visually complex or because it is more salient due to the underlying properties of the 
visual system. Whilst we cannot say that the affective response to colour is different in
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infants than adults, the data from the current study does at least suggest that infants early 
looking biases to colour do not appear related to adults’ liking of colour.
If EVT is wrong, and preference for blue and dislike of dark yellow is not present in 
infants, why are these ‘universal’ preferences so consistent in British adults? It could be that 
there is an irmate tendency for these preferences to manifest in later life. EVT argues that 
these preferences are present in humans as they encourage evolutionarily beneficial activities 
such as a preference for clean water. However, infants have no need for these preferences as 
they have little control over what objects are available to them. Therefore, it is possible that 
these preferences only become apparent in adulthood when a person has more control over 
the objects they interact with.
However, this would not explain the lack of these preferences in adult Himba 
participants as found in Chapter 3. The Himba associated objects that are essential to 
survival, such as clean water, with the colour blue, but this did not lead to a preference for 
that colour. It could therefore be argued that it is actually culture that leads to these 
preferences, not an innate, hard-wired tendency. If only adults from a specific culture have a 
preference for blue and dislike for yellow, it cannot be said that these preferences are 
‘universal’.
How do infant preferences as measured by looking time relate to adult colour 
preference as measured by valence scales?
Adult looking times were strongly associated with adult colour preference. The 
colours adults looked at longest were the same colours that they chose more often and rated 
more highly compared to the other colours. Similarly, adults looked least at the colours that 
they chose less and rated lower than other colours. This not only highlights the reliability of 
adult colour preference, but also provides a tenable link between looking times and
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preference. Although this cannot be directly applied to the relationship between infant 
looking times and infant colour preference, it does imply that there may be a link between the 
two. If adult looking times reflect adult colour preference then it is possible that infant 
looking times reflect infant colour preference. If this is true then it suggests that colour 
preference is something that evolves across development and becomes more stabilised as a 
person matures. Infant colour preference as measured by looking times is very different to 
adult colour preference as measured by both looking times and direct preference measures, 
indicating that colour preference may not be something that is determined at birth and then 
stays constant through to adulthood.
The point at which colour preference stabilises deserves further investigation. This 
could give some indication as to what might influence colour preference and at which ages 
colour preference is susceptible to change. The reliability of adult colour preference also 
warrants further investigation. Although adult colour preference curves are remarkably 
similar across measures, is it possible to temporarily or even pennanently change these 
preferences? What are the mechanisms that underlie adult colour preference? Chapter 5 
investigates the latter two questions further.
4.6. Conclusions of the chapter
Infant looking times were found to vary with the lightness and saturation levels of 
colours. For example, infants showed a bias towards looking more at dark-saturated yellow, 
but not light-desaturated yellow. This provides an explanation as to why previous infant 
colour research has found conflicting results across studies; infants may show different 
looking biases, and different hue preference orders, across studies dependent on the lightness 
and saturation levels of the colours used. Infant looking times did not reflect the ‘universal’ 
preference for blue and dislike of yellow. Instead, infants showed a bias towards looking
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more at dark-saturated yellow and a bias towards looking less at light-desaturated blue. This 
does not provide support for Palmer and Schloss’ (2010) argument that early infant looking 
biases mirror colour preference in adults. However, it does not rule out the possibility that 
people are bom with a predisposition towards these preferences which onsets later in 
development. Adult looking times reflected adult colour preferences and adult colour 
preference was remarkably consistent across measures. This could indicate a possible link 
between looking times and valence in infants also, although it is not possible to say firmly 
that infants look longer at colours that they Tike’.
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Chapter 5: The Mere Exposure Effect
5.1. General Introduction
Chapter 4 established that adult colour preference stays remarkably similar across a 
variety of measures such as eye-tracking and rating scales. The main aim of Chapter 5 is to 
further investigate whether cognitive processes that have been shown to influence preference 
in other domains might also influence adult colour preference. Preference for visual stimuli 
other than colour has often been associated with concepts such as familiarity and ease of 
processing. Preference for novel visual stimuli has been shown to increase after repeated 
exposure, suggesting that increased familiarity and ease of processing leads to increased 
positive affect. This is known as the mere exposure effect (Zajonc, 1968), an effect that has 
been found to be a reliable phenomenon that can influence preference for a large variety of 
visual stimuli. Chapter 5 uses the mere exposure effect to explore whether familiarity and 
ease of processing is likely to influence adult colour preference, by investigating whetlier the 
mere exposure effect is also found for colour.
5.1.1. A Brief Summary of the M ere Exposure Effect
The mere exposure effect (MEE) refers to the phenomenon whereby repeated, 
unreinforced exposure increases positive affect towards a novel stimulus (e.g. Hansen & 
Wanke, 2009; Hicks & King, 2011; Robinson & Elias, 2005; Zajonc, 1968; Zebrowitz, White 
& Wieneke, 2008). In a classic example of the MEE, participants were told they were taking 
part in a study looking at the pronunciation of foreign words and were asked to repeat 
‘Turkish’ words (which were in fact nonsense words) after being presented with them on a 
piece of card. The participants were then told that the words were Turkish adjectives and that 
they had to guess whether the words meant something good or something bad using a seven-
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point rating scale. A strong exposure effect was found with participants rating words as being 
more ‘good’ the more times they had been exposed to it. So a word that they had seen twenty 
times had a higher rating of ‘goodness’ compared to a word they had seen five times (Zajonc, 
1968).
The MEE has been consistently replicated across cultures and even species, with day- 
old chicks showing a preference for strange chicks that have been dyed a colour the chick has 
previously been exposed to, compared with strange chicks that have been dyed an unfamiliar 
colour (Zajonc, Wilson & Rajecki, 1975). It has even been shown that the MEE works when 
stimuli are presented sub-consciously, with participants choosing stimuli that have been 
repeatedly presented subliminally (e.g. 2 ms and 8 ms exposures) over novel stimuli more 
than they would be expected to by chance (Seamon, Marsh & Brody, 1984).
More recent research has explored the specificity of the MEE, looking at whether 
mere exposure to a stimulus increases positive affect towards that specific stimulus only, or 
whether mere exposure also influences affect towards similar but unseen stimuli. Participants 
were subliminally exposed to Chinese ideographs and then asked to rate the exposed stimuli, 
stimuli that were novel but similar to the exposed stimuli and stimuli that were novel but 
different from the exposed stimuli (Monahan, Murphy & Zajonc, 2000). Both the exposed 
stimuli and the novel but similar stimuli were rated higher than the novel but different 
stimuli, indicating that the MEE not only increases positive affect towards an exposed 
stimulus, but also increases positive affect towards stimuli that are perceived to be similar to 
the exposed stimulus. This is known as the ‘structural’ mere exposure effect and has been 
shown to influence both simple and extremely complex stimuli (Gordon & Holyoak, 1983).
So why does mere exposure increase preference for novel stimuli and similar, non­
exposed stimuli? Various arguments have been put forward to try and explain the MEE, such 
as tlie familiarity theory. This states that mere exposure to novel stimuli increases familiarity
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and that this feeling of familiarity informs the person (or animal) that the situation is benign, 
that there is no possible danger. This feeling of relative safety then leads to increased positive 
affect for the exposed stimuli (Garcia-Marques & Mackie, 2000). The MEE requires the 
exposed stimuli to remain unrecognised for the effect to be at its strongest, with an increase 
in recognition actually leading to a decrease in the MEE (Bomstein, 1989).
So how can familiarity be the cause of the MEE when recognition has been shown to 
inhibit the MEE? This question has been answered using event related potential (ERP) 
studies, which have shown that familiarity and recognition actually occur in two separate 
areas of the brain and that feelings of familiarity can occur prior to, and without, recognition 
(Curran, 2000). Furthermore, it has been found that feelings of familiarity can be induced 
without prior experience. Faiticipants judged novel stimuli to be more familiar as a function 
of the visual clarity of stimuli, showing that fluency of processing can lead to feelings of 
familiarity even for stimuli that have never been seen before (Whittlesea, Jacoby & Girard, 
1990).
However, it has also been found that feelings of familiarity cannot entirely account for 
the increased positive affect that mere exposure to stimuli incurs (Zajonc, 2001). This finding 
has led to the argument that it is solely ease of processing that underlies the MEE and that the 
feeling of familiarity is simply a misattributed by-product of the increase in processing 
fluency (Winkielman & Cacioppo, 2001). Processing fluency describes how easily 
information is processed by the human brain and has been shown to increase preference for 
novel stimuli, not only via repeated presentation, but also by manipulating the 
discriminability o f stimuli and by showing matching or non-matching primes before stimulus 
presentation (Reber, Winkielman & Schwarz, 1998). In each condition, increased processing 
fluency was positively associated with increased preference for stimuli. It is argued that 
people misattribute the feeling of fluency to a feeling of familiarity and that this then leads to
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an increase in positive affect (Whittlesea & Price, 2001). This demonstrates how the MEE 
can increase preference for an exposed stimulus without the need for recognition or any 
conscious processing of the stimulus.
5.1.2. The Mere Exposure Effect and Colour Preference
To date, the majority of MEE research has focused on how mere exposure influences 
preference for novel stimuli, as opposed to stimuli with already established preferences. The 
MEE has been shown to be sensitive to colour information, with participants exposed to a 
specific coloured object prefening the same object of the same colour as opposed to the same 
object of a different colour (Hupbach, Melzer & Hardt, 2006). However, no known research 
has been carried out investigating how the MEE might influence actual colour preference (as 
opposed to preference for the object). If  mere exposure to colours can change colour 
preference this could suggest that the frequency or degree of exposure to colours in everyday 
life may impact upon our colour preferences. EVT (Palmer & Schloss, 2010) argues that 
colour preference can be explained by object associations; that liked colours are associated 
with liked objects of a similar colour. If mere exposure to colours can change colour 
preferences, this could indicate that it is not whether an object is good or bad that matters, but 
simply that the object exists and that we are exposed to it (i.e. object valence is not the only 
route to colour preference). In fact, the mere exposure effect has been found to work better if 
a stimulus is unrecognised, therefore it could be peripheral colours, colours we tend not to 
notice, that could influence which colours we like and which we dislike.
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5.1.3. Summaiy of Main Research Questions
Chapter 5 investigates whether mere exposure to colours increases positive affect 
towards those colours. Possible structural mere exposure effects for stimuli perceived to be 
similar to the exposed stimuli are also explored.
5.2. Experiment 8: Colour Preference and the Mere Exposure Effect
5.2.1. Introduction
Experiment 8 looks at whether mere exposure to certain colours will increase positive 
affect for those same colours. Participant attention is directed towards a distracter task. 
During this task, colours that have received low preference ratings in previous experiments 
are also presented. Subsequent preference ratings for the exposed and non-exposed colours 
are then collected to assess whether exposure to colours has influenced colour preferences. 
The post-exposure preference ratings are compared to baseline preferences taken from 
another experiment. Different participants are used for the baseline measure than for the post­
exposure preference ratings as it has been found that mere exposure effects can last for a 
minimum of two weeks (Bomstein, 1989), with no definitive answer regarding the maximum 
time the effect can last for. By exposing participants to the colours during a preference rating 
task, it would not be known how this could affect subsequent preference ratings or how long 
this effect might last for. Both mere exposure and structural mere exposure effects are looked 
at, and due to the apparent differences in male and female colour preference (see Chapters 2 
and 3), possible interactions between sex and the MEE are also explored.
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5.2.2. Summary of Research Questions
1. Does mere exposure to colours affect subsequent colour preferences?
2. Does mere exposure to colours cause structural mere exposure effects for colours that are 
judged to be similar to the exposed colours?
5.2.3. Method
Baseline Colour Preference Ratings
The colour preference data for the Tight’ (Set 2) and ‘dark’ (Set 3) sets from 
Experiment 2 were used for the baseline colour preference ratings.
‘Reaction Times’ Task
Participants. Fifty-nine British participants from the University of Surrey in England 
took part in the task. There were 29 males (mean = 20, SD = 2.83) and 30 females (mean = 
19, SD = 0.78) ranging from 18 to 33 years old, with no significant difference in age between 
groups (r(57) = 1.53,/? = .13). All participants (and all participants in subsequent tasks in this 
chapter) had normal ‘red-green’ and ‘blue-yellow’ colour vision, as indicated by performance 
on City Colour Vision tests (Fletcher, 1980).
Stimuli. Colour stimuli were the dark orange, dark yellow and dark chartreuse stimuli 
taken from the stimulus set used in Experiment 2. These three colours were chosen as they 
were the least preferred colours out of the entire stimulus set. The achromatic stimuli 
consisted of three solid back arrows; a left-pointing arrow, a right-pointing arrow and an 
upwards-pointing arrow. Both chromatic stimuli (rectangular patches measuring 17.9° 
horizontal; 13.5° vertical) and achromatic stimuli (body of arrow = 5.6° in width; 15° length)
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were presented individually in the centre of the screen and on a grey background (Y = 5.14 
cd/m^, X = 0.312, y = 0.318). For the colour ratings, the ‘light’ and ‘dark’ sets of colours from 
Experiment 2 were used. Stimuli were presented individually as rectangular patches (11.6° 
horizontal; 12.1° vertical) in the centre of the screen and on a gray background (Y = 5.14 
cd/m^ X = 0.312, y = 0.318).
Design. For the ‘reaction times’ task, presentation of the an ows lasted a random 
amount of time, with arrows remaining on the screen for 500 to 3000ms. The arrows were 
interspersed with flashes of the chromatic stimuli lasting for 500ms each. The three chromatic 
stimuli were shown ten times per colour in a random order with the constraint that the same 
colour could not be shown twice in a row. For the baseline colour preference ratings and for 
the post-exposure colour preference ratings, stimuli were presented in a random order with 
the blank gray background as an inter-stimulus interval. Participants initiated the presentation 
of the next colour with a key press.
Set up and procedure. Before participants began the first task it was mentioned that 
they would be doing two different tasks or two different studies and that the first was a 
reaction times test. As for all subsequent tasks, stimuli were presented on a calibrated 21 inch 
CRT monitor (Sony Trinitron GDM-F520) and were measured using a Cambridge Research 
Systems colourCal colorimeter (Rochester, U.K.). Once seated, the participant was told that 
various things would flash up on the screen and that they had to look for the arrows. They 
were asked to press the corresponding arrow key as soon as an arrow appeared. Participants 
were told to hold down the correct arrow key for as long as the arrow remained on the screen. 
The reaction times task was made puiposefully difficult to ensure participants were 
sufficiently distracted by this task and did not attend to the chromatic stimuli.
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Once the reaction times task had finished the participants were told that they would 
now be doing a colour rating task for a different experiment looking at cultural differences in 
colour preference. The participant was then shown the Tight’ and ‘dark’ sets of colours (16 
colours in total) used in Experiment 2, which included the three exposed colours, in a random 
order and were asked to say how much they liked the colour of the stimulus using a 
preference scale of 0 to 10, with 0 indicating low preference and 10 indicating high 
preference. They were asked to respond quickly and instinctively without relating the colour 
to any objects. For both tasks, participants were tested individually whilst sat in a dark room, 
59cm away from the monitor.
5.2.4. Results
Figures 5.1. and 5.2. show the baseline preference scores (taken from Experiment 2) 
and the average preference scores for the exposed group for males and females.
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For males, there was a slight increase in preference for two of the exposed colours 
(dark orange and dark yellow) compared to baseline, but the main change was a decrease in 
preference for the non-exposed light colours. In contrast, there was no difference in female 
preference for the exposed colours or the non-exposed light colours between baseline ratings 
and post-exposure ratings.
Change Scores
The average baseline ratings were subtracted from each participant’s post-exposure 
colour preference ratings. Figure 5.3. shows the average change scores for exposed and non- 
exposed colours for males and females.
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A repeated measures ANOVA with Exposure (exposed colours/non-exposed colours) 
and Sex (male/female) as factors revealed no significant main effect of Exposure or Sex 
(largest F  = 2.86, smallest /? = .10), but there was a significant interaction between Exposure 
and Sex (F(l, 57) = 5.13,/? < .05). Paired-samples t-tests showed a significant difference in 
change scores for exposed and non-exposed colours for the males (f(28) = -2.54,/? < .05), 
with increased preference for the exposed colours (mean = .36, SD = 1.72) and decreased 
preference for the non-exposed colours (mean = -.47, SD = .83). However, there was no 
significant difference in change scores for exposed and non-exposed colours for females
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(r(29) = A S , p  =  .65). Independent-samples t-tests showed a difference between male and 
female change scores for non-exposed colours (t(57) = -2.06, p  <  .05), but no significant 
difference between male and female change scores for the exposed colours (f(57) = 1.18,p = 
.25). One-sample t-tests showed that male preference for non-exposed colours had decreased 
compared to zero (r(28) = -3.04,/? < .01), but male preference for exposed colours and female 
preference for both exposed and non-exposed colours had neither increased nor decreased 
compared to zero (largest t = 1.14, smallest p  -  .27).
Structural Mere Exposure Effects
It was clear from figure 5.1. that preference for the same hues as the exposed colours 
(light orange, light yellow, light chartreuse) did not increase for males and females. 
Therefore, to explore possible structural mere exposure effects (where preference increases 
for stimuli that have not been exposed, but are perceived to be similar to the exposed stimuli) 
the average change scores for the non-exposed colours in the dark set were compared to the 
average change scores for the light colours (none of which were exposed). Figure 5.4. shows 
these average change scores for males and females.
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exposed colours were taken from the dark set.
A repeated measures ANOVA on the change scores for non-exposed dark colours and 
non-exposed light colours with Set (non-exposed dark colours/non-exposed light colours) and 
Sex (male/female) as factors showed no significant main effects of Set or Sex (largest F  = 
3.37, smallestp  = .07), but a significant interaction between Set and Sex (F(l, 57) = 12.49,/? 
< .01). Paired-sample t-tests showed a significant difference between the change scores for 
non-exposed light colours (mean = -.88, SD = 1.12) and the change scores for the non- 
exposed dark colours (mean = .19, SD = 1.01) for males (f(28) = 4.03,/? < .001). However,
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there was no significant difference found for females ( t ( 2 9 )  = -.67,/? = .51). Independent- 
samples t-tests found a significant difference between male and female change scores for the 
non-exposed light set (f(57) = -3.12,/? < .005), but no significant difference between male 
and female change scores for non-exposed colours in the dark set (/(57) = .95,/? = .35). One- 
sample t-tests showed that male preference for light colours decreased relative to zero (/(28)
= -4.21,/? < .001), but male preference for non-exposed dark colours and female preference 
for non-exposed light colours and non-exposed dark colours neither increased nor decreased 
relative to zero (largest t  = 1.00, smallest/? = .34).
5.2.5. Discussion
Experiment 8 looked at whether mere exposure to certain colours would increase 
positive affect for those same colours. Structural mere exposure effects were also 
investigated.
Does mere exposure to colours affect subsequent colour preference?
Mere exposure to certain colours does affect subsequent preference ratings, but only 
for male participants. Male preference for the three exposed colours did not significantly 
increase compared to zero, but as preference is a relative measure, it would be expected that 
mere exposure would increase preference for the exposed stimuli relative to the non-exposed 
stimuli. This is what the results found; male preference for exposed colours increased relative 
to male preference for the non-exposed colours. In contrast, female preference for the 
exposed and non-exposed colours did not change compared to zero or relative to each other. 
This indicates that exposing male participants to colours has the ability to affect subsequent 
colour preference, but that exposing females to colours does not, at least under the parameters
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used here. Possible explanations as to why mere exposure has no effect on female colour 
preference are outlined in the General Discussion.
It should also be noted that, although male preference for the exposed colours 
increased relative to the non-exposed colours, they did not significantly increase compared to 
baseline ratings. This could be due to the restrictive zero to 10 rating scale used, as it is 
possible that there was not enough range for colour preference to significantly change for the 
exposed colours.
Does mere exposure to colours cause structural mere exposure effects for colours that 
are judged to be similar to the exposed colours?
Mere exposure to three dark colours did influence preference for non-exposed dark 
colours relative to preference for light colours, but again only for the males. Female 
preference for the non-exposed dark colours and for light colours did not change. This is 
evidence of a structural mere exposure effect for the males; where preference increases for 
non-exposed stimuli that are similar to exposed stimuli. It is interesting to note that mere 
exposure increased male preference for the non-exposed dark colours, but not male 
preference for the light versions of the same hues (i.e. light orange, light yellow and light 
chartreuse).
This structural mere exposure effect could hint at a discovery regarding how males 
categorise colour, suggesting that they perceptually distinguish colours according to lightness 
more than hue. However, it could also be due to the fact that all three exposed colours were 
dark as opposed to three versions of the same hue. This may prime participants to categorise 
colours according to the most salient similarity between the three exposed colours, their level 
of lightness. This would lead to the structural mere exposure effect affecting the other, non- 
exposed dark colours as opposed to the non-exposed colours of the same hue. It is also not
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known if the same structural mere exposure effect would occur for exposed light colours. It 
could be that exposing participants to three light colours may cause different, hue-related, 
stmctural mere exposure effects.
Similar to the exposed colours, the structural mere exposure effect increased 
preference for the non-exposed dark colours relative to the light colours, but not relative to 
the baseline ratings. Again, this could be due to the restrictive nature of a zero to 10 
preference rating scale.
5.2.6. Summaiy of main findings
1. Mere exposure to colours influences subsequent male colour preference, but female 
colour preference remains the same.
2. Mere exposure to colours causes stimctural niere exposure effects for male participants, 
but not female participants. Male preference for non-exposed colours judged to be similar 
to exposed colours increases compared to male preference for non-exposed non-similar 
colours. In contrast, female preference for all non-exposed colours remains the same.
5.3. Experiment 9: Colour Preference and the Mere Exposure Effect
5.3.1. Introduction
Experiment 9 further explores whether repeated exposure to specific colours 
influences the subsequent preference ratings for those colours using the same procedure 
outlined in the previous experiment. In order to address the issues highlighted in Experiment 
8, the preference rating scale is extended and the exposed colours are the three most preferred 
colours from a light set as opposed to the three least liked colours from a dark set. This tests
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the reliability of the mere exposure effect and the structural mere exposure effect by 
exploring whether or not the effects remain the same for different stimuli. The colours within 
each set are also kept constant in lightness and saturation to ensure that variations in these 
measures do not influence the results. Whether or not exposure to three specific colours 
affects preference ratings for similar, non-exposed colours is also looked at to see if mere 
exposure produced diffuse effects.
5.3.2. Summary of Research Questions
1. Does mere exposure to colours affect subsequent colour preferences?
2. Does mere exposure to colours cause structural mere exposure effects for colours that are 
judged to be similar to the exposed colours?
5.3.3. Method
Baseline Colour Preference Ratings
The data from Experiment 3 were used for the baseline preference ratings.
‘Reaction Times’ Task
Participants. Fifty-nine British participants from the University of SuiTey in England 
took part in the task. There were 25 males (mean = 20, SD = 2.82) and 25 females (mean = 
21, SD = 3.56) ranging from 18 to 33 years old, with no significant difference in age between 
groups (f(48) = -.87,/? = .39).
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stim uli and design. The Tight’ and ‘dark’ colour sets from Experiment 3 were used 
as stimuli. The three exposed colours were the light green, light cyan and light blue stimuli 
from the ‘light’ set.
Set up and procedure. The set up and procedure were identical to those in 
Experiment 8, with the exception that participants were asked to rate the 16 stimuli using a - 
200 to 200 negative to positive preference slider scale.
5.3.4. Results
Figures 5.5, and 5.6. show the baseline preference scores and the average preference 
scores for the exposed group for males and females.
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There was an apparent change in preference for the three exposed colours for male 
participants, with preference for the exposed colours increasing post-exposure, compared to 
the baseline ratings. Male post-exposure preference for the other, non-exposed light colours 
also appeared to increase compared to male baseline ratings, whereas male post-exposure 
preference for the dark colours appeared to decrease compared to baseline ratings. In 
contrast, there was no increase in female preference for the exposed colours between baseline 
ratings and post-exposure ratings. There was also no apparent increase in female post­
exposure preference for the other, non-exposed light colours compared to the baseline ratings. 
Instead, female post-exposure preference for some of the other, non-exposed light colours 
seemed to decrease slightly compared to baseline ratings.
Change Scores
The average baseline ratings were subtracted from the average post-exposure colour 
preference ratings for males and females, giving the average change scores between ratings. 
Figure 5.7. shows the average change scores for exposed and non-exposed colours for males 
and females.
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Female preference for both the exposed and non-exposed colours appeared to 
decrease compared to zero. In contrast, male preference for the exposed colours went up 
compared with male preference for non-exposed colours which also increased slightly. A 
repeated measures ANOVA with Exposure (exposed/non-exposed colours) and Sex 
(male/female) as factors showed a significant main effect of Sex (F(l, 48) = 14.42,/? < .001) , 
with an increase in male preference (mean = 18.20, SD = 27.28) and a decrease in female 
preference (mean = -16.67, SD = 36.93), but no main effect of Exposure (F(l, 48) = 1.54,/? = 
.22). There was also a significant interaction between Exposure and Sex (F(l, 48) = 6.70,/? <
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.05). Paired-samples t-tests showed a significant difference between change scores for the 
exposed (mean = 31.48, SD = 41.43) and non-exposed (mean = 4.92, SD = 23.21) colours 
(r(24) = 3.39,/? < .005). There was no significant difference in change scores for non-exposed 
and exposed colours for the females (/(24) = -.82,/? = .42). Independent-samples t-tests 
showed a significant difference between male and female change scores for exposed colours 
(r(48) = 3.76,/? < .001), and a trend towards a difference between male and female change 
scores for non-exposed colours (/(48) = 2.05,/? = .05). One-sample t-tests showed that male 
preference for the exposed colours had increased compared to zero (/(24) = 3.80,/? < .005), 
but male preference for non-exposed colours and female preference for exposed and non- 
exposed colours neither increased nor decreased compared to zero (largest t  —  -1.88, smallest 
/? = .07).
Structural Mere Exposure Effects
It was clear from figure 5.4. that preference for the same hues as the exposed colours 
(dark green, dark cyan and dark blue) did not increase for males and females. Therefore, to 
explore possible structural mere exposure effects, the average change scores for the non- 
exposed colour’s from the light set were compared to the average change scores for the dark 
set. Figure 5.8. shows these average change scores for males and females.
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F i g u r e  5 . 8 .  The average change scores for non-exposed dark colours and for non-exposed 
light colours for males and females. Error bars indicate +/- 1 se. Significant differences are 
shown (ns - non-significant, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .005, **** p < .001). N.B. exposed 
colours were from the Tight’ set.
A repeated measures ANOVA on the change scores for non-exposed light colours and 
non-exposed dark colours with Set (non-exposed dark colours/non-exposed light colours) and 
Sex (male/female) as factors showed a main effect of Sex (F(l, 48) = 6.87,/? < .05) with an 
increase in male preference (mean = 7.57, SD = 22.30) and a decrease in female preference 
(mean = -13.44, SD = 33.27), but no main effect of Set (F(l, 48) = .50,/? = .49). There was a 
significant interaction between Set and Sex (F(l, 48) = 5.67,/? < .05). Paired-samples t-tests
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found a significant difference between male change scores for non-exposed light colours and
I
non-exposed dark colours (/(24) = 2.22, p  <  .05), with non-exposed light colours (mean =
19.02, SD = 33.74) increasing in preference and non-exposed dark colours (mean = -3.90, j
I
SD = 34.49) decreasing in preference. There was no significant difference between change j
scores for non-exposed light colours and non-exposed dark colours for females (f(24) = -1.17, 
p  = .25).
Independent-samples t-tests showed a significant difference between male and female 
change scores for non-exposed light colours (r(48) = 3.59,/? < .005), but no significant 
difference between male and female change scores for non-exposed dark colours (/(48) = .30, 
p  = .78). One-sample t-tests showed that male preference for the non-exposed light colours 
significantly increased compared to zero (/(24) = (2.82),/? < .01), but that preference for non- 
exposed dark colours neither increased nor decreased (/(24) = -.57,/? = .58). In contrast, 
female preference for the non-exposed light colours decreased significantly compared to zero 
(/(24) = -2.35,/? < .05), whilst female preference for non-exposed dark colours neither 
increased nor decreased (/(24) = -.83,/? = .42).
5.3.5. Discussion
Experiment 9 further explored whether repeated exposure to specific colours 
influenced the subsequent preference ratings for those colours using the same procedure 
outlined in the previous experiment. Structural mere exposure effects were also examined.
Does mere exposure to colours affect subsequent colour preferences?
Mere exposure to three specific colours increased male preference for those colours, 
but not female preference for those colours. Male preference for the exposed colours 
increased compared to male preference for non-exposed colours and compared to male
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baseline ratings. For females, however, preference for the exposed colours neither increased 
nor decreased compared to female preference for non-exposed colours and compared to 
female baseline ratings. This indicates that mere exposure to colours is capable of changing 
male preference for those colours, but that female preference remains resistant to the possible 
influence of the MEE.
The results of the current experiment also suggest that changing the method of mere 
exposure studies can affect the results. In the previous experiment, male preference for the 
exposed colours increased significantly compared to male preference for non-exposed 
colours, but not compared to male baseline ratings for the exposed colours. However, in the 
cunent experiment, male preference for the exposed colours increased relative to male 
preference for the non-exposed colours and compared to the original baseline ratings. This 
change in the way mere exposure affects male preference can be reasonably attributed to 
either the change in ratings scale or the difference in initial colour preferences. Extending the 
range of the preference rating scale may have given established preferences more room to 
change, or the fact that the exposed colours were already liked may have led to a positive 
change in subsequent colour preference. Although it is important to note that differences in 
method may affect certain aspects of how the change in preference occurs, it is clear that 
mere exposure consistently influenced male preference for exposed colours across the two 
studies. For both experiments, mere exposure to colours increased male preference for those 
colours relative to male preference for the non-exposed colours.
Does mere exposure to colours cause structural mere exposure effects for colours that 
are judged to be similar to the exposed colours?
Mere exposure to three colours of equal saturation and lightness did create structural 
mere exposure effects for colours of the same lightness for both males and females. However,
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female preference for non-exposed colours of equal lightness to the three exposed colours 
actually decreased compared to female baseline ratings. In contrast, male preference for non- 
exposed colours of equal lightness to the three exposed colours increased compared to male 
preference for non-exposed colours of differing lightness and compared to male baseline 
ratings. This suggests that mere exposure to colours that are of equal lightness has the 
opposite effect on males than it has on females; increasing male preference for non-exposed 
stimuli that are similar to the exposed stimuli, but decreasing female preference for non- 
exposed stimuli that are similar to the exposed stimuli. It also indicates that showing three 
colours of equal lightness may effectively prime both males and females to group subsequent 
colours by lightness as opposed to hue.
5.3.6. Summary of Main Findings
1. Mere exposure to colours influences subsequent male colour preference, but female 
colour preference remains the same.
2. Mere exposure to colours causes structural mere exposure effects for male participants, 
but not female participants. Male preference for non-exposed colours judged to be similar 
to exposed colours increases compared to male preference for non-exposed non-similar 
colours. In contrast, female preference for non-exposed colours judged to be similar to 
exposed colours either decreases or remains the same.
5.4. General Discussion
Chapter 5 aimed to explore whether mere exposure to certain colours increased 
preference for those colours. Participants were exposed to three colours using a fake reaction 
times task and subsequent preference for the exposed colours was measured. Structural mere
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exposure effects were also examined. The findings of the chapter are outlined and discussed 
below.
Does mere exposure to colours increase positive affect towards those colours? If mere 
exposure does influence colour preference, are there also structural mere exposure 
effects?
Exposure has been found to increase preference in various other domains such as face 
preference (Zebrowitz et al., 2008) and food preference (Wardle et al. 2003). The results here 
suggest that, for males, the effect of exposure also generalises to colour preference. This in 
turn indicates a possibly generic cognitive mechanism underlying preference in general. In 
both experiments, male preference for the exposed colours increased relative to their 
preference for the non-exposed colours. There were also structural mere exposure effects for 
the males, with male preference for the non-exposed colours of a similar lightness also 
increasing relative to male preference for non-exposed colours of a different lightness. In 
contrast, female preference for the exposed colours and non-exposed similar colours either 
decreased or didn’t change at all. This shows that simple, unreinforced exjposure to colours 
can influence male colour preference, increasing positive affect towards the exposed colours 
and colours judged to be similar to them, but has either a negative effect or no effect on 
female colour preference.
These results also have implications for our understanding of the mechanisms that 
underlie colour preference. If male colour preference can be influenced by mere exposure to 
colours, this could mean that the colours that exist on the periphery of male attention may be 
influencing their preference. For example, perhaps male preference for the colour blue is due 
to the blueness of the sky. The sky is something people are often exposed to, but do not 
always take notice of. This could operate as a type of mere exposure to the colour blue and
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have the effect of increasing male preference for that colour. However, female preference for 
blue is also high (see Chapter 2), but females do not appear to be affected by mere exposure 
under the cuiTent parameters.
It is also not known how long the influence of mere exposure to colours on male 
colour preference lasts. It could be a very transient effect that dissipates within a few minutes, 
or it could be an effect that lasts for weeks or even months. Mere exposure effects have been 
found to last for two weeks (Bomstein, 1989), and exposure to a specific colour has been 
found to influence perceived movement of coloured gratings for up to a month and even had 
to be reversed in some instances (Tseng, Gobell & Sperling, 2004). This suggests that mere 
exposure to colours may produce a lasting effect.
Mere exposure could also be an effect specific not only to the colour of the stimuli, 
but also to the surrounding colour and even the environment in which the exposure phase 
takes place. Recently, it has been found that the mere exposure effect is impaired by changes 
in the background scenery of exposed stimuli (Ishii, 2011). If this is true for all visual stimuli, 
then it could mean that preference for exposed colours is partially dependent on the 
background colour in the exposure phase being replicated in the rating phase. Therefore, male 
preference for exposed colours may not increase if the exposed colours are subsequently 
presented in a different context. These issues are ripe for further research. For now, the 
findings of these two experiments (and the results from Chapter 3) suggest that different 
cognitive processes may underlie and influence male and female colour preference.
Why are there sex differences in how mere exposure affects colour preference?
Mere exposure influences male and female colour preference in very different ways, 
with exposure increasing male colour preference and having either no effect on, or even 
decreasing, female colour preference. Why is there such a noticeable difference in how mere
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exposure to colours affects males and females? It could be argued that this is due to the 
baseline ratings being collected from a separate group to the exposure group, and that any 
differences found are due to initial differences in colour preference between the two groups.
If the males in the baseline group had markedly different colour preference to the males 
tested in the exposure phase, then significant differences in colour preference could be found 
regardless of whether exposure had an effect or not. However, this is highly unlikely for 
several reasons. First, the pattern of results for the males does not indicate random differences 
between baseline and post-exposure ratings, the differences are in the predicted directions, 
with preference for exposed colours increasing and male preference for non-exposed colours 
decreasing across two experiments. This pattern is highly unlikely to be attributable to 
random differences in preference for the two groups of men. Second, it has also been noted 
that adult colour preference is incredibly consistent across different measures and different 
samples (see Chapter 4, where the pattern of preference is strikingly similar across different 
samples). This is true of both males and females^ and therefore cannot explain the sex 
difference in how mere exposure influences colour preference.
It has been argued that mere exposure increases positive affect towards stimuli by 
increasing its familiarity and subsequently causing it to be identified as ‘safe’. This feeling of 
safety is then misattributed to a feeling of positive affect towards the stimuli (Garcia-Marques 
& Mackie, 2000). If this argument is coixect, it could be that mere exposure to colours 
increases positive affect for males, but not for females, because females are already very 
familiar with colours. For example, research has shown that women tend to use more 
elaborate descriptions of colouis than men, indicating that women may possess more detailed 
internal representations of colour than men (Nowaczyk, 1982). If the female participants were
’ The lowest correlation between looking, choice and rating measures for males was r  =  .87,/? <  .001, explaining 
75% o f  the variance and for females r  = .82,/? <  .001, explaining 66% o f  the variance.
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already familiar with the colours they were exposed to, mere exposure would have no effect 
as they would already have feelings of familiarity attached to the colours. This could also 
explain why female preference ratings for exposed colours, and colours similar to the 
exposed colours, sometimes decreased. It has been shown that over-familiarity can lead to a 
decrease in preference ratings for both visual and audio stimuli (Kail & Freeman, 1973; 
Schellenberg, Peretz & Vieillard, 2008). This would mean that females are more familiar 
with colours than males and that it is this underlying difference that causes the differences in 
how mere exposure influences male and female colour preference.
Alternatively, it has also been argued that the mere exposure effect is not caused by an 
increase in familiarity, but is instead caused by an increase in processing fluency 
(Winkielman & Cacioppo, 2001). The increase in processing fluency is then misattributed to 
a feeling of familiarity and safety, which leads to an increase in positive affect for the 
exposed stimuli. It has been put foiward that an increase in processing fluency does not have 
a positive effect on people who are considered to be ‘experts’, as they already have the ability 
to easily process simple stimuli in their domain of expertise (Reber et al, 1998). Therefore, 
the results of the current mere exposure experiments could indicate that females have more 
expertise than males in the domain of colour preference. If females already find colours easy 
to process, mere exposure would not have the effect of increasing their processing fluency 
and subsequently have little effect on their colour preference. Sex differences in colour 
expertise have previously been found with females reported to have a wider range of 
descriptive colour terms than males (Rich, 1977), to be better than males at matching colour 
samples to colour terms (Nowaczyk, 1983), and to learn primary colour names earlier in 
development than boys (Anyan & Quillian, 1971), This idea o f ‘colour expertise’ could be 
explored by testing male ‘colour experts’ such as artists and graphic designers to see if
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exposure had a similar effect on them as it did on the females in present study. At this stage, 
this idea is only speculative, yet it does provide a testable hypothesis for future research.
It is also possible that mere exposure to colours could work on females if the exposure 
phase was subliminal. It has been shown that subliminal presentation of stimuli has a stronger 
effect of increasing positive affect than stimuli presented at a low-level of conscious 
awareness. However, it has been found that the lateral geniculate nucleus needs presentations 
of around 125ms for reliable colour processing to occur (Mullen, Dumoulin, & Hess, 2008). 
As presentations need to be less than 20ms to be subliminal (Hoshiyama, Kakigi, Takeshima, 
Miki & Watanabe, 2006), presenting colours subliminally could prevent participants from 
being able to neurologically process them. It is also unlikely, if females are colour ‘experts’ 
that strengthening the effect of mere exposure will produce similar effects to the males. If 
female familiarity or fluency of processing have already peaked, the underlying mechanisms 
of mere exposure can have little-to-no effect no matter what the method of the study is.
For now, it is clear that mere exposure to colours influences subsequent colour 
preference differently for males and females, with little-to-no effect on females. This suggests 
that there may be different mechanisms underlying male and female colour preference. It is 
also possible that culture plays a role in creating these differences by essentially encouraging 
females to become colour ‘experts’. Further investigation into whether expertise mitigates the 
effects of mere exposure is warranted and necessary in order to establish whether there are 
fundamental differences in how males and females experience colour.
5,5. Conclusions of the chapter
Mere exposure to colours was found to influence subsequent colour preference for 
males, but not females. Male preference for the three exposed colours increased compared to 
male preference for the non-exposed colours, but female preference for the three exposed
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colours and the non-exposed colours did not change. Structural mere exposure effects were 
also found for males, but again, not for females. Male preference for non-exposed colours of 
a similar lightness to the exposed colours increased compared to male preference for non- 
exposed colours of a different lightness. In contrast, female preference for non-exposed 
colours of a similar lightness to the exposed colours either did not change or their preference 
actually decreased. The reason for these sex differences in the mere exposure effect could be 
to do with differences in ‘colour expertise’ across sex. It has been argued that the mere 
exposure effect works by increasing processing fluency, but if females are already very 
familiar and at ease with colours then they may already find colours easy to process. The role 
of colour expertise in sex differences in the mere exposure effect in colour preference is an 
area ripe for further investigation. These results also hint at the existence of a generic 
cognitive process that underlies preference and generalises across domains. The mere 
exposure effect has been found to increase preference for faces, food, music, and now colour. 
This suggests that colour preference could be susceptible to the same cognitive processes that 
have been found to underlie preference in other domains.
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Chapter 6: General Discussion 
6.1. Overview
This thesis investigated the cognitive and biological aspects of human colour 
preference. The first aim of the thesis was to explore the ability of recent colour preference 
theories to explain colour preference. The biological component model (Hurlbert & Ling, 
2007) and Ecological Valence Theory (EVT; Palmer & Schloss, 2010) were further tested to 
see if these models and their predictions are supported within different cultures, groups and 
across colour space. A number of issues that cut across these models were also explored: Do 
‘universal’ aspects of colour preference extend to cultures more different to the ones 
originally tested?; Can recent theories of colour preference really account for sex differences 
in colour preference?; Are theories supported when colour preference is assessed with other 
stimulus sets and colour space is sampled more thoroughly?; Is there really evidence for 
‘innate’ aspects of colour preference from infants’ early biases to colour? The second aim 
was to establish whether cognitive processes found to influence preference in otlier domains 
also influence colour preference. Specifically, the effect of exposure was examined in order 
to explore the impact of cognitive processes such as familiarity and processing fluency on 
colour preference. Overall, the thesis aimed to enrich our understanding of the extent to 
which colour preference is biologically constrained, the extent to which it is modulated by 
experience, and the extent to which it is influenced by basic cognitive processes.
6.2. Summary of the main findings
This section outlines and summarises the findings of each chapter.
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6.2.1. Chapter 2: The Biological Components o f Colour Preference
The biological component model argues that colour preference can be summarised 
and predicted by weights on the two cone-contrast components underlying human colour 
vision; S-(L+M) and L-M (Hurlbert & Ling, 2007). Experiments 1 and 3 demonstrated that 
the model is able to explain and predict group colour preference, and to a lesser extent 
individual colour preference, for a small number of colours that are equal in lightness and 
saturation. The two cone-contrast components of S-(L+M) and L-M were able to explain a 
large amount of variance in preference for colours that varied by hue only. The model is 
based upon the assumption that hue preference does not vary with changes in lightness and 
saturation. So although lightness and saturation can be added into the model as predictor 
variables, the model does not allow for an interaction between hue preference and these two 
measures. In contrast to Experiments 1 and 3, Experiment 2 found that a low amount of 
variance in preference was explained by the biological component model. This experiment 
used a wide range of colours that varied in lightness and saturation and indicated that hue 
preference may vary with lightness and saturation levels. Experiment 3 confirmed that hue 
preference curves at iso-saturation and iso-luminance varied according to the specific 
saturation or luminance level. Therefore, overall the biological component model was found 
to be a good explanation of colour preference, but only for a restricted range of colours that 
only vary in hue. The model’s ability to explain coloui- preference substantially decreases for 
colours that vary in lightness and saturation.
The biological component theory o f colour preference (Hurlbert & Ling, 2007) also 
stated that there is a ‘universal’ sex difference in L-M weights; that females weight this 
component more positively than males due to an evolutionary bias. If the sex difference is 
consistent then it should be present when preference is measured with other stimulus sets that 
also capture L-M stimulus-background cone-contrast. However, the results of Experiments 1,
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2 and 3 indicated that this is unlikely to be true. British participants were tested on three 
different sets of colours and a sex difference in L-M component weights was only found for 
the ‘light’ set in Experiment 3. Even then, the female participants still weighted this 
component negatively, indicating a stronger preference for hues ‘gieener’ than the 
background compared to preference for hues ‘redder’ than the background. L-M component 
weights for the ‘dark’ set in Experiment 3 showed no sex difference, with both males and 
females weighting this component negatively. Indeed, both male and female British 
participants weighted this component negatively across the three experiments, suggesting that 
the sex difference in L-M component weights found by Hurlbert and Ling is unlikely to be 
consistent across colour space. The findings of Experiment 3 indicate that there is not a 
reliable sex difference in the weighting of L-M cone-contrast for colour preference, as the sex 
difference does not generalise to other stimulus sets.
If the sex difference in L-M component weights is due to an evolutionary bias, as 
argued by Hurlbert and Ling (2007), it should also be apparent within different cultures. 
Experiments 1 and 2 investigated this by testing the remote cultures of the Archin and the 
Himba. Similar to the British results, the Archin and Himba females did not weight the L-M 
component positively and no sex difference in L-M weights was found for the Archin 
participants. A sex difference was found for the Himba participants, but this was actually the 
opposite pattern expected; Himba males weighted the L-M component positively indicating a 
stronger preference for hues ‘redder’ than the background compared to preference for hues 
‘greener’ than the background, whilst Himba females weighted it negatively. These multi­
cultural results indicate that the sex difference in L-M component weights is not found within 
some cultures and therefore this difference is unlikely to be ‘universal’.
Overall, the results of these experiments show the biological component model to be a 
good explanation of preference for colours that vary in hue only. However, the model
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struggles to explain preference for colours that vary in lightness and saturation. Therefore, the 
fact that the model can only effectively summarise hue preference, and that hue preference 
cuives and cone-contrast weights vary with different lightness and saturation levels, seriously 
constrains the usefulness of the model. For example, a person’s weights obtained from one 
sub-set of colours are highly unlikely to accurately predict preference throughout the colour 
space. Additionally, there is no evidence of a ‘universal’ sex difference in L-M weights or a 
‘universal’ female preference for reddish hues. The sex difference is not found for other 
stimulus sets which capture variation in L-M cone-contrast, and the sex difference is not 
consistent across cultures.
6.2,2. Chapter 3: Ecological Valence Theory of Colour Preference
EVT states that colour preference can be explained by weighted affective responses to 
colour-associated objects (i.e. object valence; Palmer & Schloss, 2010). Experiment 4 
replicated the study of Palmer and Schloss with British participants and examined the ability 
of EVT to explain colour preference not only for the overall group, but also for males and 
females separately. EVT was found to explain a large amount of variance for the overall 
group and British males, but a substantially lesser amount for British females. This suggested 
that weighted colour-object associations may not be a good explanation of female colour 
preference. Experiment 5 also replicated Palmer and Schloss’s study, but with the remote 
Himba culture. Results found that EVT was able to explain a small amount of the variance in 
overall and male Himba colour preference, but that this relationship was negative. A negative 
relationship would suggest that male Himba participants liked colours they associated with 
disliked objects, which is the opposite pattern to that suggested by of EVT. There was no 
association between weighted object associations and female Himba colour preference. These 
results indicate that Himba colour preference is unlikely to be based upon colour-object
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associations. Overall, Experiment 4 provides support for EVT as a good explanation of 
British male colour preference, and to a lesser amount British female colour preference. In 
contrast, Experiment 5 highlights the constraints of the theory as a ‘universal’ explanation of 
colour preference by finding that it is not a good explanation of Himba colour preference.
The formula for EVT was then broken down to investigate how each component 
(object associations, number of objects, object valence) related to colour preference and to 
each other. Analyses identified a significant inverse relationship between the number of 
objects associated with a colour and colour preference. Participants generally liked colours 
associated with few objects, and disliked colours associated with many objects. As the 
number of objects associated with a colour should be unrelated to object valence, this 
component (used to average the summed object valence ratings for each colour) was removed 
from the EVT formula. The result was a significant drop in variance explained for overall and 
male colour preference, suggesting that the EVT formula is partly reliant on a component that 
is unrelated to object valence. Conversely, removing this component from the foimula 
substantially increased the negative relationship between Himba male colour preference and 
object valence to over 50% of variance explained. Removing the number o f objects 
component had no significant effect on the relationship between overall or female Himba 
colour preference and object valence.
The results of the deconstruction of the EVT formula indicate that the relationship 
between object valence and colour preference is more complex than it appears. They also call 
into question the direction of causality between the EVT formula and colour preference. 
Although EVT aims to be an explanation and predictor of colour preference, the model is 
based upon correlations meaning that causality is not established. Indeed, the underlying 
relationship found between the number o f objects and initial colour preference suggests that 
initial colour preference could be influencing and enhancing the outcomes of the EVT
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formula. It is hypothesised here that this relationship is caused by negativity bias - a well- 
documented psychological phenomenon whereby people pay more attention to negative 
stimuli (Carretiè, Mercado, Tapia & Hinojosa, 2001). If this is correct, it would demonstrate 
the influence of initial colour preference on object valence and call into question the direction 
of causality between the EVT formula and colour preference.
Overall, a number of issues have been found that suggest the need for modification of 
EVT. It is not clear why the number of objects is related to initial colour preference and the 
causality between colour preference and object valence needs to be established. However, 
there is also clear potential for EVT to capture the relationship between colour preference and 
object valence.
6.2.3. Chapter 4: Infant and Adult Colour Preference
The rationale for EVT is partially based upon the findings that infants look less at 
dark yellow and more at blue (Zemach, Chang & Teller, 2007), with Palmer and Schloss 
(2010) arguing that this indicates an evolutionary bias towards preference for colours 
associated with good objects (e.g. clean water) and dislike for colours associated with bad 
objects (e.g. rotten fruit). However, although adults within a number o f cultures often 
demonstrate a preference for blue and dislike of yellow, previous infant studies have found 
varying results. Experiment 6 measured the looking biases of British infants on two sets of 
colours that were isoluminant and of equal saturation within a set to investigate whether 
infant looking biases reflected adult preference. Results found that infants looked longer than 
average at dark yellow and light red and less than average at light blue and dark green. This 
suggests that infant looking biases do not reflect adult preferences and in fact show the 
opposite pattern of that referred to by Palmer and Schloss. Infant hue preference was also 
found to interact with lightness and saturation. As earlier infant studies have not taken this
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possibility into account when measuring infant hue looking preferences, this finding provides 
an explanation for the previously inconsistent results.
Experiment 7 then measured British adult looking biases for the infant colours to 
provide a direct comparison for the infant data from Experiment 6. It was found that adult 
looking biases did demonstrate the pervasive preference for blue and dislike o f yellow with 
adults looking longer than average and less than average at these colours respectively. These 
results were then compared to the colour preference of two further groups of British adults 
for the same colours using choice and rating measures. It was found that adult looking times 
were strongly associated with adult colour preference for both of the other measures. This 
suggests that adult colour looking biases are demonstrative of adult colour preference.
Overall, these results indicate that infant colour preference varies with lightness and 
saturation levels and does not reflect ‘universal’ adult colour preference. No evidence of an 
‘innate’ preference for blue and dislike of dark yellow was found. Although it cannot be 
established that infant looking biases represent infant preference, the similarity between adult 
looking times and adult colour preference suggests that it is a possibility.
6.2.4. Chapter 5: The M ere Exposure Effect 
Cognitive processes such as familiarity and processing fluency have been found to 
underlie preference in other domains such as music and face preference, but the impact of 
these processes of colour preference was yet to be investigated. Mere exposure in particular 
has been found to increase preference for a wide range of stimuli, but had not yet been tested 
with regards to colour preference. Experiments 8 and 9 investigated whether exposing British 
males and females to colours would influence subsequent preference for those colours. 
Experiment 8 showed that mere exposure to three initially disliked dark colours increased 
male preference for those colours, but not female preference, which remained unchanged.
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Experiment 9 attempted to replicate this effect with three liked light colours and found the 
same results; exposure increased male preference, but female preference remained 
unchanged.
Both experiments also looked at structural mere exposure effects (where preference 
increases for non-exposed stimuli that are perceived to be similar to exposed stimuli). For 
Experiment 8, which exposed participants to three dark colours, male preference for non- 
exposed dark colours increased whilst female preference for non-exposed dark colours 
remained the same. Similarly, for Experiment 9, which exposed participants to three light 
colours, male preference for non-exposed light colours increased whilst female preference for 
non-exposed light colours decreased.
Overall, these findings indicate that there may be domain general cognitive influences 
on preference, but that these influences may be stronger for some groups than others.
6.3. Implications of the Findings
In testing the biological component model (Hurlbert & Ling, 2007), Ecological 
Valence Theory (Palmer & Schloss, 2010) and the mere exposure effect (Zajonc, 1968), the 
thesis has also addressed several key issues that needed further investigation. The 
implications of the thesis for these key issues are outlined below.
6.3.1. Universality and Innateness
Recent theories of colour preference tend to make claims of ‘universal’ and ‘innate’ 
aspects of colour preference, whether it is regarding the rationale for the theory or the ability 
of the theory to explain colour preference. The biological component model states that there 
is an ‘innate’ female preference for reddish hues, which subsequently leads to a ‘universal’ 
sex difference in L-M weights. Similarly, EVT states that preference for blue and dislike of
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dark yellow is ‘universal’ due to the objects associated with these colours (i.e. blue is 
associated with clean water and dark yellow is associated with rotten fruit and faeces). 
However, the findings of this thesis suggest that these ‘universal’ aspects of colour preference 
may be overemphasised and incoiTect.
Chapter 2 tested the biological component model on three different cultures; British, 
Archin and Himba. None of these cultures displayed the ‘universal’ sex difference in L-M 
weights. This is a remarkable finding, particularly as the participants tested in Hurlbert and 
Ling’s original study were also British. This suggests that the ‘innate’ female preference for 
reddish hues is actually a product of the colour set and not ‘universal’ at all. The pattern of 
colour preference displayed by the Himba also suggests that Hurlbert and Ling’s argument 
for an ‘innate’ female preference for red is incorrect. It could be argued that Himba women 
are bom with a preference for reddish hues and that it is overridden by cultural and 
environmental influences. However, this would indicate that this preference, although 
‘innate’, is easily modifiable and unlikely to remain consistent through to adulthood unless 
external influences reinforce it throughout female development.
Similarly, Himba colour preference provides no support for the idea of a ‘universal’ 
preference for blue and dislike of dark yellow. Although Himba participants associated clean 
water with blue they actually demonstrated the reverse pattern of preference to British 
participants; a preference for yellow and dislike of blue. Palmer and Schloss (2010) argue 
that the preference for blue and dislike of dark yellow are ‘innate’, caused by the evolutionary 
advantage of being attracted to ‘good’ objects such as clean water and repelled by ‘bad’ 
objects such as rotten fruit and faeces. However, this argument is not supported by Himba 
colour preference. Additionally, the infant work presented in Chapter 4 does not provide 
evidence of this. British infant looking biases demonstrated the opposite pattern of British 
adult colour preferences, with no preference for blue or dislike of dark yellow evident in
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infant looking times. Although it is not possible to establish that infant looking biases are 
definitely representative of infant preferences therefore this argument is tentative.
The findings presented in this thesis suggest that more care should be taken when 
arguing for ‘universal’ and ‘innate’ aspects of colour preference. The thesis proposes that 
previous research on colour preference has over-estimated the extent to which colour 
preferences are universal or constrained. Examples have been given of how developmental 
and cross-cultural approaches can be employed to better establish how colour preference may 
vary throughout development and across different cultures.
6.3.2. Group Differences
Previous studies have often found sex differences in colour preference, but it was not 
known whether these findings reflect differences in the cognitive processes underlying male 
and female colour preference. Chapter 2 investigated the ability of weighted object 
associations to explain male and female colour preference. These associations provided a 
good explanation of British male colour preference. Himba male colour preference was also 
partially explained by weighted object associations, although the relationship was in the 
opposite direction to that expected. However, weighted object associations provided a poor 
explanation o f both British and Himba female colour preference. This suggests that there are 
different underlying causes of colour preference for males and females.
The findings from Chapter 5 also indicated a sex difference in the underlying 
mechanisms of colour preference. Exposure has been found to increase preference for stimuli 
across a range of domains, with no sex differences having been previously found. However, 
the results of the mere exposure experiments reported here show distinct sex differences in 
the effects of mere exposure on colour preference. Mere exposure was found to increase male 
preference for exposed colours, yet female preference for exposed colours remained the
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same. Similarly, object associations could not provide a good explanation for female colour 
preference and mere exposure was unable to change it. Therefore, how female colour 
preference is formed and influenced remains unclear. The important point this thesis makes 
is that all people and groups o f people are unlikely to have the same route to colour 
preference. It therefore seems unrealistic to search for one over-arching theory of colour 
preference that will explain colour preference for all sexes, cultures, groups or individuals. 
The findings presented in this thesis therefore have important implications for future research 
and suggest that future studies should consider not only differences in the patterns of colour 
preferences, but also differences in the routes to these preferences.
6.3.3. Cognitive processes 
Preference for a wide range of stimuli is influenced by underlying cognitive 
processes. Exposure in particular has been found to increase preference for stimuli across 
domains by increasing processing fluency and familiarity. However, the influence of 
exposure on colour preference had not previously been investigated. Chapter 5 investigated 
the effect of exposure on colour preference and found that, for males, mere exposure to 
colours increased subsequent preference for those colours. It is not clear why this difference 
was found, but it does suggest that different cognitive processes may underlie male and 
female colour preference. This suggests that colour preference could be influenced by similar 
cognitive processes as those found to influence preference in other domains, particularly for 
males. This finding highlights the need for future colour preference work to also investigate 
domain general mechanisms in preference.
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6.4. Issues for further research
The findings o f this thesis have identified a series of issues that require further 
investigation. Each of these issues is outlined below and suggestions for future studies are 
made.
6.4.1. Further Investigation of Female Colour Preference
Whilst male colour preference could be explained well by colour-object associations, 
and appeared to be influenced by mere exposure effects, female colour preference appears 
unrelated to both of these processes. Although beyond the scope of this thesis, the question of 
why these sex differences have occurred, and what influences female colour preference 
deserves further investigation.
As discussed in Chapter 3, it is possible that female colour preference is related to 
colour-object associations but for abstract or personal associations. Further research needs to 
investigate female colour preference and object associations by incorporating personal 
objects and abstract concepts into the EVT method. An improved association between female 
colour preference and object valence would indicate that female colour preference is more 
strongly associated with personal objects and abstract concepts than is male colour 
preference. To be able to calculate the EVT formula with personal objects, individual 
correlations between colour preference and object valence would need to be performed. The 
four studies that give the separate components of the formula would be given on separate 
days to lessen the possible impact of priming. If a person is asked to rate the colour according 
to preference and tlien immediately asked to list associated objects, this could prime them to 
list objects that are consistent with their previous ratings. For example, if a person were to 
rate a colour highly they may be more likely to list positive objects associated with it as they 
have been primed to think of the colour as ‘good’. The average amount of variance explained
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for each person could then be taken to give an indication of how well the personal weighted 
object associations explain colour preference.
A further three studies could be conducted to explore the difference found in the mere 
exposure studies’ results. The first study would replicate Experiment 9, but use shorter 
exposure times. A meta-analysis of the mere exposure effect found that shorter exposure 
times lead to a stronger mere exposure effect (Bornstein, 1989). It is possible that females are 
more definite in their colour preferences than males and this is why mere exposure had no 
effect upon female colour preference. By attempting to increase the strength of the effect, this 
hypothesis could be explored. If this study found no change in female colour preference it 
would suggest that there is another reason for the lack of mere exposure effect on female 
colour preference. A further study could then examine another possibility; that the lack of 
change in female colour preference is due to females being ‘colour experts’. Male ‘colour 
experts’ such as graphic designers, artists, etc. and females would be tested in a replication of 
Experiment 9. If no change was obseived in male colour preference after exposure, this 
would indicate that ‘colour expertise’ influences the effect o f exposure. To further explore 
this possibility, a following study could replicate Experiment 9 and also test participants on a 
‘colour expertise’ task. Individual results on both tests could then be examined for a possible 
relationship between the mere exposure effect on colour preference and ‘colour expertise’.
6.4.2. Further Investigation of the Causality of EVT
The direction of causality between colour preference and the EVT formula has not 
been established. The findings of this thesis suggested that negativity bias could be 
influencing the investigation of colour-object associations. This would mean that disliked 
colours illicit a stronger response than liked colours, leading to a greater number of
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associated objects for the disliked colours. If this cognitive process is affecting the colour- 
object associations that have been shown to be integral to EVT’s effectiveness, it would 
indicate the influence of initial colour preference. Further investigation could address the 
causal link between negativity bias and colour-object associations by using 
electroencephalography (EEG) to measure the reaction of British participants to the colours 
used in Experiment 4. Previous studies have used event-related potentials (ERPs) to measure 
emotional and attentional reactions to stimuli to establish and explore the negativity bias. 
Negativity bias is observed in ERP data when negative stimuli cause larger amplitudes for 
ERP components elicited in the parts of the brain that denote attention compared to positive 
stimuli (Huang & Luo, 2005; Chen, Yuan, Huang, Chen & Li, 2008). The same method 
could be employed here to measure the response to liked and disliked colours. If participants 
demonstrate negativity bias with regards to disliked colours, this would indicate an influence 
of initial colour preference on object valence. It would also highlight that negativity bias is 
another cognitive process that is common to both colour preference and preference in other 
domains.
6.4.3. Further Investigation of Himba Colour Preference.
Himba males were found to have a negative relationship between colour preference 
and object valence, preferring colours that were associated with disliked objects. It was 
hypothesised that this could be due to the level of subconscious arousal induced by disliked 
colours, which is then misconstrued as positive affect. A future study could explore this 
possibility by looking at the colour-emotion associations of the Himba. It has been previously 
been mentioned that negative stimuli can cause stronger psychophysical reactions. Due to 
field constraints, it would not be possible to perfoim an EEG study on the Himba, therefore a 
colour-emotion association study would be performed instead. Himba participants could be
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shown the colours used in Experiment 5 and asked to rate them according to various colour- 
emotion scales. The results of these scales would then be correlated with a like-dislike 
measure to establish the connections between emotional reactions to colour and colour 
preference. If negative emotions are associated with liked colours this would provide 
evidence of arousal leading to positive affect. This could then be compared with other 
cultures to explore possible cultural differences in how arousal is interpreted in relation to 
preference.
6.4.4. Further Investigation of Infant Looking Biases and the Development of Colour
Preference.
Chapter 4 established that adult looking biases reflect adult preference, but it could 
not be confirmed whether infant looking biases reflect infant preference. Although infants 
demonstrated biases towards looking more or less at certain colours than average, tliis does 
not necessarily indicate an affective preference or dislike respectively. In order to establish 
the relationship between infant looking times and infant preference, further research could 
use electromyography (EMG) to study infant reactions to the colours used in Experiment 6. 
EMG records the electrical activity produced by skeletal muscles and facial EMG can be used 
to assess affective reactions (Armstrong, Hutchinson, Laing & Jinks, 2007). Infants would 
first be presented with pleasant and unpleasant stimuli that had been previously validated as 
emotionally relevant (e.g. angry and happy faces). The infants would then be presented with 
the colours used in Experiment 6. Reactions to the previously validated stimuli and to the 
colours could be compared to assess the infants’ emotional reaction to the colours. This 
would be the first study to use EMG to assess infant emotional response and the results could 
help to establish whether looking times in infants are associated with infant preference. This
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infoiTnation could prove invaluable to the general area of infant study as looking time 
measures are often used to assess infant preference.
The results of Experiment 6 also found that infant looking biases did not demonsti ate 
the pervasive adult preference for blue and dislike of dark yellow so it is unknown when in 
development infant looking patterns start to reflect adult preferences. Colour preference 
studies have been performed with children of various ages, but the colours used have not 
been consistent across studies. A further study could investigate the development of colour 
preference throughout childhood and into adulthood. Using a cross-sectional design, the 
colour preference of British participants of varying ages would be measured. This would not 
only help to establish when the pervasive preference for blue and dislike of dark yellow 
emerges, but would also provide information regarding how consistent human preference is 
throughout development.
6.4.5, The Future of Colour Preference Research
As outlined above, this thesis has identified a series of issues that require further 
investigation. In addition, the findings suggest that there are broader principles that should 
guide furdier research. First, future colour preference research should revise its aim of 
attempting to identify one all-encompassing theory to account for colour preferences. The 
thesis has highlighted that some theories of colour preference work better for some groups 
than others. For example, there were differences in how well models or theories accounted 
for colour preference across different cultures, and for males and females. This strongly 
indicates that there could be multiple routes to colour preference, and therefore the possibility 
of a variety o f influences on individual and group colour preference needs to be considered 
and reflected in future colour preference studies. Future studies should also aim to tease apart 
these influences and investigate how the routes to colour preference evolve and change
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throughout human development. Second, the thesis suggests that future research should 
proceed with caution in making claims about ‘universal’ or ‘innate’ aspects of colour 
preference. The findings o f the thesis, such as the large cultural variation in colour 
preference, highlight the difficulties in making these claims. Third, further research should 
consider colour preference under the broader theme of human preference and explore how 
colour preference may relate to preference in other domains, rather than investigating it in 
isolation. The thesis has shown that cognitive processes associated with preference in other 
domains also appear to be relevant for colour preference. Links between colour preference 
and domain general theories o f preference should now be investigated and possible group 
differences considered.
6.5. Conclusions of the Thesis
This thesis has investigated the biological and cognitive aspects of colour preference. 
Three main conclusions have been drawn from the findings. First, there is no evidence of 
‘universal’ or ‘innate’ aspects of colour preference. Models that can explain colour 
preference for one culture struggle to explain colour preference for others. Additionally, 
infant looking times did not reflect adult colour preferences, showing no indication of the 
proposed ‘innate’ preferences suggested by previous theories. Second, different groups have 
different routes to colour preference. Sex and cultural differences were found for both of the 
models tested here and there were clear sex differences in the influence of exposure on colour 
preference. This suggests that there is no all-encompassing theory o f colour preference.
Third, domain general cognitive processes can also influence colour preference. An increase 
in familiarity and processing fluency leads to an increase in colour preference for certain 
groups. A new approach to colour preference research needs to be adopted that moves away 
from the search for one over-arching theory. Preference for colours can now be placed within
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the broader domain of human preference and future research should aim to uncover and tease 
apart the multiple routes to colour preference. Female colour preference in particular remains 
unexplained and deserving of further investigation.
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Appendix A: Brief outline of Munsell Color System, Ostwald Color System, CIEL*u*v* 
and CIEL*a*b* colour spaces.
Munsell Color System. The Munsell color system describes colour using three axes: Hue, 
Value and Chroma. Value denotes lightness, i.e. how much white there is in the colour, and 
Chroma is roughly equivalent to saturation, i.e. how far the colour is from gray.
Ostwald Color System. The Ostwald color system uses dominant wavelength, purity and 
luminance to describe colours. A colour is represented by three values; hue (H), saturation (h) 
and luminance (w). Saturation and luminance are calculated using the percentages of hue, 
white and black that would be used in a disc colorimeter (a disc that when spun produces a 
colour that is the sum of its three sections).
CIE L*u*v*. CIE L*u*v* is a perceptually uniform colour space used by the International 
Commission on Illumination (CIE). L* describes the lightness of a colour, whilst u* and v* 
coiTcspond to a colour’s chromaticity coordinates within the colour space. CIE L*u*v* is 
most commonly used with radiant colours.
CIE L*a*b*. CIE L*a*b* is a perceptually uniform CIE colour space. L* indicates the 
lightness of a colour, whilst a* describes a colour’s position between red and green and b* its 
position between yellow and blue. CIE L*a*b* is recommended by CIE for use with 
reflective surfaces.
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Appendix B: Objects named by British participants for Experiment 4 according to associated 
colour with average colour-match rating, average object rating (converted -5 to 5 scale) and 
average colour preference rating. Male, female and overall averages are separated with a 
semi-colon, e.g. ‘ O v e r a l l ;  M a l e ;  F e m a l e  ' with X  denoting an object not listed by that sex.
Colour Object Description Object-ColourMatch Object Rating
Colour
Preference
Rating
SR Blood 4.95; 4.50; 5.35 -1.5;-0.2;-2.7 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Brick 3.89; 3.89; X -0.6; 0.5; X 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Carnation 6.11; X; 6.35 1.0; X; 1.1 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Cherry 5.55; X; 5.50 1.3; X; 2.0 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Fire 5.13; 5.50; 4.80 0.7; 1.5;-0.1 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Fire Engine 6.08; 6.44; X 1.4; 1.9; X 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Hearts 6.32; X; 6.25 1.9; X; 2.4 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Lips 5.76; 6.06; 5.50 2.4; 2.7; 2.1 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Lipstick 7.53; 7.11; 7.90 0.3; -0.2; 0.9 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Nectarine 3.34; 3.61; X 1.6; 0.9; X 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Radish 5.76; 5.22; X -1.8; -1.5; X 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Rash 5.08; 5.22; 4.95 -3.9; -3.3; -4.5 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Red Apples 5.71; 5.50; X 1.7; 1.8; X 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Red Flowers 7.21; X; 7.20 2.2; X; 2.8 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Red Rose 6.95; 7.44; 6.50 2-6; 1.9; 3.3 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Red Traffic Light 6.58; 6.89; 6.30 -1.6; -0.8;-2.3 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Ruby 5.76; 5.44; X 2.2; 1.7; 2.6 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Safety Jackets 3.87; 4.06; X 0.2; 0.3; 0.2 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Stop Sign 6.29; X; 6.50 -1.0; X; -1.7 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Strawberry 6.63; 6.50; 6.75 2.5; 2.0; 3.0 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Sweet & Sour Sauce 4.87; 5.17; X 1.1; 1.4; 0.8 5.29 5.00 5.60
SR Traffic Cone 4:29; X; 3.85 -0.8; X; -1.7 5.29 5.00 5.60
LR Acne 4.29; X; 4.15 -3.8; X; -4.5 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Babies 4.84; X; 5.40 1.4; X; 1.4 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Blusher 6.82; 6.06; 7.50 0.1;-0.9; 1.1 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Chewy Pink Sweets 6.58; 6.67; X -0.4; -0.4; X 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Coral 6.29; X; 7.65 1.6; X; 1.1 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Ham 6.18; 6.33; X 0.6; 1.4; X 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Hearts 4.05; X; 3.10 1.9; X; 2.4 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Lipstick 5.24; 5.11; 5.35 0.3; -0.2; 0.9 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Lobster 5.18; X; 5.35 0.5; X; 0.0 4.75 4.18 5.38
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LR Lychee 5.16; X; 5.20 -0.1; X; -0.2 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Nectarine 3.82; X; 3.55 1.6; X; 2.3 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Peach 5.61; 5.11; 6.05 1.7; 1.7; 1.6 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Pig 7.03; 7.39; 6.70 1.2; 1.7; 0.8 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Pink Flowers 6.32; X; 6.30 1.6; X; 2.4 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Pink Grapefruit 6.21; X; 6.55 -0.3; X; 0.3 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Pink Roses 6.18; X; 6.05 1.9; X; 2.7 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Prawn 7.61; X; 7.40 0.2; X; 0.0 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Rash 5.13; X; 4.85 -3.9; X; -4.5 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Rose Wine 5.50; X; 5.35 1.2; X; 1.9 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Salmon 7.74; X; 7.60 1.0; X; 0.5 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Skin 4.74; 5.17; 4.35 1.2; 2.0; 0.4 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Strawberry 3.26; 3.28; X 2.5; 2.0; X 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Sunburn 5.92; 5.83; 6.00 -3.8; -3.3; -4.2 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Sunset 5.11; 4.28; X 3.9; 3.6; X 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR TeiTacotta 4.71; X; 4.65 0.3; X; 0.2 4.75 4.18 5.38
LR Watermelon Flesh 4.87; 4.61; X 0.4; 0.1; 0.7 4.75 4.18 5.38
DR Blood 7.97; 7.89; 8.05 -1.5, -0.2; -2.7 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Blusher 4.79; 4.94; X 0.1;-0.9; X 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Cherry 6.82; X; 6.85 1.3; X; 2.0 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Fig Flesh 4.66; 4.56; X -1.1;-1.1;X 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Fire 4.58; X; 4.70 0.7; X; -0.1 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Hearts 7.63; X; 8.15 1.9; X; 2.4 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Ketchup 7.29; 6.61; X 0,4; 0.9; X 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Ladybird 6.68; X; 6.90 1.5; X; 1.7 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Lips 6.11; 5.61; 6.55 2.4; 2.7; 2.1 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Lipstick 8.11; 7.67; 8.50 0.3;-0.2; 0.9 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Phone Box 6.95; 6.06; 7.75 0.3; 0.4; 0.1 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Post Box 7.03; 6.11; 7.85 0.6; 1.0; 0.2 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Raspbeny 5.95; 5.83; X 2.0; 1.0; X 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Red Apple 6.87; X; 7.20 1.7; X;1.5 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Red Bus 6.42; X; 6.70 1.0; X; 0.8 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Red Flowers 7.08; 6.50; 7.60 2.2; 1.6; 2.8 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Red Nail Polish 8.21; X; 8.95 0.8; X; 1.3 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Red Rose 7.29; 6.50; 8.00 2.6; 1.9; 3.3 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Red Traffic Light 5.89; X; 6.50 -1.6; X; -2.3 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Red Wine 6.68; 7.00; 6.40 0.2; 0.6; -0.2 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Robin 5.76; 6.00; X 2.3; 2.2; X 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Rust 4.00; 3.67; X -2.5;-1.9; X 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Stop Sign 6.08; X; 6.70 -1.0;X ;-1.7 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Tomatoes 6.26; 6.11; X 1.3; 1.4;X 5.52 5.43 5.63
DR Tulip 5.58; X; 5.50 1.7; X; 2.4 5.52 5.43 5.63
SO Bees 4.34; X; 4.55 -0.6; X;-1.5 5.48 6.21 4.68
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SO Brick 3.68; X; 4.00 -0.6; X ;-1.7 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Butternut Squash 7.00; 6.67; X 1.2; 1.0; X 5.48 6.21 4.68
so CaiTots 7.24; 7.50; 7.00 1.5; 1.3; 1.7 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Fire 6.89; 6.94; 6.85 0.7; 1.5;-0.1 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Ginger Hair 5.29; X; 5.35 0.3; X; 0.3 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Golden Syrup 4.74; X; 4.75 1.7; X; 2.2 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Honey 5.26; X; 5.40 1.1; X; 0.5 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Life Rings 5.89; 6.00; X 0.8; 1.6; X 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Mango Flesh 5.79; X; 5.70 1.1; X; 1.2 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Orange 8.34; 8.67; 8.05 1.7; 1.7; 1.7 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Orange Flowers 7.11; X; 7.10 1.3; X; 1.1 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Orange Traffic Light 7.00; X; 6.65 -0.4; X; -0.8 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Rapeseed Oil 4.18; X; 4.45 -1.1; X; -1.8 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Sand 3.47; 3.67; 3.30 1.0; 0.8; 1.2 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Sun 6.42; 6.17; 6.65 3.9; 3.8; 3.9 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Sunrise 5.79; 6.22; X 3.8; 3.6; X 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Sunset 6.82; 6.89; 6.75 3.9; 3.6; 4.2 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Sunshine 5.95; 5.72; X 3.7; 3.6; X 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Terracotta 5.13; X; 5.25 0.3; X; 0.2 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Tiger 7.11; 6.94; 7.25 2.0; 2.4; 1.6 5.48 6.21 4.68
so Traffic Cones 6.26; 5.83; 6.65 -0.8; 0.2;-1.7 5.48 6.21 4.68
LO Apricot 6.00; X; 6.35 1.2; X; 1.6 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Clouds 1.95; 1.56; X 1.8; 1.7; X 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Coral 6.05; X; 6.65 1.6; X ; l . l 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Foundation (make-up) 7.58; 7.56; 7.60 -0.3;-1.7; 1.1 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Grapefruit 4.21; 4.17; X -0.4; -0.5; X 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Meat 3.53; 3.83; X 1.5; 2.6; X 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Melon 3.92; 3.39; X 1.0; 0.8; X 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Nectarine 3.97; X; 3.80 1.6; X; 2.3 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Orange 2.58; 2.22; X 1.7; 1.7; X 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Peach 6.55; 6.61; 6.50 1.7; 1.7; 1.6 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Plasters 8.26; X; 8.40 -0,9; X; -1.5 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Rash 3.13; 3.44; X -3.9; -3.3; X 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Salmon 5.87; X; 6.05 1.0; X; 0.5 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Sand 4.16; 4.78; 3.60 1.0; 0.8; 1.2 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Skin 6.58; 7.22; 6.00 1.2; 2.0; 0.4 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Squash Court 3.53; 3.22; X -0.3; 0.8; X 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Sun 2.89; 3.11; X 3.9; 3.8; X 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Sunburn 3.29; 3.50; X -3.8; -3.3; X 3.71 4.11 3.28
LO Urine 1.97; 1.83; X -3.9; -3.5; X 3.71 4.11 3.28
DO Autumn Leaves 7.32; X; 7.55 2.5; X: 2.5 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Bark 5.63; 5.39; 5.85 0.1; 1.5;-0.4 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Beans 5.24; X; 5.35 0.8; X; 0.5 3.31 4.16 2.38
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DO Blood 3.76; 3.61; X -1.5;-0.2; X 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Brick 7.71; 7.22; 8.15 -0.6; 0.5;-1.7 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Brunette Hair 4.32; 4.33; X 2.4; 2.4; X 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Carrot 3.32; X; 3.40 1.5; X; 1.7 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Chocolate 5.37; 5.56; 5.20 3.0; 2.7; 3.4 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Clay 7.13; 6.61; 7.60 0.0; 0.9; -0.9 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Clementine 3.26; 3.44; X 1.1; 1.4;X 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Dust 3.37; 2.72; X -3.2; -2.4; X 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Faeces 5.05; 5.22; 4.90 -4.4; -4.3; -4.6 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Fire 4.05; X; 4.35 0.7; X; -0.1 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Fire Engine 2.92; 3.00; 2.85 1.4; 1.9; 1.2 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Foundation (make-up) 3.82; X; 4.00 -0.3; X; 1.1 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Mud 5.58; 5.72; 5.45 -1.1;-0.4; -1.7 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Nectarine 3.37; 3.44; X 1.6; 0.9; X 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Oompa Loompa 5.32; X; 5.75 1.7; X; 1.4 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Orange 3.11; 2.39; 3.75 1.7; 1.7; 1.7 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Paprika 7.45; 6.67; X 0.7; 1.0; X 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Plastercast 2.05; 2.22; X -2.8; -0.7; X 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Rust 7.76; 7.11; 8.41 -2.5;-1.9; -3.0 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Satsuma 3.00; 2.83; X 1.5; 1.6;X 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Scarred Skin 2.82; X; 2.90 -2.1; X; -3.1 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Soil 5.66; X; 5.65 -0.6; X; -1.1 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Stop Sign 2.45; 2.56; X -1.0; -0.3; X 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Sun 2.71; X; 2.90 3.9; X; 3.9 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Sunset 3.92; 3.72; 4.10 3.9; 3.6; 4.2 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Tangerine 3.03; 2.89; X 1.1; 1.3;X 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Terracotta 7.32; 6.67; 7.90 0.3; 0.5; 0.2 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Trees 5.24; X; 5.95 2.1; X; 2.0 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Vomit 3.32; X; 3.70 -4.4; X; -4.6 3.31 4.16 2.38
DO Wood 6.29; 5.89; 6.65 1.2; 1.7; 0.6 3.31 4.16 2.38
SY Banana 7.58; 7.17; 7.95 1.5; 1.5; 1.4 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Bee 6.11; 5.78; 6.40 -0.6; 0.3;-1.5 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Cheese 6.55; 5.94; 7.10 2.1; 2.5; 1.7 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Cider 4.16: X; 4.10 0.7; X; -0.1 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Custard 7.42; 7.44; 7.40 0.4; 0.7; 0.1 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Daisy 5.97; X; 5.60 1.5; X; 1.8 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Egg Yolk 6.89; X; 7.00 0.4; X; -0.1 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Hay 5.50; 5.83; X -1.0; 0.3; X 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Lemon 7.21; 6.94; 7.45 0.6; 1.0; 0.3 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Mango 5.55; X; 5.50 2.3; X; 2.7 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Popcorn Kernel 5.11; X; 5.40 -0.6; X;-1.2 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Pus 4.16; X; 4.50 -4.1; X; -4.5 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Safety Jacket 5.37; 4.78; X 0.2; 0.3; X 4.67 4.86 4.45
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SY Sand 5.95; 5.56; 6.30 1.0; 0.8; 1.2 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Sun 7.89; 7.78; 8.00 3.9; 3.8; 3.9 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Sunflowers 7.16; 7.00; 7.30 2.2; 2.1; 2.4 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Sweetcom 7.61; X; 8.00 0.9; X; 0.4 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Urine 5.00; 4.94; X -3.9; -3.5; X 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Vanilla Ice Cream 5.13; X; 4.65 2.3; X; 1.5 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY White Wine 2.26; X; 2.05 0.9; X; 1.5 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Wood 2.45; X; 2.20 1.2; X; 0.6 4.67 4.86 4.45
SY Yellow Pepper 6.45; 6.00; X 0.3; 1.2; X 4.67 4.86 4.45
LY Banana 5.84; X; 5.35 1.5; X; 1.4 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Blonde Hair 6.55; X; 6.00 1.9; X; 1.8 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Bread 3.61; X; 3.30 1.7; X; 0.8 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Cheese 6.84; X; 6.50 2.1; X; 1.7 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Clotted Cream 5.58; X; 5.75 0.2; X; -0.5 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Clouds 1.71; 1.39; X 1.8; 1.7; X 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Com 6.42; X; 6.20 0.2; X; -0.3 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Curry Paste 4.50; X; 4.00 0.0; X; -0.6 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Custard 7.84; 8.17; X 0.4; 0.7; X 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Daylight 4.71; X; 4.75 3.6; X; 3.6 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Egg Yolk 5.50; X; 4.50 0.4; X; -0.1 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Foundation (make-up) 3.71; X; 3.95 -0.3; X; 1.1 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Grass 1.84; X; 1.45 1.9; X; 1.7 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Hay 6.39; 7.22; X -0.6; 0.3; X 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Ice Cream Cone 5.13; X; 5.25 1.5; X; 1.3 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Lemon 5.21; 4.78; 5.60 0.6; 1.0; 0.3 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Moon 3.58; 3.61; X 3.1; 3.3; X 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Noodles 4.82; X; 4.45 1.3; X; 1.0 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Pus 5.32; X; 5.35 -4.1; X; -4.5 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Rotten Milk 4.00; X; 3.80 -4.3; X; -4.7 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Sand 7.00; 7.61; 6.45 1.0; 0.8; 1.2 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Sandstone 5.87; 6.67; X -0.2; 0.4; X 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Shredded Wheat 4.08; 4.44; X -0.5; -0.1; X 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Skin 3.18; 4.17; 2.30 1.2; 2.0; 0.4 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Straw 6.11; 6.39; X -0.6; -0.1; X 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Sun 6.18; 6.67; 5.75 3.9; 3.8; 3.9 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Sunflowers 5.18; X; 4.15 2.2; X; 2.4 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Sunshine 6.89; 7.28; 6.55 3.7; 3.6; 3.9 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Tennis Ball 3.89; 4.33; X 0.7; 1.4; X 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Toast 3.55; 3.33; X 1.9; 2.0; X 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Urine 4.92; 5.56; X -3.9; -3.5; X 4.61 4.66 4.55
LY Yellow Flowers 6.24; 5.83; 6.60 1.4; 0.9; 1.9 4.61 4.66 4.55
DY Apple Juice 5.08; X; 4.75 1.8; X; 1.3 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Aubergine Flesh 3.42; 3.94; X -0.4; -0.6; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
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DY Avocado 2.42; X; 1.35 0.5; X; 1.1 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Beer 6.34; 6.44; X 0.6; 2.2; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Blonde Hair 3.95; X; 3.30 1.9; X; 1.8 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Bread Crust 4.79; 4.56; X 0.6; 0.9; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Bronze 6.50; X; 5.75 0.5; X; 0.3 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Coffee 3.92; 4.33; X 1.1; 1.2;X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Cornflakes 4.39; 4.94; X 0.2; 0.9; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Daisy 2.24; X; 2.15 1.5; X; 1.8 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Dry Grass 5.37; 6.06; X -0.1; 0.8; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Earth 5.21; 5.00; X 1.3; 1.8; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Faeces 5.61; 6.06; X -4.4; -4.3; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Fire 2.68; X; 3.20 0.7; X; -0.1 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Gold 6.24; 6.33; 6.15 2.0; 2.2; 1.7 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Lava 2.95; 2.33; X -0.2; 1.2; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Leaves 5.13; X; 4.55 1.6; X;1.7 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Mud 5.21; 5.83; 4.65 -1.1;-0.4;-1.7 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Mustard 7.76; 7.72; 7.80 -0.5; 0.3;-1.2 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Orange 2.08; 2.06; 2.10 1.7; 1.7; 1.7 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Orange Traffic Light 2.42; X; 2.35 -0.4; X; -0.8 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Pineapple 4.50; X; 4.15 1.8; X; 1.5 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Pus 3.39; 3.33; X -4.1;-4.7; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Rust 5.03; 5.94; X -2.5;-1.9; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Sand 6.24; 7.44; 5.15 1.0; 0.8; 1.2 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Satsuma 2.18; X; 1.90 1.5; X; 1.5 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Skin 3.82; X; 3.55 1.2; X; 0.4 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Soil 5.08; X; 4.95 -0.6; X; -1.1 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Straw 5.71; 6.06; X -0.6; -0.1; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Sun 2.50; 2.33; 2.65 3.9; 3.8; 3.9 2.87 3.39 2,30
DY Sunflowers 3.87; X; 3.85 2.2; X; 2.4 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Sunset 3.39; X; 3.40 3.9; X; 4.2 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Swimming Arm Bands 1.95; 2.06; X -0.8; -0.4; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Tangerine 2.42; X; 2.05 1.1; X; 1.0 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Tea 5.05; 5.78; X 1.5; 1.2; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Tenacotta 4.26; X; 4.35 0.3; X; 0.2 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Traffic Cones 1.97; 1.89; X -0.8; 0.2; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Treacle 5.21; 5.11; X 0.5; 0.3; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Urine 4.13; 4.11; 4.15 -3.9; -3.5; -4.3 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Vomit 5.18; 5.06; 5.30 -4.4; -4.1; -4.6 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Wheat 6.03; 6.44; X 0.9; 1.3; X 2.87 3.39 2.30
DY Wood 5.50; 5.28; 5.70 1.2; 1.7; 0.6 2.87 3.39 2.30
SH Acid 5.26; X; 5.05 -2.8; X; -3.9 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Algae 3.08; 3.61; X -2.2; -0.9; X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Banana 4.55; 4.50; 4.60 1.5; 1.5; 1.4 4.89 5.41 4.33
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SH Blonde Hair 2.71; X; 2.55 1.9; X; 1.8 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Butter 4.11; 3.72; X 1.0; 1.7; X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Custard 3.55; X; 3.45 0.4; X; 0.1 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Daisy 4.03; 3.89; X 1.5; 1.2;X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Energy Drinks 5.61; 5.22; X -0.7; -0.1; X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Fireflies 4.05; X; 4.25 0.5; X; 0.1 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Frog 3.05; 3.61; X 0.6; 1.1;X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Goldfish 1.92; 1.94; X 1.5; 1.6; X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Grass 2.76; 3.22; X 1.9; 2.2; X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Green Olive 3.58; X; 3.10 -0.3; X; 0.4 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Hay 3.05; 3.44; X -0.6; 0.3; X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Kiwi 3.08; 3.44; X 1.2; 1.3; X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Leaves 3.55; 3.61; X 1.6; 1.6; X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Lemon 5.61; 6.00; 5.25 0.6; 1.0; 0.3 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Lime 4.53; 5.17; 3.95 1.0; 1.3; 0.6 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Lizard 4.03; 4.22; X 0.9; 2.0; X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Post It Note 7.79; 8.00; X 1.1; 1.3;X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Safety Jackets 6.26; X; 6.60 0.2; X; 0.2 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Sand 3.13; X; 2.90 1.0; X; 1.2 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Seaweed 2.95; 3.17; X -0.3; 0.3; X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Slime 5.32; 5.83; X -3.1; -2.1; X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Snot 4.53; X; 4.25 -3.8; X; -4.5 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Sun 3.92; 3.78; 4.05 3.9; 3.8; 3.9 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Sunflowers 4.42; 4.50; 4.35 2.2; 2.1; 2.4 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Urine 3.58; X; 3.10 -3.9; X; -4.3 4.89 5.41 4,33
SH Vomit 4.08; 4.11; X -4.4; -4.1; X 4.89 5.41 4.33
SH Yellow Flowers 4.82; X; 5.00 1.4; X ;1.9 4.89 5.41 4.33
LH Algae 2.82; 2.72; X -2.2; -0.9; X 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Banana 5.42; 5.22; 5.60 1.5; 1.5; 1.4 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Broccoli 2.00; X; 2.05 1.2; X; 1.0 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Cheese 5.71; 6.39; X 2.1; 2.5; X 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Com Flour 5.42; X; 5.30 -0.4; X; -0.7 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Custard 6.24; X; 5.90 0.4; X; 0.1 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Daffodils 5.39; 5.17; 5.60 1.7; 1.3; 2.2 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Egg Yolk 3.71; X; 3.50 0.4; X; -0.1 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Grass 2.74; X; 2.70 1.9; X; 1.7 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Hay 5.71; 6.22; X -0.6; 0.3; X 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Kiwi 2.82; 3.06; X 1.2; 1.3; X 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Leaves 4.21; X; 4.15 1.6; X; 1.7 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Lemon 5.21; X; 5.30 0.6; X; 0.3 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Lime 2.55; X; 2.95 1.0; X; 0.6 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Lion 3.82; X; 4.10 2.0; X; 1.9 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Melon 4.92; X; 5.30 1.0; X; 1.2 4.32 4.59 4.03
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LH Pineapple 5.24; X; 5.40 1.8; X; 1.5 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Pus 5.79; X; 5.50 -4.1; X; -4.5 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Rapeseed Oil 5.32; X; 4.95 -1.1; X ;-1.8 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Rubber Duck 4.16; X; 4.10 1.0; X; 1.0 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Sand 5.71; 6.28; 5.20 1.0; 0.8; 1.2 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Sky 1.50; X; 1.25 3.3; X; 3.7 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Snot 4.26; X; 4.30 -3.8; X; -4.5 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Straw 5.55; 5.72; X -0.6; -0.1;-1.1 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Sun 5.34; 5.94; 4.80 3.9; 3.8; 3.9 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Urine 4.53; 4.94; 4.15 -3.9; -3.5; -4.3 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH White Wine 4.39; X; 3.85 0.9; X; 1.5 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Yellow Flowers 5.87; 5.44; 6.25 1.4; 0.9; 1.9 4.32 4.59 4.03
LH Yellow Rose 5.76; 5.67; X 1.1; 0.7; X 4.32 4.59 4.03
DH Algae 7.11; X; 7.45 -2.2; X; -3.4 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Alligator 5.87; 5.78; X 0.1; 0.7; X 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Astroturf 5.58; 6.44; 4.80 -0.5; 0.7;-1.7 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Autumn Leaves 4.11; 4.17; X 2.5; 2.5; X 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Beer Bottle 5.13; X; 4.90 -0.3; X ;-1.7 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Bile 5.95; X; 6.65 -3.7; X; -4.2 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Camouflage 7.50; 7.22; 7.75 0.0; 0.7; -0.8 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Canvas 4.05; 2.94; X 0.4; 0.9; X 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Dirty Water 4.55; 4.33; X -3.6; -2.8; X 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Dry Grass 4.03; X; 4.05 -0.1; X; -0.9 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Forest 5.89; X; 5.75 2.5; X; 2.0 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Grass 5.82; 6.17; 5.50 1.9; 2.2; 1.7 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Green Olives 7.68; X; 7.85 -0.3; X; 0.4 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Leaves 6.16; 6.56; 5.80 1.6; 1.6; 1.7 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Lime 4.97; X; 4.55 1.0; X; 0.6 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Moss 6.74; 6.33; X -1.1;-0.6;X 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Mould 5.08; 5.28; 4.90 -3.9; -3.2; -4.6 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Mucus 5.55; 5.39; X -3.9; -3.2; X 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Mud 2.08; 2.17; X -1.1;-0.4; X 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Peas 5.92; X; 5.90 0.5; X; -0.4 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Seaweed 6.47; X; 6.75 -0.3; X; -0.9 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Sewage 5.34; 4.78; X -4.3;-3.8;X 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Shrubs 5.89; X; 6.05 0.3; X; 0.2 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Slime 7.47; 6.44; X -3.1;-2.1; X 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Snot 5.53; 5.56; 5.50 -3.8; -3.1; -4.5 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Straw 2.08; 2.17; X -0.6; -0.1; X 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Tortoise 5.68; 5.72; X 1.0; 2.8; X 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Tree 5.89; 5.67; 6.10 2.1; 2.2; 2.0 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Tweed 5.39; X; 5.35 -1.1; X; -2.0 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Urine 2.32; 2.06; X -3.9; -3.5; X 3.67 3.89 3.43
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DH Vomit 4.03; 3.56; 4.45 -4.4; -4.1; -4.6 3.67 3.89 3.43
DH Wet Grass 5.61; 5.67; X -0.2; 0.1; X 3.67 3.89 3.43
SG Algae 5.13; 4.89; 5.35 -2.2; -0.9; -3.4 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Basil 4.53; X; 4.35 0.6; X; 0.1 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Brussel Sprout 4.26; X; 4.05 -0.4; X; -0.8 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Crème de Menthe 5.53; 5.39; 5.65 -0.7; 0.9; -2.3 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Cucumber 4.82; X; 4.55 0.9; X; 0.9 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Emerald 5.92; 6.39; X 2.1; 1.3; X 5.60 5.77 5,40
SG Frog 5.21; X; 5.45 0.6; X; 0.2 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Grass 4.74; 4.83; 4.65 1.9; 2.2; 1.7 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Green Apple 5.18; X; 5.10 1.7; X; 1.5 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Green Traffic Light 6.26; X; 6.40 2.7; X;3.1 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Greenfly 5.39; X; 5.35 -2.0; X; -2.9 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Hills 5.24; 4.89; X 1.7; 1.7; X 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Leaves 4.97; 5.11; 4.85 1,6; 1.6; 1.7 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Lime 4.11; X; 3.75 1.0; X; 0.6 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Mint 6.74; 6.44; 7.00 0.9; 1.6; 0.3 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Mint Ice Cream 6.18; 6.28; X 0.9; 1.8;X 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Mouthwash 6.16; 5.67; X 0.0; 0.4; X 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Ocean 3.71; X; 3.75 3.3; X; 3.3 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Peacock 4.37; 4.89; X 1.6; 1.4; X 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Pear 4.21; X; 4.05 0.3; X; 0.1 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Peppermint Tea 4.95; X; 4.80 -0.5; X; -0.8 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Sea 3.55; 3.28; X 2.6; 3.1; X 5.60 5.77 5.40
SG Tree 4.79; 4.72; X 2.1; 2.2; X 5.60 5.77 5.40
LG Cold Skin 1.55; 1.11;X -0.9; -0.3; X 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Grass 3.55; 3.72; 3.40 1.9; 2.2; 1.7 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Green Apple 3.92; X; 3.45 1.7; X; 1.5 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Ice 2.11; 1.39; 2.75 0.9; 1.7; 0.2 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Ice Cubes 1.68; X; 2.00 0.6; X; -0.4 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Leaves 3.37; X; 3.30 1.6; X ;1.7 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Mint 5.87; 5.39; 6.30 0.9; 1.6; 0.3 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Moss 3.50; 4.17; 2.90 -1.1; -0.6; -1.7 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Mushy Peas 4.32; 4.67; X -1.5; 0.1; X 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Peppermint 5.79; X: 6.60 0.8; X; 0.3 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Peppennint Creams 6.21; X; 7.30 -0.3; X; -0.7 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Pond 4.05; X; 3.40 1.3; X; 1.0 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Sea 3.45; 3.11; 3.75 2.6; 3.1; 2.2 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Sky 2.42; 2.44; 2.40 3.3; 2.9; 3.7 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Star Fruit 3.89; X; 3.70 0.0; X; 0.0 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Swimming Pool 3.82; 3.06; 4.50 2.4; 2.4; 2.5 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Toothpaste 4.66; 3.94; X 1.0; 1.1; X 4.90 5.32 4.45
LG Water 2.76; X; 3.05 3.0; X; 3.0 4.90 5.32 4.45
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LG White Grapes 4.03; 3.78; X 2.1; 1.9; X 4.90 5.32 4.45
DG Aloe Vera 6.16; 5.83; X 0.8; 0.9; X 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Astroturf 5.76; 5.83; X -0.5; 0.7; X 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Beer Bottle 6.42; X; 6.30 -0.3; X; -1.7 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Broccoli 6.63; 6.61; 6.65 1.2; 1.4; 1.0 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Bush 6.66; X; 6.75 0.5; X; 0.2 5.21 5.48 4,93
DG Camouflage 6.24; X; 5.85 0.0; X; -0.8 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Christmas Tree 7.21; X; 7.15 2.7; X; 2.5 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Crocodile 5.89; 5.72; X 0.1; 1.2;X 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Cucumber 6.24; 6.17; X 0.9; 0.9; X 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Dirty Water 3.61; 3.61; X -3.6;-2.8; X 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Emerald 7.11; 6.67; X 2.1; 1.3; X 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Evergreen Tree 7.16; X; 7.30 1.8; X; 1.6 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Fir Tree 6.74; 6.44; X 1.1; 1.4;X 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG First Aid Cross 6.92; X; 7.20 0,5; X; 0.2 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Forest 6.95; 6.94; X 2.5; 3.0; X 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Grass 6.39; 5.83; 6.90 1.9; 2.2; 1.7 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Green Apple 5.21; X; 4.95 1.7; X; 1.5 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Green Traffic Light 6.16; X; 6.20 2.7; X;3.1 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Ireland 6.74; 6.00; X 1.7; 1.9; X 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Kiwi Flesh 4.45; 4.94; 4.00 0.6; 0.8; 0.5 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Leaves 6.84; 7.00; 6.70 1.6; 1.6; 1.7 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Lime 4.68; X; 4.65 1.0; X; 0.6 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Mint Sauce 6.16; 5.83; X 0.0; 0.6; X 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Mould 5.34; X; 4.85 -3.9; X; -4.6 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Pear 4.55; X; 4.30 0.3; X; 0.1 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Peas 6.29; X; 6.25 0.5; X; -0.4 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Sea 3.24; 2.56; 3.85 2.6; 3.1; 2.2 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Seaweed 6.84; 7.11; X -0.3; 0.3; X 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Tree 6.53; 6.22; 6.80 2.1; 2.2; 2.0 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Unripe Banana 2.95; X; 2.90 -1.3; X ;-1.3 5.21 5.48 4.93
DG Water 1.82; 1.56; X; 3.0; 3.1; X 5.21 5.48 4.93
SC Aquamarine Gemstone 7.26; X; 7.65 1.7; X; 2.1 6.02 6.23 5.80
SC Aquarium 6.89; 6.61; 7.15 2.3; 2.3; 2.1 6.02 6.23 5.80
SC Ice 3.00; X; 3.25 0.9; X; 0.2 6.02 6.23 5.80
SC Mint 5.00; X; 5.85 0.9; X; 0.3 6.02 6.23 5.80
SC Pond 3.68; X; 3.25 1.3; X; 1.0 6.02 6.23 5.80
SC Sea 5.26; 5.06; 5.45 2.6; 3.1; 2.2 6.02 6.23 5.80
SC Sky 5.21; 5.39; 5.05 3.3; 2.9; 3.7 6.02 6.23 5.80
SC Swimming Pool 5.89; 5.78; 6.00 2.4; 2.4; 2.5 6.02 6.23 5.80
SC Water 5.11; 4.94; 5.25 3.0; 3.1; 3.0 6.02 6.23 5.80
LC Blueberry 1.97; X; 1.70 1.6; X; 1.7 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Cucumber 2.53; X; 3.50 0.9; X; 0.9 5.43 6.14 4.65
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LC Fish 3.76; X; 3.90 1.2; X; 0.8 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Glass 4.05; X; 3.65 0.8; X; 0.5 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Ice 4.42; 4.72; X 0.9; 1.7; X 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Mint 4.71; 3.39; 5.90 0.9; 1.6; 0.3 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Mint Ice Cream 4.95; X; 5.45 0.9; X; 0.0 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Paper 2.84; X; 2.95 1.1; X; 1.0 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Polo Mints 4.03; X; 4.30 0.3; X; -0.2 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Sea 5.05; 5.56; 4.60 2.6; 3.1; 2.2 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Sky 5.24; 5.78; 4.75 3.3; 2.9; 3.7 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Snow 2.97; X; 3.30 2.0; X; 1.5 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Swimming Pool 5.24; 5.56; 4.95 2.4; 2.4; 2.5 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Toothpaste 5.50; 4.83; X 1.0; 1.1; X 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Tree 1.50; 1.17; X 2.1; 2.2; X 5.43 6.14 4.65
LC Water 5.13; 5.33; 4.95 3.0; 3.1; 3.0 5.43 6.14 4.65
DC Algae 5.79; 5.56; X -2.2; -0.9; X 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Camouflage 4.00; 4.56; X 0.0; 0.7; X 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Deep Sea 5.39; 5.22; 6.00 1.1; 1.6; 0.6 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Denim 2.16; X; 2.30 2.0; X; 2.0 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Dirty Water 3.92; X; 4.30 -3.6; X; -4.4 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Emerald 5.50; 4.78; X 2.1; 1.3; X 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Eucalyptus 5.82; X; 6.60 0.6; X; 0.3 4.70 4.98 4,40
DC Grass 3.00; 3.11; X 1.9; 2.2; X 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Jade 6.21; 5.67; X 1.3; 1.0; X 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Lake 5.29; 5.11; 5.45 2.7; 3.2; 2.3 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Leaves 4.03; X; 3.85 1.6; X; 1.7 4.70 4.98 4,40
DC Mermaid 5.95; X; 6.45 1.8; X; 2.2 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Night Sky 2.84; 3.39; 2.35 3.2; 3.0; 3.5 4.70 4.98 4,40
DC Sea 5.11; 4.72; 5.45 2.6; 3.1; 2.2 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Sky 3.08; 2.44; 3.65 3.3; 2.9; 3.7 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Spearmint 5.16; X; 5.85 0.9; X; 0.3 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Swimming Pool 3.45; X; 3.80 2.4; X; 2.5 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Tree 4.13; 4.50; X 2.1; 2.2; X 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Turquoise 6.13; X; 6.70 2.0; X; 3.7 4.70 4.98 4.40
DC Water 3.13; 2.56; 3.65 3.0; 3.1; 3.0 4.70 4.98 4.40
SB Denim 3.71; X; 3.25 2,0; X; 2.0 6.46 6.57 6.35
SB Sea 6.13; 6.67; 5.65 2.6; 3.1; 2.2 6.46 6.57 6.35
SB Sky 6.39; 6.50; 6.30 3.3; 2.9; 3.7 6.46 6.57 6.35
SB Swimming Pool 7.26; 7.28; 7.25 2.4; 2.4; 2.5 6.46 6.57 6.35
SB Tropical Water 7.58; 7.61; 7.55 3.2; 3,0; 3.4 6.46 6.57 6.35
SB Water 5.76; 5.67; 5.85 3.0; 3.1; 3.0 6.46 6.57 6.35
LB Drinking Water 4.97; 5.11;X 3.3; 3.0; X 5.82 6.18 5.43
LB Glass 4.34; 3.94; X 0.8; 1.2; X 5.82 6.18 5.43
LB Pigeons 2.95; X; 3.50 -1.2; X; -2.0 5.82 6.18 5.43
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LB Sea 5.39; 5.67; 5.15 2.6; 3.1; 2.2 5.82 6.18 5.43
LB Sky 7.42; 8.00; 6.90 3.3; 2.9; 3.7 5j% 6.18 5.43
LB Sleeping Tablet 3.34; X; 3.25 -2.4; X; -2.8 5 j2 6.18 5.43
LB Swimming Pool 6.00; 6.61; X 2.4; 2.4; X 5.82 6.18 5.43
LB Water 5.55; 5.78; 5.35 3.0; 3.1; 3.0 5.82 6.18 5.43
DB Blue Eyes 5.39; 5.72; X 2.6; 2.4; X 6.10 6.66 5,48
DB Blueberry 5.00; 5.11; 4.90 1.6; 1.5; 1.7 6.10 6.66 5.48
DB Deep Sea 7.37; 7.72; X 1.1; 1.6;X 6.10 6.66 5.48
DB Dusk 6.24; 6.39; X 2.1; 2.3; X 6.10 6.66 5.48
DB Lake 5.55; X; 5.35 2.7; X; 2.3 6.10 6.66 5.48
DB Night Sky 6.55; 7.17; 6.00 3.2; 3.0; 3.5 6.10 6.66 5.48
DB Peacock 5.45; 4.67; 6.15 1.6; 1.4; 1.9 6.10 6.66 5.48
DB Sea 6.45; 7.06; 5.90 2.6; 3.1; 2.2 6.10 6.66 5.48
DB Sky 5.37; 5.89; 4.90 3.3; 2.9; 3.7 6.10 6.66 5.48
DB Turquoise 4.32; X; 4.55 2.0; X; 3.7 6.10 6.66 5.48
DB Water 5.50; 5.56; 5.45 3.0; 3.1; 3.0 6.10 6.66 5.48
DB Whale 5.58; X; 6.20 1.7; X; 1.3 6.10 6.66 5.48
DB Windscreen Wash 4.92; X; 4.75 -0.9; X; -1.4 6.10 6.66 5,48
SP Aubergine 4.74; 4.22; X 0.0; -0.4; X 4.96 4.43 5.55
SP Barney the Dinosaur 6.76; X; 6.60 0.0; X; 0.0 4.96 4.43 5.55
SP Cadburys Logo 5.84; 5.56; 6.10 2.5; 2.1; 2.9 4.96 4.43 5 j5
SP Dusk 4.76; 4.50; X 2.1; 2.3; X 4.96 4.43 5.55
SP Lavender 6.82; 6.78; 6.85 1.1; 0.5; 1.7 4.96 4.43 5.55
SP Lilac 6.00; X; 5.75 1.0; X; 1.5 4.96 4.43 5.55
SP Pamiaviolets Sweets 6.00; 6.33; X 0.1;-0.2; X 4.96 4.43 5.55
SP Plum 5.95; 5.83; 6.05 1.4; 0.7; 2.2 4.96 4.43 5.55
SP Purple Flowers 7.42; 6.89; 7.90 2.0; 1.3; 2.8 4.96 4.43 5.55
SP Red Grapes 4.76; 4.33; 5.15 2.2; 2.6; 1.7 4.96 4A3 5.55
SP Violets 6.71; 6.72; 6.70 1.9; 1.5; 2.4 4.96 4.43 5.55
LP Barney the Dinosaur 4.11; X; 3.95 0.0; X; 0.0 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Blancmange 4.58; 4.22; X -0.1; 0.1; X 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Blueberry Yogurt 5.08; X; 5.75 1.1; X; 1.2 5.08 4.68 5,53
LP Blusher 4.58; X; 4.55 0.1; X; 1.1 5.08 4 j# 5.53
LP Bubblegum 6.39; 5.61; X 0.3; 0.4; X 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Candyfloss 6.26; X; 6.30 1.2; X; 1.8 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Fire 0.82; 0.83; 0.08 0.7; 1.5; -0.1 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Lavender 5.79; 6.17; 6.17 1.1; 0.5; 1.7 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Marshmallow 5.79; 5.39; X 1.3; 1.5;X 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Melon 1.74; 1.78; X 1,0; 0.8; X 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Pamiaviolet Sweets 5.79; 6.00; 5.60 0.1;-0.2; 0.5 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Pig 4.26; X; 5.00 1.2; X; 0.8 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Plum 3.66; X; 3.40 1.4; X; 2.2 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Puiple Flowers 5.11; 5.22; 5.00 2.0; 1.3; 2.8 5.08 4.68 5.53
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LP Red Grapes 2.45; X; 2.65 2.2; X; 1.7 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Strawbeixy Yogurt 4.32; 3.33; X 1.6; 1.6; X 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Sunset 3.34; 2.78; 3.85 3.9; 3.6; 4.2 5.08 4.68 5.53
LP Taffy 4.29; X; 4.40 -0.5; X; -1.0 5.08 4.68 5.53
DP Amethyst 6.58; 6.17; X 1.2; 0.8; X 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Aubergine 5.84; 5.89; 5.80 0.0; -0.4; 0.4 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Barney the Dinosaur 7.55; 6.61; 8.40 0.0; 0.0; 0.0 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Blackberries 5.95; 5.72; 6.15 1.5; 1.6; 1.4 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Blackcurrant 7.08; X; 6.70 1.8; X; 1.6 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Blueberries 5.13; 5.72; X 1.6; 1.5;X 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Cadburys Logo 7.61; 7.06; 8.10 2.5; 2.1; 2.9 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Cough Medicine 3.95; 4.61; X -1.0; -0.1; X 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Foxglove 6.00; X; 6.40 0.3; X; 0.7 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Lavender 5.84; 5.78; X 1.1; 0.5; X 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Night Sky 3.58; X; 3.20 3.2; X ;3.5 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Parmaviolet Sweets 5.58; 5.67; X 0.1;-0.2; X 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Passion Fruit 4.95; X; 5.05 1.2; X; 1.6 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Plum 7.34; 6.89; 7.75 1.4; 0.7; 2.2 5.96 5.48 6^0
DP Puiple Flowers 8.05; 7.61; 8.45 2.0; 1.3; 2.8 5 j# 5.48 6.50
DP Red Grapes 5.24; 4.50; 5.90 2.2; 2.6; 1.7 5.96 5.48 6.50
DP Ribena blackcurrant 
drink
7.66; X; 7.20 1.4; X; 0.9 5 j^ 5.48 6.50
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Appendix C: Himba objects according to associated colour with amount of times object said, 
average object rating (converted -5 to 5 scale) and average colour preference rating. Male, 
female and overall averages are separated with a semi-colon, e.g. ‘ O v e r a l l ;  M a l e ;  F e m a l e  ’  
with X  denoting an object not listed by that sex.
Colour
Zolour Object Description
No. of Times 
Objects Said Ob ject Rating
Preference
Rating
SR Blood 8; 6; 2 -2.1 ; -1.4; -2.5 4.35; 3.62; 5.09
SR Cow 1;X; 1 3.2; X; 2.3 4.35; 3.62; 5.09
SR Fire 2 ;2 ;X 1.0; 1.4; X 4.35; 3.62; 5.09
SR Okra 8; 2; 6 0.5;-1.0; 1.5 4.35; 3.62; 5.09
SR Phobia Tree 1; 1;X -0.5; 0.0; X 4.35; 3.62; 5.09
SR Soil 1; 1;X 1.4; 1.8;X 4.35; 3.62; 5.09
LR Autumn Leaves 1; 1;X -2.3; -1.8; X 1.65; 1.24; 2.06
LR Clouds 1; 1;X 2.9; 4.0; X 1.65; 1.24; 2.06
LR Cow 1;X; 1 3.2; X; 2.3 1.65; 1.24; 2.06
LR Fire 2; 1; 1 1.0; 1.4; 0.6 1.65; 1.24; 2.06
LR Okra 4; 3; 1 0.5;-1.0; 1.5 1.65; 1.24; 2.06
LR Sand 1 ;^ ^ ( 0.5; 0.7; X 1.65; 1.24; 2.06
LR Soil 2; 2 ;X 1.4; 1.8; X 1.65; 1.24; 2.06
LR Sun 1;X; 1 1.4; X; 0.9 1.65; 1.24; 2.06
LR Sunset 1;X; 1 -0.4; X; -0.5 1.65; 1.24; 2.06
DR Blood 4; 3; 1 -2.0; -1.4; -2.5 2.07; 2.14; 2.00
DR Cow 2; 1; 1 3.2; 4.6; 2.3 2.07; 2.14; 2.00
DR Fire 1; 1;X 1.0; 1.4; X 2.07; 2.14; 2.00
DR Okra 4; 1;3 0.5; -1.0; 1.5 2.07; 2.14; 2.00
DR Palm Tree Fruit 1; 1;X -0.5; 0.0; X 2.07; 2.14; 2.00
DR Soil 1; 1;X 1.4; 1.8; X 2.07; 2.14; 2.00
SO Dry Leaves 1; 1;X -3.0; -3.6; X 4.26; 4.79; 3.74
SO Fire 2; 1; 1 1.0; 1.4; 0.6 4.26; 4.79; 3.74
SO Omahoho Tree 1; 1;X -2.2; -2.6; X 4.26; 4.79; 3.74
SO Omukangai Tree 1; 1;X -2.3; -3.1; X 4.26; 4.79; 3.74
SO Orange Fanta 1;X; 1 0.5; X; 0.4 4.26; 4.79; 3.74
SO Oranges 1;X; 1 -2.0; X; -2.2 4.26; 4.79; 3.74
SO Pumpkin 2; 1; 1 0.0; -0.2; 0.2 4.26; 4.79; 3.74
SO Sunset 2; 1; 1 -0.4; -0.2; -0.5 4.26; 4.79; 3.74
LO Cow 2; X ;2 3.2; X; 2.3 1.69; 1.29; 2.09
LO Dry Grass 1; 1;X -1.1;-0.8;X 1.69; 1.29; 2.09
LO Fire 1.0; 1.4; X 1.69; 1.29; 2.09
LO Hut 1; 1;X 1.1; 1.0; X 1.69; 1.29; 2.09
LO Moon 1;X; 1 0.8; X; 0.5 1.69; 1.29; 2.09
LO River 1;X: 1 -1.4; X; -1.2 1.69; 1.29; 2.09
LO Soil 7; 4; 3 1.4; 1.8; 1.1 1.69; 1.29; 2.09
LO Sunset 2; 2 ;X -0.4; -0.2; X 1.69; 1.29; 2.09
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DO Cow 5 4;1 3.2; 4.6; 2.3 1.81 1.98 1.65
DO Dunes 1 X ;1 -1.8; X; -1.8 1.81 1.98 1,65
DO Elephant 1 1;X -1.3; 0.6; X 1,81 1.98 1,65
DO Palm Tree Fruit 1 i;X -0.5; 0.0; X 1,81 1,98 1,65
DO Soil 3 2 ; 1 1.4; 1.8; 1.1 1.81 1.98 1.65
SY Autumn Leaves 5 5;X -2.3; -1.8; X 3.84 4.62 3,06
SY Cow 2 X ;2 3.2; X; 2.3 3.84 4.62 3.06
SY Dry Grass 1 X ;1 -1.1; X; -1.3 3.84 4.62 3.06
SY Dry Leaves 2 2 ;X -3.0; -3.6; X 3.84 4.62 3.06
SY Fire 1 1;X 1.0; 1.4; X 3.84 4.62 3.06
SY Leaf Shoots 1 X;1 2.2; X; 2.1 3.84 4.62 3,06
SY Moon 1 1;X 0.8; 1.3;X 3.84 4.62 3,06
SY Sunset 1 1;X -0.4; -0.2; X 3.84 4.62 3,06
LY Autumn Leaves 1 i ;X -2.3;-1.8; X 2.14 1.95 232
LY Cow 8 i ;7 3.2; 4.6; 2.3 2.14 1.95 2,32
LY Grass 1 i ;X 2.5; 2.9; X 2.14 1.95 232
LY Omuthzu Tree 1 i;X 0.4; 0.6; X 2,14 1.95 2.32
LY Soil 1 X ;1 1.4; X; 1.1 2,14 1.95 2.32
LY Sunrise 2 1: 1 1.1; 0.4; 1.5 2.14 1.95 2.32
DY Copper 1 X;1 -1.2; X; -0.8 2.26 2.55 1.97
DY Cow 3 X ;3 3.2; X; 2.3 2.26 2 j5 1,97
DY Grass 1 1;X 2.5; 2.9; X 2.26 2.55 1.97
DY Soil 1 X ;1 1.4; X; 1.1 2.26 2^5 1.97
SH Autumn Leaves 1 i ; x -2.3; -1.8; X 4.87 4.98 4.77
SH Bad Water 2 2 ;X -4.6; -4.4; X 4,87 4.98 4.77
SH Dry Grass 1 1;X -1.1;-0.8; X 4.87 4.98 4.77
SH Fire 1 1;X 1.0; 1.4; X 4.87 4.98 4.77
SH Grass 1 1;X 2.5; 2.9; X 4.87 4.98 4.77
SH Mopane Leaves 3 1;2 -0.3; 0.7; -0.9 4.87 4.98 4.77
SH Pumpkin 1 1;X 0.0; -0.2; X 4.87 4.98 4,77
LH Autumn Leaves 2 i ; i -2.3; -1.8; -2.7 2.06 1.98 2.15
LH Cow 4 i;3 3.2; 4.6; 2.3 2.06 1.98 2.15
LH Dry Grass 2 2;X -1.1; -0.8; X 2.06 1.98 2.15
LH Fresh Water 2 i ; i 1,9; 2,4; 1,5 2,06 1.98 2,15
LH Grass 1 1;X 2.5; 2.9; X 2.06 1.98 2.15
LH Moon 1 1;X 0,8; 1,3; X 2.06 1.98 2.15
LH Soil 1 X;1 1,4; X; 1.1 2.06 1.98 2,15
LH Sun 1 1;X 1.4; 2,0; X 2.06 1.98 2.15
LH Sunrise 1 i ; x 1,1; 0,4; X 2.06 1.98 2.15
LH Sunset 1 X;1 -0,4; X; -0,5 2.06 1.98 2.15
DH Animal Pancreas 1 X ;1 -3.3; X; -3.2 2.08 2^5 1.62
DH Grass 1 l ;X 2,5; 2,9; X 2.08 2.55 1.62
DH Leaf Shoots 3 2;1 2,2; 2.3; 2.1 2.08 2.55 1.62
DH Mopane Leaves 1 X;1 -0.3; X; -0.9 2.08 2,55 1.62
DH Nature 1 X;1 3,4; X; 3.3 2.08 2.55 1.62
DH Okra 1 X ;1 0.5; X; 1.5 2.08 2^5 1.62
SG Grass 4 i ;3 2,5; 2.9; 2,2 5.26 4.38 6.15
SG Mopane Leaves 15 7; 8 -0.3; 0.7; -0.9 5.26 4.38 6.15
LG Clouds 1 1;X 2.9; 4.0; X 2.21 1.88 2.53
LG Fresh Water 1 1;X 1.9; 2.4; X 2.21 1.88 2.53
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LG Grass 1;X;1 2.5; X; 2.2 2.21 1.88 2.53
LG Mopane Leaves 3;2;1 0.9; 0.7; -0.9 2.21 1.88 2.53
LG Nature 3.4; 3.6; X 2.21 1.88 2.53
LG Sky 2;1 ;1 1.9; 2.9; 1.2 2.21 1.88 2 j3
LG Wild Onion Leaves i ; i ; X -4.3; -4.6; X 2.21 1.88 2 j3
DG Grass 5; 3; 2 2.5; 2.9; 2.2 2.48 2.43 2.53
DG Leaf Shoots 1;X;1 2.2; X; 2.1 2.48 2.43 2.53
DG Mopane Leaves 11; 7; 4 -0.3; 0.7; -0.9 2A8 2.43 2 J3
DG Nature 2;1;1 3.4; 3.6; 3.3 2.48 2.43 2.53
SC Clouds 2 ; % X 2.9; 4.0; X 2.92 2.07 3.77
SC Cow 1;X;1 3.2; X; 2.3 2.92 2.07 3 J7
SC Mopane Leaves 4; 4 ;X -0.3; 0.7; X 2.92 2.07 3.77
SC Nature 1 ;1 ^ ( 3.4; 3.6; X 2.92 2.07 3.77sc Sky 6; 3; 3 1.9; 2.9; 1.2 2.92 2.07 3.77
LC Clouds 3;2;1 2.9; 4.0; 2.1 1.77 1.43 2.12
LC Fresh Water 3 ; 1 ; 2 1.9; 2.4; 1.5 1.77 1.43 2.12
LC Mountain 1;X;1 0.9; X; -0.9 1.77 1.43 2.12
LC Sky 6;5;1 1.9; 2.9; 1.2 1.77 1.43 2.12
LC Soil 2;1;1 1.4; 1.8; 1.1 1.77 1.43 2.12
DC Fresh Water l ;%4l 1.9; X; 1.5 1.84 1.91 1.77
DC Mopane Leaves 4;3;1 -0.3; 0.7; -0.9 1.84 1.91 1,77
DC Mountain 3;2;1 0.9; 3.1;-0.6 1.84 1.91 1.77
DC Nature 1;X;1 0.7; 3.6; 3.3 1.84 1.91 1.77
DC Okra 1;X;1 0.5; X; 1.5 1.84 1.91 1,77
DC Sky 5;4;1 1.9; 2.9; 1.2 1.84 1.91 1.77
DC Soil i ; i ; X 1.4; 1.8;X 1.84 1.91 1.77
SB Acacia Tree i;i^( -2.1;-1.7; X 3.37 2.62 4.12
SB Sky 12; 6; 6 1.9; 2.9; 1.2 3.37 2.62 4.12
LB Ashes i;i;)( -4.0; -4.3; X 2.11 1.91 1,77
LB Clouds 4 ; 4 ; X 2.9; 4.0; X 2.11 1.91 1.77
LB Fresh Water 3 ;1 ; 2 1.9; 2.4; 1.5 2.11 1.91 1.77
LB Mountain U3tl 0.9; X; -0.6 2.11 1.91 1.77
LB Sky 9; 5; 4 1.9; 2.9; 1.2 2.11 1.91 1.77
LB Smoke 1;1;X -3.7; -3.8; X 2.11 1.91 1.77
LB Tarred Road 1;X;1 1.5; X; -0.1 2.11 1.91 1.77
DB Ashes 1;X;1 -4.0; X; -3.8 2.73 2.52 2.94
DB Cow 1;X;1 3.2; X; 2.3 2.73 2.52 2.94
DB Mountain % 1 ; 2 0.9; 3.1;-0.6 2.73 2.52 244
DB Night Sky 1;1;X 0.7; 1.0; X 2.73 2.52 2.94
DB Sky 8; 5; 3 1.9; 2.9; 1.2 2.73 2.52 2.94
SP Maizemeal 1;X^1 1.5; X; 0.8 1.99 1.96 3.03
SP Mountain 1;1;X 0.9; 3.1;X 1.99 1.96 3.03
SP Sky i;Xji 1.9; X; 1.2 1.99 1.96 3.03
LP Sunrise 2;1;1 1.1; 0.4; 1.5 5.08 4.68 5.53
DP Cow 1;X^1 3.2; X; 2.3 3.03 2.98 3.09
DP Sky ^ ) t l 1.9; X ; L2 3.03 2.98 3.09
DP Tick Blood i ; i ; X -4.4; -4.7; X 3.03 2 j# 3.09
DP Wild Onion i ; i ; X -4.4; -4.3; X 3.03 2.98 3.09
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